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Abstract 
In order to avoid the keyhole problems associated with the current antenna mounting systems 
and to meet the requirements of target acquisition and tracking for high gain narrow beamwidth 
antennas, a novel antenna mounting system has been developed. The antenna is mounted on a 
parallel robot based on the Phillips-Sherwood mechanism that has either two or three degrees 
of freedom. Unlike conventional mounts this parallel robotic mounting system is able to point 
an antenna anywhere in the upper hemisphere without encountering singularities. Three other 
parallel mechanisms that are derivatives of the Phillips-Sherwood mechanism are analysed, and 
conclusions are drawn about the feasibility of such mechanisms for beam aiming applications. 
One mechanism in particular appears to offer many advantages, and a robot based on this 
mechanism may in fact prove to be superior to the first robotic aiming mechanism developed at 
the University of Canterbury. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to satellite-tracking mounting 
systems 
1.1 Introduction 
Satellite-tracking systems are employed to track weather and earth resources satellites, space 
shuttles and unmanned space probes. An earth station that transmits or receives signals from a 
satellite is an important link in the communications system. The rate at which data can be 
reliably received is determined by the signal to noise ratio (SIN) of the antenna dish and 
receiver. The signal power at the receiver can be increased in two ways. First, the transmitted 
power from the satellite can be increased as is done for direct broadcasting satellites, and 
second, the amount of received signal energy can be increased by collecting it over a larger 
area. Large power sources which operate for many years are expensive when launched into 
orbit. Hence limited power is used for most earth-monitoring satellites. 
The second option of increasing the received energy by collecting it over a larger area is 
described in Nathamson [1969] by the antenna gain equation 
G = 4ff Ae 
,A. 2 
(1.1) 
where G is the antenna gain, Ae is the effective antenna aperture which is the actual area ff R2 
times the antenna energy collecting efficiency, and ,A. is the wave length of the received radio 
wave. The antenna beamwidth (}bw is given by 
Combining equations (I .1) and (1.2) we get 
4ff G = 
(}bw 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Thus the requirement to increase SIN by increasing Ae gives an increase in the antenna gain 
and a corresponding decrease in the antenna beamwidth. The decreased antenna beam width is 
the cause of the keyhole problem. With a large beamwidth the limitations of conventional 
antenna mounts do not affect reception. With a narrow beamwidth the antenna is larger, hence 
the supporting mount structure is much more massive and so the mount limitations affect 
antenna operation over some regions of the visible hemisphere. 
In the following sections, the current alt-azimuth and X-Y antenna mounting systems are 
described, together with their corresponding keyholes. Discussion is extended to astronomical 
mounts, and to multi axis mounts used in marine environments. A six degree of freedom 
parallel mechanism is briefly described which is capable of solving the keyhole problem. 
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Finally, a two dof and three dof parallel mechanism are introduced; either of these is able to 
circumvent the keyhole problem. It is these two mechanisms and their derivatives which are the 
research topics of this thesis. 
1.2 Conventional earth bound mounting systems 
The track followed by an orbiting satellite is approximately elliptical in shape. 
Communications satellites in a geostationary orbit above the equator rotate at the same rate as 
the earth so that they appear almost stationary when viewed from the earth's surface. Small 
perturbations occur due to the non homogeneous nature of the earth as well as the gravitational 
attraction of bodies other than earth. The azimuth (Az) and altitude (Alt) or elevation (El) 
angles of the satellite viewed from the earth's surface (c.f. figure 1.1) are also known as the 
look angles of the satellite. Azimuth is measured eastward from geographic north to the 
projection of the satellite path on to the horizontal plane at the earth station. Elevation is the 
angle measured above the horizontal plane to the look path. The antenna mounting is used to 
aim the antenna along the look angles so that the satellite is within the beam of the antenna. 
Ideally, satellite tracking requires a maximum of two degrees of freedom. There are three 
standard two dof mounting methods for achieving this. These are the Alt-Az, the X-Y, and the 
astronomical equatorial mounting systems. 
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Figure 1.1 Look angles. 
1.2.1 Alt-azimuth mountings and the keyhole 
The standard alt-azimuth mount consists of a horizontal axis revolute joint which is attached to 
the rear of the antenna as shown in figure 1.2. The look angles are set by rotating the vertical 
joint through the azimuth angle from the North, and then rotating the horizontal joint through 
the elevation angle from the horizon. If a moving satellite is tracked through the zenith or very 
close to it, then when the elevation reaches almost 90° the azimuth has to rotate through 180°. 
Thus, the system has a singularity about the zenith. During the time taken for the 180° azimuth 
rotation, the station can lose contact with the satellite. This is known as the keyhole problem. It 
occurs when the satellite track is through a region (the keyhole) around the zenith which 
requires a large change in one of the positioning coordinates for a small change in the satellite 
position. Dynamic positioning errors allow the satellite to move out of the antenna beam and 
contact is broken. 
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Figure 1.2 Alt-Azimuth mount. 
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The problem becomes particularly severe when the tracking system is mounted on a ship. The 
rolling and pitching action of a ship causes the singularity of the alt-azimuth mount to trace out 
an elliptical shaped conical region. Communication within this region will be unreliable due to 
the effective increase in size of the keyhole. Similar problems can also arise with wind loading 
on large antennas. 
1.2.2 X-Y mountings and associated keyholes 
In order to overcome the effect of having a keyhole about the vertical axis, an X-Y mounting 
system can be used (c.f. figure 1.3). 
___ "JIIII"'y 
Horizontal 
Figure 1.3 X -Y mount. 
The X-Y mount consists of two orthogonal axes: a horizontal axis revolute joint carries a 
second perpendicular axis revolute joint which is attached to the rear of the antenna dish. Each 
look angle affects both control angles in the X-Y mount; thus the axes are not decoupled and 
control is more complex. The advantage of the X-Y mount is that it does not have a keyhole 
about the vertical, but it does have two other keyholes, one at each end of the horizontal axis. 
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If the horizontal x axis is cantilevered from one end then the mOWlt is the same as the alt-
azimuth mOWlt laid on its side with the vertical axis moved to the x axis. The keyholes remain 
in the same position because of dynamic limitations. 
When receiving signals from deep space probes, there is only one chance of capturing the 
data sent by the space craft and a loss of contact is not acceptable. In the case of the NASA 
deep space exploration antennas, two X-Y mOWlted antennas (10m and 30m) are mounted at 
each of the three global receiving sites. At each site, the horizontal axes of the two antennas are 
orthogonal. Thus the keyholes of each antenna are covered by the other antenna. This is an 
effective but expensive solution to the keyhole problem. 
1.2.3 Astronomical mountings and associated keyholes 
The astronomical mOWlt is similar to the alt-azimuth mount, but instead of having the first axis 
vertical, it is tilted so that the axis is parallel to the rotation axis of the earth. This particular 
astronomical arrangement uses the equatorial coordinates of right ascension and declination 
with the right ascension axis moving one revolution each 24 hours so that the telescope or 
antenna remains locked on a star. The keyholes are then along the North-South axis. This type 
of mounting system was used for radio telescopes and for the original satellite-tracking 
antennas at the NASA Goldstone site. It was also used for the MARS 1 installation which is 
now a US national monument. 
Figure 1.4 Astronomical mount. 
1.3 Trajectory optimisation to mininlise pointing error 
Crawford and Brush [1995] anticipate the trajectory close to the zenith in order to minimise the 
pointing error. Using the known characteristics of the servo-mechanism, a modification to the 
antenna trajectory can be implemented so as to minimise the impact of the servo system torque 
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limi ts on the pointing accuracy. The two basic approaches to minimising the pointing error are 
briefly described below. 
1) A trajectory is chosen so that the peak azimuth angular error is kept to less than the 
antenna beam width while the azimuth servo races (leads) the satellite pointing demand. When 
the satellite tracking mechanism is attempting to lead the satellite trajectory, the high velocity 
and acceleration demand can be anticipated since the path of the satellite is known in advance. 
Once the point of closest approach to the zenith has been passed, the antenna follows the 
satellite as the azimuth demand decreases. This approach enables the large azimuth rotation to 
occur over a longer period of time ( double), thus decreasing the speed and acceleration demand 
on the azimuth servo. 
2) The second approach is to choose a trajectory that will take the antenna 'over the top' 
(past 90° elevation) with minimum pointing error. Provided the satellite passes within a beam 
width of the zenith, large rapid azimuth rotations can be avoided. 
These solutions are only possible if there is prior knowledge of the satellite trajectory and if 
the pointing error is less than the beam width. It is applicable to ground based stations 
employing small tracking antennas (i.e. the beam width is not too small and the gain is low). 
These solutions have been successfully simulated by Crawford and Brush who were able to 
keep the pointing error of the tracking system well within the antenna beam width for a NOAA 
II weather satellite. 
1.4 Multi-axis ntountings for marine applications and keyholes 
To overcome the limitations of a two axis mount, extra axes are introduced in the multi-axis 
antenna systems. The operation of these multi-axis mounting systems is discussed below. The 
introduction of a third or fourth degree of freedom to overcome the limitations of a two axis 
mount in the vicinity of a keyhole is quite common in marine communication mounting 
systems [c.f. Johnson 1978], and in earth resource and weather satellite tracking systems. 
However, the increased mechanical complexity is costly and the axes must be computer 
controlled so that the mechanical singularities which cause the keyhole can be avoided. The 
tracking system key holes are avoided by taking advantage of the extra degrees of freedom to 
steer the mounting mechanism away from these singularities. Also, the connecting revolute 
joints must be very stiff so as to avoid the cumulative errors associated with serial mechanisms. 
Three axis stabilisation: Cross-elevation over elevation over azimuth 
This arrangement is shown in figure 1.5. Two gyros are used to stabilise the two x-y axes of the 
antenna at all attitudes. When the satellite is near the zenith the cross-elevation axis takes out 
roll without requiring rapid azimuth axis rotation. When the satellite is near the horizon the 
cross-elevation axis is parallel with the azimuth axis and takes out short term compass errors 
and the geometrical error of the azimuth axis. Typical pointing errors when applied with active 
stabilisation are less than ± 3° under typical maritime conditions [c.f. CCIR report, 1978]. 
Four axis stabilisation 
The four axis arrangement shown in figure 6 enables stabilisation and pointing problems to be 
decoupled. 
Active stabilisation 
This method of stabilisation uses a reference stabilisation unit consisting of gyroscopes and 
level sensors to sense the ship's motion. The reference unit generates signals which drive the 
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power servos to control each mounting axis. Pointing errors are about ±O.So in a typical marine 
environment. 
c~ 
Figure 1.5 Three axis stabilisation. Cross-elevation over elevation over azimuth. 
Passive stabilisation with compound pendulums 
In this form of stabilisation, the inertia of a compound pendulum is used to stabilise a platform 
on which the antenna is mounted. The period of the pendulum is much higher than the roll 
period of the ship. This method is discussed in Kirby [1973] and is simple and cheap but errors 
can be as high as ± 6° which is unacceptable for a high gain antenna. 
Passive stabilisation with flywheels 
Figure 1.6 Four axis stabilisation. Elevation over azimuth on a two axis gimbal. 
This method shown in figure 1.6 uses two contra rotating flywheels to provide an opposing 
torque if the antenna mount moves. Compared with compound pendulums a greater moment of 
inertia can be obtained for a given increase in mass. Therefore, bearing friction has less effect 
and the centre of gravity can be closer to the axis. The disadvantage of this system is that the 
mounts employing stabilisation tend to be larger and heavier than those used in active 
stabilisation methods. Accuracies are similar to those that can be achieved with active 
stabilisation. 
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t.5 Alternative mounting sys ems 
The problems associated with cOl1ventlOnai mounts sparked a search for an alternative 
mechanism that has two dofand has no si nguiaritics in the upper hemisphere. These alternative 
mounts are baseu. on parallel mechani ms that are able to overcome the keyhole problem. 
1.5.1 Six axis parallel mechanism 
The use of a parallel robot mechanism tl' aim an antenna was first suggested by Fichter and 
McDowel f19801 but not as a ~nethod for roviding full hemispherical coverage without 
eyhole problems. The use of lhis rnecl anism 10 overcome the keyhole probiem associated 
w ith em1h resource data receiving staiiorls was proposed by EHis [1987] and extended to the 
more severe keyhole probiems associated with high bandwidth marine satellite communication 
by Dunlop & Afzulpurkar [1988]. 
Figure 1.7 Stewart latform based antenna mount. 
Dunlop & Afzulpurkar used a six degree of freedom mechanism (c.f figure 1.7). This type of 
mounting is named after Stewart [1965] nd is commonly used as a flight simuiator mounting 
system. The mechanism uses parallel link ges and is able to achieve the required hemisphericai 
coverage l~)r a general purpose antenna mounting system. The six axis positioning system 
contains eight singularities in the upper h misphere. Satellite tracking needs only two degrees 
of freedom so the remaining four degrees of freedom avail able in the six link parallel 
mechanism are used to avoid these singularities and to maximise stiffness with respecl 10 the 
look angles. 
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This six axis mechanism was shown by Dunlop & Afzulpurkar to be fully capable of tracking 
an orbiting satellite [cf. Afzulpurkar 1990J. The entire antenna mounting system could be 
produced at a cost less than a conventional three or four axis tracking system [c.f. Dunlop 
1989] such as those discussed by Miya [1981], and in the CCIR report [1978]. If there are any 
limitations to this system, it is because it is a full six degree-of-freedom system and only two 
degrees of freedom are required for satellite tracking. Therefore four degrees of freedom serve 
only to avoid the singularities associated with this type of linkage. 
1.5.2 Three axis parallel mechanism 
A three degree-of-freedom robot based on a linkage described by Hunt [1973,1978] can be 
used as an antenna driving mechanism (c.f. figure 1.8). 
Figure 1.8 Three axis parallel link mechanism. 
In a private communication, Hunt attributes the original mechanism to a 1968 development by 
Phillips and Sherwood. Phillips [1984] published pictures of the three dof mechanism for use 
as a constant velocity joint. Although the mechanism has been patented by Lambert [1987], in 
view of the earlier published work, the validity of the patent is doubtful. Additional 
publications of essentially the same mechanism can be found in Hertz and Hughes [1993] and 
Peruzzini et al. [1995] 
The mechanism consists of three actuated arms attached to a triangular base through equally 
spaced revolute joints. Three passive arms are attached to an upper platform in the same way as 
the driven arms are attached to the triangular base. Each of the three base arms is connected to 
its respective opposing passive ann via a spherical joint. For the particular case where the 
passive arms and upper platfonn are identical to the driven arms and base, the three spherical 
joints define the homokinetic plane of the true constant velocity joint fonned between the base 
and the upper platform of the complete mechanism. The mechanism depicted in figure 1.8 has 
three degrees of freedom, two rotational and one translational. 
1.5.3 Two axis parallel mechanism 
It is possible to reduce the three dof mechanism to only two rotational degrees of freedom by 
introducing another linkage running from the centre of the base to the centre of the upper 
platfonn as in figure 1.9. In this configuration only two axes need be driven, therefore 
simplifying the control of the mechanism. 
It is the two mechanisms shown in figures 1.8 and 1.9 and similar derivatives upon which 
this project is based. 
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Figure 1.9 Two axis parallel link mechanism. 
1.6 Outline of material covered in the remainder of the thesis 
In Chapter 2, some two and three dof spatial mechanisms are briefly examined from the point 
of view of being candidate mechanisms for beam-aiming operations. The chapter finishes with 
some preliminary observations of the two and three dof mechanisms chosen for this project. 
The design of the robotic mechanism is discussed in Chapter 3. The design preceded the 
analyses developed in later chapters and so only rudimentary calculations using estimated 
loading scenarios could be carried out. The control of the robot is discussed in Chapter 4 with 
brief descriptions of the hardware and the layout of the control program. Some comments on 
observations of the actual moving robot are made. 
The geometry of the two and three dof mechanisms is analysed in Chapter 5. Closed fonn 
solutions for the direct and inverse kinematics are developed for both mechanisms. A 
numerical example is computed to demonstrate the sixteen possible solutions for the direct 
kinematic problem. 
A static analysis using a more traditional approach of vector statics is perfonned in Chapter 
6. The results of this analysis compare favourably with experimental results obtained by direct 
measurement of the forces using spring balances. 
In Chapter 7, the kinematics of an idealised orbiting object are derived. This is an idealised 
model of a satellite path for use in the inverse dynamic fonnulations which are developed in the 
chapters which follow. The kinematics of large base motions simulating a moving ship are also 
developed. 
The dynamics of open chains containing rotational and prismatic joints are derived in 
Chapter 8. This chapter is largely based on the Newton-Euler approach developed by Hughes 
[1988]. There is some departure in notation, but a reader familiar with this work may wish to 
skip this chapter. The dynamics of multiple looped closed chained mechanisms are derived in 
Chapter 9. The dynamics of a prismatically actuated two dof mechanism is used as an example 
to illustrate the fonnulation of the dynamics. 
In Chapter 10, the dynamics of five similar mechanisms are compared using the dynamic 
fonnulation developed in the preceding chapters. Counterbalancing of the mechanisms is 
introduced to illustrate the significant reduction in actuator requirements for a specified 
movement. The relative merits of using each of these mechanisms for beam-aiming operations 
in discussed. A maritime simulation is carried out to show the effect of a moving ship on the 
actuator requirements and the link reaction forces. 
Finally the conclusions are drawn in Chapter 11 together with recommendations for future 
work. 

Chapter 2 
A review of some two and three dof spatial 
mechanisms 
2.1 Introduction 
Although the project brief was to design and build only the two antenna aiming robots it would 
have been rather narrow to focus the study on these mechanisms only. Hence a number of other 
similar parallel mechanisms were considered, although not in great detail. The primary 
constraints were that each mechanism should be able to point anywhere in the upper 
hemisphere while encountering no singular positions. There may be, and probably are, many 
other mechanisms that would be suitable for consideration. This is by no means an exhaustive 
list, in fact no fonnal method of synthesis has been discovered and the mechanisms shown in 
the following pages were found in the literature. 
2.2 A spherical three dof parallel manipulator 
Platform 
Figure 2.1 Spherical three dof parallel manipulator. 
The manipulator shown in figure 2.1 has been studied by Gosselin and Angeles [1989]. 
Although it is often claimed to have three degrees of freedom, this is only true for a special 
case. Gosselin and Angeles state that all spherical three dof manipulators with revolute joints 
require their axes of rotation of all the joints to intersect at a common point called the 
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geometric center of the manipulator. If this requirement is not met the mechanism will be over 
constrained i.e. a mobility of less than 0 (see equation 2.1). The fact that this mechanism is able 
to exhibit a mobility of 3 for this particular configuration is explained by Phillips [1984] and 
this situation is referred to as a special mobilty. The main problem with such mechanisms is 
that without releasing some freedoms, i.e. introduce some two dof cylindrical joints for the one 
dof revolute joints, when the mechanism is actually built it may and probably will bind. Only if 
there is enough elasticity and/or clearance in the joints will the mechanism move freely. 
Unfortunately for most robot applications, including beam-aiming applications, it is not 
desirable to have sloppy joints or elastic links since the positioning of the platform is adversely 
affected. Also when this mechanism is considered for an antenna mount, the interference or 
fouling of an antenna with the links and actuators is a major drawback. 
The mobility of the mechanism is given by Kutzbach's criterion 
Mobility = 6(n - g -1)+ 'Lf 
where n = number of links 
g = number of joints 
and L f = sum of the freedoms 
= 6(8- 9 -1) + 9 
= -3 i. e. over constrained. 
2.3 A three dof parallel manipulator with collinear actuators 
Figure 2.2 Three dof parallel manipulator with collinear actuators. 
(2.1) 
The manipulator shown in figure 2.2 has been studied by Gosselin and Lavoie [1991]. It has a 
special mobility of 3, but suffers from the problems outlined in section 2.2 since it has an 
apparent mobility of -3. 
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2.4 A three dof parallel manipulator with coplanar actuators 
Figure 2.3 Three dof parallel manipulator with coplanar actuators. 
The manipulator shown in figure 2.3 has been studied by Gosselin and Lavoie [1991]. Again it 
has a special mobility of 3, but also suffers from the problems outlined in section 2.2 since it 
has a mobility of -3. 
2.5 A three dof shoulder module 
Figure 2.4 Three dof shoulder module. 
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The manipulator shown in figure 2.4 I.as been studied by Gosselin and Lavoie II 991] and 
Alizade ct al [1994]. Again it has a special mobility of 3, but also sutfers from the problems 
outlined in section 2.2 since it has a motility of-3 
2.6 A three doftriple arm manipulator 
PriSIlLllic actuato r 
Revolute jo int 
Figure 2.5 Three Ioftriplc arm manipulator. 
The manipulator shown in figure 2.5 wa ) presented by Lee and Shah [1988J. It has two degrees 
of orientation freedom and one degree Jf translatory freedom. Unlike the mechanisms shown 
previously it is not over constrained but it does have a singularity in the upper hemispherical 
po,inting direction. This singularity wi II be experienced whenever a spherical joint passes 
through the plane formed by a revolute j int and the two other spherical joints. 
2.7 The UNIT'RU coupling 
A brass model of a UNITRU coupling from South-Western Instruments (California) is shown 
in figure 2.6. It has a special mobility of 2, but sutTers from the problems outlined in section 
2.2 since it has a mobi'lity ofO. 
Figure 2.6 A mod 1 of a ITRU coupling. 
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2.8 Some observations on the chosen two and three doC mechanisms 
Small cardboard and plastic models of the two and three dof mechanisms shown in figures 1.8 
and 1.9 were initially constructed so that the movements of the mechanisms could easily be 
studied. Note that for the three dof mechanism, if a larger arm length to base/platform ratio is 
used as shown in figure 2.7, then more extreme elevation angles can be realised before a 
singular position is reached. The disadvantage in having a high ratio is higher actuator torques 
and increased flexibility. 
Figure 2.7 Three dof mechanism showing the increased extreme elevation pointing angle able 
to be achieved with a larger arm length to base/platform ratio. 
The two dof mechanism introduced another variable parameter, the strut length. Upon varying 
these three parameters, no matter what ratio was used, at best the two dof mechanism was 
restricted to elevation angles from just below the horizon and above. It was noticeable that one 
strut length did not give the best range in elevation angles for all azimuthal angles. Depending 
on the azimuthal angle, a longer or shorter strut length would allow the mechanism to achieve 
lower elevation angles. Thus it was obvious a compromise would be needed, and ideally an 
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optimum strut length would need to be found which would allow the best coverage in all 
azimuthal directions. 
As suggested by K. Hunt in a private communication, greater stiffness may be achieved by 
offsetting the arms as shown in figure 2.8. This configuration also has the advantage that there 
is less interference between the arms and the antenna when pointing at a low elevation. 
Unfortunately this was not a viable option in this project as the driving mechanism had to be 
compatible with the DELTA robot developed at the University of Canterbury by Dunlop et al. 
[1992], 
Figure 2.8 Three dof mechanism with offset arms. 
In fact, no fonnal optimisation of the parameters was carried out in this project, although some 
manual adjustment of the parameters was done to obtain a rough idea of the optimum strut 
length for a given arm length to base/platfonn ratio. Eventually an arm length to base/platfonn 
ratio of 1 was used as this enabled both mechanisms to cover the upper hemisphere without 
encountering a singularity. 
Chapter 3 
Design of the robot 
3.1 Introduction 
The main objective for the design of the robot was to construct a robot that would work 
sufficiently well to prove the concept of using these particular mechanisms for beam-aiming 
applications. Little rigorous force/stress analysis could be carried out in the design stage since 
only the forward kinematics had been investigated at this point. Fairly crude estimates of 
stresses experienced by the links and joints were made where it was thought necessary but a 
large safety margin was included in the design. The robot was essentially designed for rigidity 
and was hence fairly bulky; thus failure was not expected even if the estimates were wildly 
incorrect. This design procedure led to what is probably a fairly over-designed robot with much 
excess weight that could be trimmed to achieve a more optimal design. Engineering drawings 
of all components discussed in this chapter can be found in Appendix A. 
3.2 Design of the transmission systenl 
3.2.1 Introduction 
The driven arms need to be precisely positioned, therefore there must be minimal flexibility 
and backlash in the transmission system. The transmission options considered for this robot are 
listed below with a brief discussion of their relative merits. 
1) Toothed belt transmissions were considered to have too much flexibility and not able to 
provide an adequate single stage reduction ratio. 
2) Pre-loaded worm gears have an advantage of high reduction ratios and no backlash, but the 
pre-loading has the disadvantage in that it significantly lowers the transmission efficiency. 
3) Cyclo drives are a combination of an internal planetary gear mechanism with a cycloidal 
tooth profile. They are offered with reduction ratios from 1:6 to 1: 119 for single stage units, 
and have an efficiency of over 90%. A special FA and FR series were conceived for precision 
control applications such as for robots but these were not readily available in NZ. The FA and 
FR series drives are ideal for robotic applications, having negligible flexibility and no backlash, 
but high cost and local availability precluded their use. 
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4) Harmonic drives consist of only three components, a wave generator, a flex spline and a 
circular spline. They are available with reduction ratios between 1 :50 and 1 :320. A low weight 
and compact transmission construction can be produced since they are able to produce high 
transmission ratios in a single step unit together with a co-axial construction of input to output. 
This, coupled with an efficiency of between 75-90%, moderate to high stiffness, and backlash 
of less than 3 arc seconds make the harmonic drive ideal for robotic applications. 
3.2.2 The harmonic drive gear box in more detail 
The designer has essentially three options in drive configuration as shown in figure 3.1. 
Output 
Input 
1\ 
I 11 ( 
\ 
nput 
Output 
r 
\ 
Figure 3.1 Possible configurations for a harmonic drive. 
Output 
( r 
Input 
The third configuration is suited for this application since it is very compact, allows for easy 
attachment of external arms and provides the lowest transmission flexibility. This can be 
compared to transmission systems (c.f. figure 3.2) where a linear arrangement of a motor, a 
gear box and the driven component is common. This configuration allows for relatively high 
flexibility, i.e. torsional twisting movements in the shafts and couplings. Thus unwanted 
positional errors are introduced into the system. 
Motor 
Twisting of 
driving shafts 
Gear 
box 
Uneven torque 
transmission 
Figure 3.2 Conventional transmission system. 
Arm 
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The driven arm can be attached to the harmonic drive via a large diameter 'torque' tube shown 
in figure 3.3. This configuration is very stiff and ensures that equal torque is able to be 
transmitted to both sides of the arm, thus preventing unwanted twisting along the longitudinal 
axis of the arm. Since a large diameter tube is needed to encase the harmonic drive, deep arms 
can be easily attached and these are ideal for transmitting high loads with minimal deflection. 
Ann 
Hannonic 
drive 
Torque tube 
Motor 
Figure 3.3 Harmonic drive with attached arm. 
The are a number of different ranges of harmonic drives offered by the manufacturer 
(Harmonic Drive Technologies), all having their own particular advantages. The HDUe type 
was found to be best suited for this robot due to its relatively high torque handling capacity. 
The other drives offered, such as the pancake drive and the compact drive, although smaller 
and lighter, had significantly lower torque handling capacities. 
At this early design stage it was apparent from looking at the overall geometry of the robot 
and taking into account the size of the motors, that the arms would be about 1m long; in fact 
they ended up being 0.8416m long. It was assumed that each arm would lift approximately 
100kg. Therefore the drive would have to be rated at about 1000Nm. Ideally the 65 series 
harmonic drives with a ratio of 78:1 would have been the most desirable, as they have a 
continuous torque capacity of about 1000 Nm. They would also be well matched to the motors 
if the motors were driven at their full 13 Nm torque output. Due to cost and availability 
considerations, a set of three 50 series drives with continuous torque capacities of about 530 
Nm and gear ratios of 80: 1 were purchased. It is possible to overrate these harmonic drives at 
the expense of their operating life with an absolute maximum recommended torque output of 
about 1200Nm so the desired 100kg lifting load could be attained if absolutely necessary. 
The computer-aided design package MicroStation was extensively used in the detailed 
design of the gearbox housing. Its use was essential in ensuring that the components of the 
gearbox fitted together in the desired manner. A part cut away 3D computer-rendered view of 
the gear box is shown in figure 3.4 and a 2D cross sectional view shown in figure 3.5. 
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The two most important tolerances required to be met were the axial and radial positions of the 
flexispline relative to the circular spline. Both tolerances were very tight and so all components 
that affected the position of these components had to be machined so that their combined 
tolerances (tolerance stack) were not greater than the maximum allowable position and 
geometric tolerance of the splines. There is a small amount of play in the main deep groove ball 
bearings which will affect the absolute positioning of the arm but the effect of the bearing play 
is insignificant when compared to the errors due to the machining tolerances of the rest of the 
robot, and so for this reason deep groove bearings were chosen. To eliminate the bearing float 
completely preloaded angular contact bearings could be used, but at a cost of added complexity 
due to the requirement of end float adjustment nuts. 
Not shown in figure 3.5 are shims that were placed between the main bearings and part 6; 
these ensured that the outer housing could not slide axially and was therefore always located 
relative to the left hand main bearing. Rotary encoders were not used in this project but 
provision was made for the attachment of a rotary encoder on the high speed side of the 
gearbox (c.f. figure 3.5, part 11). 
The gear box was designed so that the arms could slide into position around the main 
bearings and then be bolted on to the gearbox. This ensures that the arm is accurately 
positioned about its axis of revolution. The completed gear box weighed 37.05kg and 
combined with the step motor (l0.54kg) weighed 47.59kg. 
3.3 Design of the base 
The base was designed to provide a very rigid mounting structure for the accurate attachment 
of the gear box mounting brackets, attaching the supporting legs, and also provides a place to 
attach the ball joint joined to the centre strut. To make the robot as small as possible, the base 
platform was designed to be as small as practicable, as this in tum determines the length of the 
arms. The limiting factor in the scaling of the base platform was the attachment of the 
supporting legs so that they would not interfere with the motors. 
Hole for central strut 
Holes for wiring 
Supporting leg flanges 
Figure 3.6 Base unit showing external attachment points. 
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3.3.1 Design of the base in more detail 
The base platform shown in figure 3.6 was designed as a single welded steel component rather 
than a series of bolted sides; thus no relative movements of the mounting surfaces could occur 
once the structure had been assembled. The entire structure was stress relieved after welding so 
that it would not deform as it was being machined. It was made with accurately milled surfaces 
to give correct alignment of the gear boxes, thereby ensuring that the driven arms would rotate 
about well-aligned axes. The completed base weighed 32.31kg. 
A central mounting surface was provided for a ball joint to facilitate the attachment of a 
central strut, so that the robot could be run in the two dof configuration. The mounting surface 
was machined so that the centre of the ball lies in the plane made by the rotational axes of the 
gear boxes. A large hole was cut from the top of the base unit to allow for the central strut. 
3.4 Design of the support legs 
The base was designed so that it could be supported from the underneath by a column support 
as shown in figure 3.7 or from three side attachment positions as shown in figure 3.8. A 
spigotted mounting surface was machined on the under side of the base unit to allow for 
accurate attachment of a single column support leg. This is an optional support leg that is not 
compatible with the Delta robot. 
Column support 
Figure 3.7 Base unit with optional column support. 
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Figure 3.8 Base unit with three supporting legs. 
3.4.1 Design of the support legs in more detail 
Extruded aluminium tube was used as for the support legs; this had the advantage of being 
relatively cheap and needing minimal fabrication effort. The tube was flanged at each end, with 
one end having a simple bolted type arrangement to the base unit and the other a screw type 
arrangement for easy attachment of the extension legs. Provision for wiring was made by 
including a hole in the flange that is attached to the base unit. 
Screw-on extensions to be attached to the bottom of the legs were made so that the height of 
the base could easily be altered by attaching different length extensions. This requirement was 
particular to the Delta robot only, so that its walking application could be realised. The 
extensions were given flanged feet so that they could be easily bolted to level floor mounting 
blocks if required. 
The total weight of the robot including pay load was estimated at approximately 300kg. It 
was assumed that the weight will not always be evenly distributed among the three legs as the 
centre of mass will move as the robot moves into different positions. A design load of 175kg 
for each support leg was used to take into account the increased loading on any particular leg as 
the centre of mass moves towards that leg. 
The support legs may experience two different loading scenarios in nonnal operation as 
shown in figure 3.9. The leg can either be free or bolted to the ground. The highest stress will 
occur when the leg is unconstrained and so this is used as the design case. For the sake of 
simplicity, the leg is modelled as a cantilevered beam as shown in figure 3.10. Although it is 
not strictly correct that the leg experiences only bending stresses (there will be some 
compressive stresses due to the angle the leg makes with the base), this loading model is 
adequate since it is conservative. 
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Suppon leg unconstrained Support leg bolted to ground 
175kg 
Base Base 
Support leg 
Ground 
175kg 
Figure 3.9 Loading scenarios for the support legs. 
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Figure 3.10 Loading model for the supporting legs. 
Summing the moments about M we get 
L M = 0: M + 1715(0.85 - x) = 0 
M = -1715(0.85 - x). 
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The largest moment M = -1460Nm occurs when x = O. The maximum bending stress occurring 
in the leg is then given by 
My 
I 
-1460 x 0.075 
= 7.35 x 1 0~5 
=1.5Mpa. 
The maximum bending stress is well below the yield strength (70MPa) of the aluminium. 
There is some uncertainty about the effect of the flange welds on the reduction in strength, but 
the legs should still be operating in a safe stress region. 
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The deflection of the legs due to the 175kg load can be found by solving the differential 
equation for the deflection of a uniform beam 
to get 
W = 
1715 X 0.85 2 x 0.85 1715 X 0.85 3 
2x70x109 x7.35x10-J 6 x 70 x 109 x 7.35 x 10-5 
= 0.07mm. 
3.5 Design of the lower arms 
The lower arms were designed to have high rigidity and to be readily attachable to the gear box 
drive system. It was also necessary that they be able to cater for the Delta robot. They were 
fabricated from aluminium plate that was bolted together to form a tapered box section type 
structure. Due to limitations in the travel of the mill most of the machining had to be carried 
out before assembly. If a mill with larger travel had been available, the machining would have 
been carried out post assembly so that better tolerances could be achieved. The length of the 
arms was set by the size of the base in order to preserve a one to one geometric ratio between 
the perpendicular length of the base and the arm length. The weight of each arm is 8.81 kg. 
Revolute joint 
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//  Ball joint attachment 
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robot 841.6 
Rotation axis 
of ann 
Figure 3.11 Lower arm with revolute joint attached. 
Machined to slide 
over the torque tube 
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3.5.1 Design of the lower arms in more detail 
The anns were designed so that they could be easily attached to the hannonic drive gear box. 
This was achieved by machining an accurate slot in the inner side walls of the anns as shown in 
figure 3.11 so that they could slide onto the gear boxes and be accurately located. Side walls of 
12mm aluminium were used with a 5mm deep slot leaving a 7mm thick flange. Provision was 
made for mounting the revolute joints for the spherical robots or two ball joints for the Delta 
robot. The ball joint attachment points are 600mm from the rotation axis of the ann, and the 
revolute joint is 841.6mm from the rotation axis of the ann. Since the lower anns and passive 
anns need to close together in some positions and roll around each other, it was necessary to 
taper the anns in both directions; this was achieved by bending the 12mm side walls at a 
predetermined angle. A tapered 6mm top and bottom were added to form a box section 
structure to increase the rigidity. 
The normal ann loading possibilities for the spherical robots are a combination of: 
a) bending about the rotational axis of the ann, 
b) bending about an axis perpendicular to the rotational axis of the ann, 
c) compression along the longitudinal axis of the ann and 
d) tension along the longitudinal axis of the ann. 
The worst loading scenario experienced by the anns was loading possibility (a) shown in figure 
3.12. Since the lifting force of the anns is based upon the maximum torque output of the gear 
boxes, this gave a maximum lifting force of about 1425N or 145 kg. 
Torque tube 
& gearbox 
Lower arm 
841.6 
Figure 3.12. Maximum ann loading. 
145kg 
Revolute joints 
The deflection of the anns is important since an error in the pointing direction of the antenna 
will occur unless the kinematics includes the stiffness of the links. Although no maximum 
deflection could be specified at this stage of the design process it was thought that the 
maximum deflection should be less than Imm. 
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The loading model for the lower arms is shown in figure 3.13 below. 
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Figure 3.13 Loading model for the lower arms. 
Summing the moments about M we get 
L M = 0: M + 1425(0.8416 - x} = 0 
M = -1425(0.8416 -x}. 
12mm 
The largest moment M = -1200Nm occurs when x = O. Assuming that the arm is uniform along 
its length, i.e. does not taper, the deflection of the arm due to the I 45kg is then 
I = 
12 
1425 X 0.84162 x 0.8416 1425 X 0.84163 
= 2 x 70 x 109 x 1.02 x 10-5 6x70x 109 x1.02x10-5 
= OAmm. 
3.6 Design of the upper arms 
The upper arms were designed similarly to the lower arms. The arms were machined with an 
accurate slot in the inner side walls as shown in figure 3.14 so that they could slide on to the 
platform tubes and be accurately located. IOmm aluminium was used for the side walls with a 
5mm slot and leaving a 5mm thick flange. Provision was made for mounting the revolute joints 
using a spigot-type location to ensure accurate positioning. The rotation axis of the revolute 
joint was 841.6mm from the rotation axis of the arm. The IOmm side walls were bent at a 
predetermined angle and a tapered 6mm top and bottom was added to form a box section like 
structure to increase rigidity. The weight of each arm is 8.15kg. 
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Rotation axis 
of ann 
Figure 3.14 Upper ann with revolute joint attached. 
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The worst loading scenario experienced by the anns was bending about an axis perpendicular 
to the rotational axis of the arm as shown in figure 3.15. 
145kg 
~ 
Upper arm 
841.6 
~ •.............. ~~~~~~ ...... ~ 
Figure 3.15 Maximum ann loading condition. 
The loading model for the upper arms is shown in figure 3.16 below. 
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Figure 3.16 Loading model for the upper arms. 
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Summing the moments about M we get 
LM = 0: M + 1425(0.8416 -x) = 0 
M = -1425(0.8416 -x). 
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The largest moment M = -1200Nm occurs when x = O. Assuming that the arm is uniform along 
its length, i.e. does not taper, the deflection of the ann due to the 145kg is then 
W = I = 
1425 X 0.84162 x 0.8416 
2 x 70 x 109 x 3.34 x 10-6 
= 1.2mm. 
12 
1425 X 0.84163 
6 x 70 x 109 x 3.34 x 10-6 
To decrease the angle achievable between the upper and lower anns, the revolute joint attached 
to the upper ann is offset as shown in figure 3.17 below. 
Upper revolute 
Upper arm 
Lower arm 
Figure 3.17 Reduced angular closure of the anns due to the offset of the upper revolute joint. 
3.7 Design of the revolute joints 
Two options are available for the construction of the spherical joints at the end of the anns: 
either a ball joint or three intersecting revolute joints can be used. The ball joint option was 
ruled out since the ball joints have a tendency to bind under tensile loads. The second option 
was to use 3 revolute joints connected serially to form a complex joint providing 3 rotational 
degrees of freedom as shown in figure 3.19. 
A 3-2-3 rotational set was chosen since this configuration provides a fairly simple design. 
The singularity occurs when the axes of the revolute joints are aligned as shown in figure 3.18 
and so the complex joint loses a degree of freedom. This position is the limiting position or 
angle to which the axes of the revolute joints may approach. This singularity, although in the 
outer limits of the work space of the robot, was not of great concern since it was well away 
from the necessary work space for beam-aiming applications. 
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Figure 3.18 Revolute joints in a singularity. 
A disadvantage with the revolute joint option as opposed to the ball joint option is that not only 
must the joints be assembled in the correct positions but their axes must also be angularly 
aligned, whereas the ball joint needs only to be positioned correctly. The combined weight of 
the revolute joints is 6.47 kg. 
3.7.1 Design of the revolute joints in more detail 
The revolute joints were designed so that they could be easily and accurately attached to the 
arms. The attachment flanges of the joints were designed to be bolted to the arms. They 
included two location holes for dowel pins and an optional hole for a spigot type location. 
Preloaded taper roller bearings were used so that there would be no clearance in the joints. 
Spigot 
Dowel pin holes 
Bolt holes 
Figure 3.19 Three revolute joints in series forming a three dof complex joint. 
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The revolute joint attached to the upper arm is the most highly stressed of the three joints since 
it has the longest yoke, with the major stress due to bending. 
1425N 
k .... 0.12 
1425N 
M 
Figure 3.20 Loading model for the upper revolute joint. 
The moments can be summed about M: 
LM=O: M+1425(0.12-x)=0 
M = -1425(0.12-x). 
The largest moment M = -171Nm occurs when x = O. The maximum bending stress is then 
My -171 x 0.0125 
Uk = - = 1 3.07 xl 
=7 Mpa. 
This stress is well below the yield strength (200MPa) of mild steel. The deflection of the yoke 
due to the 145kg load is given by 
W= 
1425 X 0.12 2 x 0.12 
2E1 
= O.OJ3mm. 
3.8 Design of the platform 
1425 X 0.12 3 
6E1 
The platform was designed to provide a very rigid mounting structure to which the upper arms 
could be accurately attached thus ensuring that the arms would rotate about well-aligned axes. 
It also provides an accurate surface for mounting a ball j oint should the central strut be used. 
The platform shown in figure 3.21 was designed to locate accurately the three tubes used to 
hold the upper arms. A 12mm sheet of aluminium was machined on an indexing table so that 
the highest accuracies could be achieved. The mounting blocks used to contain the shafts were 
located using dowel pins. The shafts were in turn also located using dowel pins thus providing 
precise axial positioning. The tubes were constructed from aluminium tubing and were attached 
to the shafts via pre loaded taper roller bearings. The passive arms could then be easily and 
accurately bolted to the tubes. The weight of the platform is 19.57 kg. 
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o 
Taper roller bearings 
Figure 3.21 Platform showing attachment tubes for upper arms. 
3.9 Design of the ball joints 
Ball joints are used to attach the central strut to the base and platfonn . They have a steel 
housing with brass wear inserts . An outer housing is screwed onto an inner housing so that the 
clearance between the ball and inserts can be adjusted. To ensure concentricity a neat sliding 
fit was used between the inner and outer housings. The joint has accurate mating surfaces for 
attachment to external components. 
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Figure 3.22 Part cut away of ball joint. 
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Although the ball joint used in the three dof spherical robot needed to achieve only a 45° 
elevation angle, a larger range of movement was necessary for the Delta robot. To maximise 
the angular range of movement the retaining ring needs to be as low as possible. This causes 
problems when the joint is placed in tension, as high frictional forces are experienced due to 
the small area of contact between the ring and ball. Angular range of movement is also 
maximised by reducing the diameter of the stem originating from the ball, since at extreme 
elevation angles the movement of the ball is restricted by the stem fouling with the upper 
housing of the ball joint. This is shown below in figure 3.23. The ball joint could obtain an 
extreme elevation angle of about 27.5°, i.e. a maximum range of movement of about 125°. 
Contact between stem 
and retaining housing 
Figure 3.23 Ball joint with stem at extreme elevation angle. 
3.10 Design of the central strut 
The central strut was made from a nylon rod that slides inside a aluminium tube. An adjustable 
ring lock compresses the tube onto the nylon rod so that the desired length of the strut can be 
set. Two ball joints can then be screwed into each end of the strut which can then be attached 
to the base and platform. The strut experiences mainly compressive loading and since it has a 
high length to diameter ratio, failure is expected to be due to buckling. 
p 
Figure 3.24 Loading model for central strut. 
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Assuming that the strut is made from aluminium tubing only, and assuming no eccentricity in 
the loading, the maximum buckling load sustainable is given by 
= 695kN. 
This maximum possible loading is much higher than the expected loading. 
3.11 Design of the end of travel limit switches 
The safety of the robot, if anything untoward should occur, is very important since the 
harmonic drives are very costly to replace. There are number of possible control failure 
scenarios that need to be considered. 
The worst situation that could arise is a failure of communication between the computer and 
the IFX controller during movement, or the IFX controller failing to act on commands in its 
buffer. Failure of communication could occur for a number of different reasons, such as a 
power failure to the computer, the computer 'crashing', or a connection coming loose. If a 
continuous command movement Me was being acted upon at the time of failure, the driven 
arms of the robot would continue driving until they collided with either the base or the upper 
arms. The sudden decelerations would cause very large forces to be exerted on the harmonic 
drives and more than likely cause severe damage to them. 
Electromagnetic brake 
The motors are available with an electromagnetic brake but at a much higher cost and so this 
option was excluded. 
Sequence operation commands 
If the computer is still communicating correctly, it is possible to use special sequence operation 
commands that can be activated by raising the sequence select pins on the IFX controller. The 
sequence could contain a set of commands to quickly decelerate the arms to rest. This sequence 
can be activated by a signal from a limit switch as when the driven arms travel past a 
predefined 'no go' area. Unfortunately because the controller must be told to continuously read 
the sequence select pins, the computer must still be able to communicate with the IFX 
controller, as it will read them only once upon powering up and will not read them again until it 
is commanded to do so. Therefore, even if a sequence select pin is raised high, it will not start a 
sequence unless the controller has been commanded to read the pins by the computer. There are 
added problems with this method since the command (Z) to read the sequence select pins clears 
the IFX buffer immediately and then reads the sequence pins but in doing so, destroys any 
following commands that may have been buffered. Since the Z commands would have to be 
continually sent to make the IFX check on the sequence pins, the movement commands in the 
IFX buffer will be continually deleted. 
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Another alternative (provided the computer is still functioning correctly) is to have the 
computer receive an 'end of travel limit' signal and then to send either a deceleration sequence 
of movement commands to the IFX, i.e. send VO commands, or to command the IFX to run a 
predefined deceleration sequence using the X commands. Both options are unattractive since 
the IFX must first work its way through the other preceding commands in the buffer, and 
therefore catastrophe could have occurred before any deceleration had begun. Another 
possibility is to send the stop command S; although this command is an immediate command, 
(i.e. it will go straight to the head of the buffer queue and be acted upon immediately) the 
motors will only decelerate at the rate of their last acceleration commands. If the acceleration 
commands were low, the motor will take a long time to come to a stop. Ideally the IFX driver 
would have been able to act upon the sequence select pins as soon they were raised without 
having to be instructed by the computer to read them first. 
End of travel limit switches 
The final alternative is to design a fail safe method that uses the end of travel limit switch pins 
on the IFX controller. A reed switch (c.f. figure 3.25) was mounted to the base and a magnet 
mounted to the revolving torque tube. When the reed switch is activated by the magnet the 
limit switch pin is raised high bringing the motor to an immediate halt. This method has the 
advantage that it does not rely on the computer to function correctly. When these limit pins are 
shorted by the limit switch, the IFX energises only one coil and the motors are immediately 
decelerated to a halt. Unfortunately with higher inertial loads the motors will lose 'sync' and so 
the deceleration is only slightly quicker than if the power had been cut off completely to the 
motors. 
Home position disc 
attached to ann (not 
shown) 
Home position optical switch 
Figure 3.25 Limit switches and home positioning optical switch. 
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3.12 Design of the home position switches 
Optical switches were used for a home positioning system for the anns. A disc mounted to the 
anns was used to cut the light beam. As soon as the selected edge is detected the home limit 
input on the motor controller is pulled low. The IFX will then decelerate to rest at the last 
previously defined acceleration. The IFX will then position the motor 1/32 of a rev on the 
outside of the selected edge. Finally, the motor will creep at 0.1 rps in the direction of the home 
active region; it will then stop, and the homing process is complete. 
3.13 Design of the buffers 
Rubber buffers were attached to the base to cushion the driven anns should they not come to a 
complete rest before hitting the base. The buffers ensured that the maximum design forces 
experienced by the main bearings and the splines in the gearboxes are not exceeded. 
Buffer ~ 
o 
Figure 3.26 Buffer attached to the base to cushion the impact of the driven ann. 
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Chapter 4 
Control of the robot 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the design and use of the robot control system. The bottom up modular 
design enables the system to be adapted to other robots, other motor controllers and different 
high level user interfaces. The program is interrupt driven in both transmission and reception so 
that the processor is freed to compute the desired robot movements even as communications 
between the computer and motor controller are on-going. 
4.2 Description of the hardware 
The three step motors used to drive the robot arms are controlled and driven by Digiplan IFX 
step motor drivers. An IBM PC is linked to the Digiplan controller which is sent ASCII 
commands via an RS-232 serial communication port. The command language is referred to by 
the manufacturer as 'X Code'. The Digiplan controller has no input/output data flow control, 
i.e. no 'handshaking' or 'XON/OFF' capabilities, and therefore the flow control must be handled 
by the computer software only. The computer relies entirely on interrupt signals from the serial 
communication port to 'announce' the reception or transmission of data, i.e. polled 
communication is not used. Figure 4.1 below shows the basic set-up of the system hardware. 
Computer Digiplan step motor controller 
0 Full duplex 
RS-232 serial link Tx 
i I I I .. .. Rx L r-:-.. 
I I I i 
Step motors 
~.-.-~~.-! P 
_·-----1 F 
~-~---~1 ~ 
~ ~ 
Figure 4.1 Physical set up of system hardware. 
The serial link is full duplex, i.e. different lines are used for the two signal directions; hence 
with the use of this system, data can be transmitted and received at the same time. When a 
character is sent to the controller, the character is echoed back to the computer. The advantage 
of this scheme is that the user gets verification that the correct character was received by the 
controller. 
Each Digiplan controller has a small buffer which can hold a series of X code commands not 
totalling more than 512 bytes. Obviously it is important that during any movements, these 
buffers neither empty or overflow. To ensure that this condition never occurs, an X code 
command 'lBS' is regularly sent to the controller by the computer. The Digiplan controller then 
returns to the computer a value corresponding to the amount of space left in its buffer. This 
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value can then be used by the computer to maintain the Digiplan buffer at an acceptable level. 
To simplify this process only one buffer is interrogated as the X Code is generated according to 
a set of established rules and so each buffer should contain roughly the same amount of data. 
Both the transmission and reception of data by the computer is interrupt driven to allow the 
computer to carry out other supporting tasks as well as the primary task of transmitting and 
receiving data. Some of these tasks include computation of the ways points when computing 
the path of the platfonn, generation of X Code for subsequent moves, and maintenance of 
buffers inside the computer memory. 
4.2.1 The Parker Dannifin IFX motor controller 
The Parker Hannifin Digi Plan IFX indexer is a multi-axis controller for step motors. The 
controller has a number of limitations: 
1) No servo control, only endpoint verification (if an encoder is installed). 
2) The control code is ill equipped for simultaneous coordination of multiple axes. 
3) The serial communication link to the controller is primitive and awkward: 
• No handshaking of any kind is supported so frequent buffer status requests must be made. 
• The IFX can effectively only accept 1 status request at any time (this is discussed in more 
detail below). 
The IFX controller has a 512 byte buffer to store incoming control code. An X code command 
sequence is a string of ASCII characters. The command set is divided into a number of classes 
of command: 
Parameter - Commands that set parameters. 
Execute - Commands that cause operations to be perfonned. 
Sequence - Commands pertaining to stored sequences. 
Status - Commands that cause the IFX to send infonnation to the tenninal. 
Each of the above types is divided into two further categories: 
Immediate - The IFX responds immediately. 
Buffered - The IFX stores the command in its input buffer and executes it in turn. 
A problem arises when handling status commands. When the IFX responds to a status 
command it will interleave its reply with other echoed characters, therefore rendering the reply 
useless. To ensure that this does not happen transmission from the PC must pause until the 
reply is received. The consequences of this are that if an immediate status command is sent 
such as a request for the current buffer status size (1 BS), transmission must be halted until the 
reply is received. If a buffered status command is sent such as a request for the motor position 
(IPR), no further commands can be sent until the request is acted upon. Unfortunately in this 
case the buffer will then empty before further commands can be sent. 
4.2.2 Coordinating the axes 
In order to force simultaneous coordination of three axes, trigger inputs are used. This ensures 
that as each way point is reached, each motor has completed its movement before the move to 
the next way point is initiated. Each IFX has three trigger inputs and two outputs. The outputs 
are controllable with the X Code '0' command. For example, the command '011' sets both 
outputs to logic 1. The trigger inputs are examined with the 'TR' command. The command 
'TROXO' causes the IFX to wait until the 1 and 3 trigger inputs are logic 0 regardless of the 
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state of the 2 input. Note that the trigger inputs are active low so that a signal from the outputs 
appears inverted at the trigger inputs. In the set up used here the outputs of each IFX controller 
are connected to the trigger inputs of the other two controllers, thus allowing each IFX to signal 
the others. 
4.3 Control modes 
To track a satellite accurately, the path of the platform needs to be controlled, i.e. the position 
and time taken to reach that position needs to be controlled. It is not possible to implement 
reliable velocity profiling. This is due to the large delay time between the PC requesting the 
current motor position and the motor acting on the new set of movement commands. But 
something approximating path control can be achieved by breaking the path down into discrete 
way points, and making the platform pass through these way points at the correct time. 
The robot control modes can be divided into two separate categories, either point to point 
positioning, or a form of path control that 'integrates' many points (called way points) to form a 
path. 
4.3.1 Point to point positioning 
The point to point positioning control can be achieved in two ways. The first method drives all 
motors at their maximum accelerations and velocities, and therefore each motor (arm) will 
arrive at its desired end point position in the shortest possible time, but generally the motors 
(arms) will not arrive at their desired positions at the same time. 
The second method introduces trapezoidal velocity profiling, i.e. the motors are ramped up 
and down at predetermined rates. Using this method, each arm will arrive at its end point 
position at the same time so that there will be less deviation from the ideal path as the platform 
moves from the start point to the desired end point. Each motor is given a particular 
acceleration and maximum 'ceiling' velocity so that although each arm will travel different 
distances, they will take the same amount of time to travel their respective distances. An 
example of velocity/time graphs for each arm is shown below in figure 4.2. 
v 
Max possible 
ann velocity 
Arm I Arm 2 Arm 3 
Time Time Time 
Figure 4.2 Trapezoidal velocity profiling for minimum time positioning. 
The maximum ceiling velocity and acceleration is set by the characteristics of the motors 
driving the arms. The computer is able to calculate the required velocity for each arm by using 
the fact that the area under each velocity/time graph is equal to the distance each arm has to 
travel. The accelerations (the slopes of the lines) is preset to a desired value. If as in the case of 
arm 1, the ceiling velocity of the motor has been reached, the time for the movement must be 
increased. Consequently a warning message will appear on the screen notifying the user that 
the desired movement could not be achieved at the speed specified. The other arm velocity 
profiles are then scaled from the limiting trapezoid. 
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4.3.2 Path control 
Path control is achieved by breaking down (or discretising) a complete path into many start and 
end points termed way points. Either method of point to point positioning can be used, with 
trapezoidal profiling producing less deviation from the ideal between each way point, hence 
this method will produce the most accurate complete path. The accuracy of the complete path is 
increased when the way points are spaced more closely. 
4.4 Control program 
The software was written in the C language. It was written from the bottom up, i.e. the routines 
are divided into a structured hierarchy of levels, each level calling a lower level through a 
clearly defined protocol. The design facilitates interchangeability of parts so that if, for 
example, a new motor controller is used then the driver section can be replaced leaving the rest 
of the program unchanged. Alternatively, a better high level programmer interface could be 
used and the driver level could remain unchanged as long as the programmer level interfaces 
correctly to the driver. The overall scheme is shown in figure 4.3. 
User 
Program 
Kinematicil 
loIodule 
l!'<Iependent of 
DrIVer ond Robot 
Terminal 
Hardware 
, 
1oI0tor 
Controller 
F"eedbock 
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, 
, 
-_._-------------------_. 
Figure 4.3 Block diagram showing overall layout of robot control system. 
4.4.1 The structure of the program 
Robot 
and 
Senllors 
The Parker Hannifin IFX driver program (ph_ifx.drv) features interrupt driven two way serial 
communications and echoes the overall bottom up program structure. A schematic of the 
program is shown in block diagram form in figure 4.4. A complete listing of the routines is 
included in Appendix F. 
System level routines write directly to the Universal Asynchronous ReceiverlTransmitter 
(UART) and Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC). The DOS and BIOS serial 
communication services are bypassed. 
Level 1 routines communicate indirectly with the system level through the buffers and status 
variables. The routines either insert or retrieve single characters from the buffers, interrogate 
the buffer structures, or allocate memory for the buffers. Other level I routines check the type 
of characters that are to be buffered. 
Level 2 routines operate by recursively calling the level 1 routines. The routines buffer strings 
of characters and also write to and read from the status structure. 
Level 3 routines are the routines that form the interface between the programmer level routines 
and the driver routines. 
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The programmers interface forms a link between the programmer level routines and the 
driver routines. This module (user.c) calculates the movement commands necessary for a 
desired path to be followed. 
The main module (demkiwi1.c and demcant1.c) allows the user to set the desired path 
parameters (c.f. section 7.1) such as the speed Q, height (h) of orbit, the orbit offset angles 
(a] and a 3 ). 
4.4.2 Data structures 
The principal data structures are the buffers and the status structure. Various ancillary 
structures and type definitions exist to simplify the interface between code modules. 
ButTer Structure - A buffer can have no more than 64K (the limit that the Turbo C compiler 
can allocate using malloc) and each buffer has a control structure defined with pointers to the 
base and top of the buffer, pointers to the entry and extraction positions of the data, and finally 
pointers to the size and status of the buffer. The buffer can be in one of three states; normal, 
empty or full. The buffer operates in a circular fashion with the pointers reset to the base once 
they have reached to top. 
The function lnit_ Buffer allocates memory for the buffer and initialises the control structure. 
The driver has a global buffer named SEND_BUFFER which acts as a repository for 
movement data (X code) waiting for transmission. This buffer is automatically created when 
the function Init Robot is called. 
Status Structure - This structure holds all status information fed back from the motor 
controller. The structure exists in memory as an array of buffer control structures, each buffer 
control structure pointing to a small buffer also created when the function Init_Robot is called. 
The interrupt handler automatically updates the structure whenever a status command is issued. 
ComStat - This holds variables pertaining to the serial communication flow. This structure is 
defined to show information on four different states which are: 
Send 
Emerg 
StatID 
MovCnt 
transmit-if-able status, 
emergency type (if any), 
storage of status identifier (Com_Int_Handler), and 
number of complete code sequences in SEND_BUFFER. 
If the ComStat.Send variable is set to 'ON', this indicates that the interrupt handler will 
transmit characters from the SEND BUFFER unless 
a) the IFX buffer is full (XOFF state) or, 
b) a status command has been sent and a reply has not yet been received. 
If the ComStat.Send variable is set to 'OFF' a 'BC PAUSE' has been encountered in the 
SEND_BUFFER and transmission is ceased. 
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4.4.3 The interrupt handler 
Communications between the interrupt handler and the buffers 
Since the communications interrupt handler is an interrupt routine (c.f. Appendix F.8 for a 
complete listing), arguments cannot be passed to it directly. The handler requires information 
about what type of data it is transmitting, and when to cease transmission. This information is 
passed to the handler through the SEND_BUFFER in the form of buffer control codes (BC-
codes) which precede the buffer status commands. Thus the interrupt handler is then able to 
recognise if the code is a status command and of what type. These codes are characters that are 
not X Code. The interrupt handler intercepts these control codes as they are extracted from the 
SEND_BUFFER and sends a neutral X code character (a space) in their place. The three types 
of buffer control codes are 
BC PAUSE pause transmission (unconditional). 
BC IMMED immediate status command. These are commands which upon reception by the 
motor controller will be acted on immediately regardless of the code residing in 
its buffer. 
BC BUFFR buffered status command. These are commands which upon reception by the 
motor controller will be placed at the end of its buffer and acted on only when it 
has processed the preceding code residing in its buffer. 
Information received by the interrupt handler from the motor controller such as its buffer size 
status is stored in memory by the interrupt handler into the appropriate buffer which can then 
be accessed by higher level routines. 
Detailed operation of the interrupt handler routine 
The routine responds to UART interrupts (specifically - transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) 
interrupts), by reading the Interrupt Identification Register (IIR) and switching to an 
appropriate part of the function depending on the interrupt type. Data reception is only enabled 
when a status command has been issued so that the reply can be captured. Normally echoed 
characters are ignored. 
An interrupt must be cleared before the handler can be exited, and because multiple 
interrupts can occur simultaneously (or in quick succession), the handler routine is enclosed in 
a loop that checks the 'Pending' bit of the IIR until it goes high (indicating that there are no 
more interrupts to be handled). 
An interrupt is cleared by writing to, or reading from, the data register (DATAPORT). If a 
character is received then the port must be read, and if the transmit shift register is empty then 
the port must be written to. The other way to clear an interrupt is to disable and re-enable the 
appropriate bit in the Interrupt Enable Register (lER). If this is done inside the interrupt handler 
the program will become stuck in the interrupt handler and never exit. It must be re-enabled 
from outside the interrupt handler. 
To avoid the problem of the IFX driver sending characters after a status command has been 
transmitted, the communications interrupt handler routine is written so that transmission is 
paused whenever a status command is sent. Each status command in the SEND_BUFFER must 
be preceded by an identifying code (a buffer control code or 'BC-code') so that the 
communications interrupt handler routine can identify it. 
Once the interrupt handler has intercepted a BC-code the next few characters comprising the 
status command are sent until a space character is encountered indicating the end of the status 
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command reply; then transmission is disabled. When intercepted the BC-code is converted into 
an index in the status array so that the reply may be stored in the appropriate buffer, e.g. the 
reply for a IBS command would be stored in the buffer size status array. The communications 
interrupt handler then enables reception of the characters until a carriage return (indicating the 
end of the status command reply) is received, then reception is disabled and transmission is 
resumed. 
Of great importance to the program is the frequently used buffer size status command' IBS'. 
This command returns the amount of free space inside the first IFX buffer. This information is 
used to implement a type of artificial XONIXOFF flow control. If the reported free space is 
less than a certain amount (200 characters) then transmission is paused and a series of '1 BS' 
commands are sent until the IFX reports that the free space is above a certain amount (400 
characters). Transmission is resumed once the free space is large enough. 
4.5 Running the robot 
To run a movement the following procedure should be carried out: 
1) Ensure the following connections to and from motor controller are hooked up: 
a) the serial connection from the computer to the controller, 
b) the limit switch connection from the robot to the controller, and 
c) the power connections and earth from the motors to the controller. 
2) Power up the motor controller. 
3) Make a project of the following files: 
Demkiwi1.c (or Demcantl.c), KiwLkin (or Cantrk.kin), User.c and Ph_ifx_drv. 
4) Define the robot type in User.c. 
3) Set the desired parameters for movement in Demokiwil.c or Democantl.c. 
4) Compile and run the code, which will request the user to start the movement. 
4.6 Some observations about the real moving robot 
The movements of the robot are rather jerky since the robot must start and stop at each way 
point. As explained in section 4.3 this jerky movement is due to the fact that velocity profiling 
could not be implemented with this particular motor controller. Apart from the jerky 
movements the robot was able to demonstrate full coverage of the upper hemisphere for both 
the two and three dof configurations, although the two dof configuration showed significant 
compliance at low elevations angles. This problem is discussed further in section 10.3. 
Chapter 5 
Geometric analysis 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter investigates some solutions to the position kinematics of the two and three dof 
mechanisms. For beam aiming applications the concern is not so much with the position of the 
platform, but rather with the orientation of the platform as that will dictate the pointing 
direction of the antenna. However for the three dof mechanism, the third redundant 
translational freedom may be useful for maximising the stiffness of the manipulator. 
The forward kinematics of a robot determines the position and orientation of the end 
effector or platform given the position of the independent (or actuated) joints of the robot. For 
beam aiming applications in particular, the problem becomes, given the position of the 
actuated joints, what is the pointing direction of the platform. 
The inverse kinematics of a robot determines the position of the independent or actuated 
joints given the position and orientation of the end effector or platform of the robot. For beam 
aiming applications in particular, the problem becomes, given the pointing direction of the 
platform, what is the position of the actuated joints. 
For the three dof mechanism the translational freedom can be specified by a restricted range 
of the cartesian coordinates or by the plunging/radial distance between the platform and base. 
For most applications the plunging distance is probably the most natural freedom to choose. 
In the following sections a closed form solution is obtained for the direct and inverse 
problems for both the two and three dof mechanisms. 
5.2 Direct kinematics for the three dof mechanism 
Section 5.2.1 is concerned with solving the direct kinematics for the three dof mechanism with 
generalised geometry. Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.3 deal with particular cases of geometry of the 
mechanism that reduce the complexity of the kinematic equations and also reduce the number 
of solutions to these equations. 
A note on the notation of points and vectors 
To simplify the notation both the position vector of a point and the point itself will be written 
as the same character. If the point in question, e.g. B is being referred to as a vector quantity it 
shall be denoted in bold, e.g. B. The same is true for the coordinate axes, (e.g. u), if the axes is 
defined by some direction vector it shall be denoted in bold, e.g. u. 
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5.2.1 Direct kinematic solution for a mechanism with general geometry 
Figure 5.1 General three degree-of-freedom mechanism. 
The forward kinematics of Stewart platforms have been extensively studied in recent years : 
Charentus and Renaud [1989] , Nanua et a1 [1990] , Parenti-CasteHi and Innocenti [1990], 
Zhang and Song p 99 1], Merlet [1993] , Lin et al. [1994] , Zhang and Song [1994], Chen and 
Song [1994] , Nair and Maddocks [1994], Wen and Liang [1994], Sreenivasan et al. [1994], 
Dasgupta and Mruthyunjaya [1994] , Wampler [1994]. In some earlier publications Nanua et 
al. [1990], Parenti-Castelli and Innocenti [1990] the k,inematic equations are derived by 
modelling the Stewart Platform as a triple arm mechanism i.e. each pair of spherical joints 
along one side of the base or platform is represented as a single revolute joint. The resulting 
triple arm mechanism is in fact one portion (upper or lower) of the three dof mechanism shown 
in figure 5.1. 
Kinematic model of lower portion of mechanism 
The principal coordinate system is termed the .~ system (c .f. figure 5.2). For the particular 
case where the points PI' P 2 and P3 form an equilateral triangle and theYn axes (revolute axes) 
are coplanar with the equilateral triangle, the origin Db is chosen to be at the centroid of the 
points PI' P2 and P3 · 
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The.'¥,; (n=1,2,3) coordinate systems are attached with their origins at the centre of the driven 
revolute joints Pn which are at positions (an ,bn ,cny. The Xn and Zn axes lie in the plane of 
rotation ofthe arm while theYn axes lie along the rotation axes of the driven revolutejoints. For 
the particular case where the Yn axes are coplanar, the zn axes are normal to the plane formed by 
the Yn axes and the xn axes are also coplanar with the Yn axes. The angle fin is the variable angle 
which is set by the actuator for each arm. 
The §u. ~ coordinate system has its origin attached to the end of arm 1 at the point Bj 11"1 
which is at the centre of the spherical joint (or the intersection point of the equivalent three 
revolute axes). The Uj axis is defined by the direction vector Bj B1 • The Wj axis is normal to 
the plane defined by the points B j , B2 and Bj , and Vj = Wj X u j • 
B, 
.. , ~ ~\ u,'VjW, 
I 'li J \/1\ 
- U J 
BJ 
12 
Figure 5.2 Lower portion of the mechanism. 
Transformation matrices used for transforming from the .'¥,; systems to the ~ frame 
The 4 x 4 homogeneous transformation matrices °T", transforming from a point expressed in 
the §,; systems to the ~ frame, can be represented by a combination of three rotations and 
three displacements. The resulting matrix can be written as 
°T =T . T T R R R 
n z" ,c." .v" ,h" x" ~all z" ,¢" y" ,9" x" ,¢,,, 
CfPn c f)" c¢"sf)"s¢'" - S¢IIC¢'II C¢"Sf)IIC¢'1I + S¢IIStJ'" a" 
S¢ll cf)" s¢"sf)"StJ'" +C¢IlC¢,,, S¢IISf)"C¢,,, - C¢IlStJ'" b" 
= 
-sf)" Cf)I1 StJ'" cf)"CtJ'" c" 
0 0 0 1 
where c = cos and s = sin. 
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The position of the points Bj , B] and Bj expressed in the local systems §,; can be written as 
By multiplying the points 1 B1 ,2 B2 and ] B] by the transfonnation matrices °T1' °T2 and °T] 
respectively, the points can be expressed in the 50 frame as 
Note, points expressed in the principal ~ frame will not be preceded by a superscript, i.e. 
B" = °B". 
Kinematic model of upper portion of mechanism 
w, 
q 
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u, 
" 
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Figure 5.3 Upper portion of the mechanism. 
The ~, (m=4,5,6) coordinate systems are attached with their origins at the centre of the 
passive revolute joints Pm' The xm and Zm axes lie in the plane of rotation of the arm while the 
Ym axes lie along the rotation axes of the passive revolute joints, For the particular case where 
the Ym axes are coplanar, the Zm axes are nonnal to the plane fonned by the Ym axes and the xm 
axes are also coplanar with the Y m axes. 
The ~. w coordinate system is attached to the platfonn. For the particular case where the 
1 1 2 
points P4, P j and P6 fonn an equilateral triangle and the Ym axes (revolute axes) are coplanar 
with the equilateral triangle, the origin Op will be at the centroid ofthe points P4, P j and P6• 
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Transformation matrices used for transforming from the ~ systems to the 9.:,vlwl frame 
The transfonnation matrices "'T
m
, transfonning from a point expressed in the ~ systems to 
the 9.: v w frame, can be represented by a combination of three rotations and three , , , 
displacements. The resulting matrix can be written as 
lilT =T T T R R R 
m Z""C", y"."b", X"., 'Om Zm.t;I1f1 y""9",, Xm,fPm 
C¢m ct9m C¢m st9ms1/' m - s¢mc1/' m C¢m st9mc1/'m +S¢ms1/'m am nm, Sm. am, Pm , 
S¢m ct9m S¢m st9ms1/' m + c¢mc1/' m S¢mst9mc1/' m - c¢ms1/' m bm n"'-l 5"'-1 a "'-I Pm (5.1) = J = Pm -st9 Ct9m51/'m ct9mc1/'m Cm nm, 5m, am. m < 
0 0 0 1 a a a 1 
The position of the points H" H2 and Hj expressed in the local systems ~ can be written as 
Imsinftm 
o 
By multiplying the points 4B1/B2 and 6BJ by the transfonnation matrices II I T4 ,"I T5 and 
"1 T6 respectively, the points can be expressed in the 9 11 v w frame as 1 1 , 
"'B = "'T mB n m n· (5.2) 
Solution of the forward kinematics 
In order to solve for the relative displacement and orientation between the base and platfonn, 
the position and orientation of the 9.:1V/"'1 system must be detennined with respect to the 9,;, 
system in tenns of the three actuated dofs ftn' The closure equations are written for both the 
lower and upper portions of the mechanism. The three closure equations can be fonned by 
noting that the distance between the points Bn is the same for both the upper and lower portions 
of the mechanism, i.e. 
IB - B '1- I u, B - U' B 1 n+l n -, n+/ n (5.3) 
where n = 1,2,3 and if n+ 1 =4 then n+ 1 = 1. 
The subsequent squaring of the closure equations (5.3) leads to 
2 /2 2 -lu1 B u1B 12 e, , g - n+/ - n (5.4) 
where the distances e,/ and g between the spherical joints are 
e=IB2 -B1 1 /=IBJ -B21 g=IB/-BJ 
After substituting equation (5.2) into (5.4) and noting that for the components of the matrices 
given in equation (5.1) the following identities apply for the unit nonnals 
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so that the following three closure equations are obtained 
d1 c,8. + d1 c,8J + d3 5/14 + d. s/lJ + dJ c,84 c,8J +d6 c,8J 5/1. + dJ c,8. s/1J + ds s/l. s/lJ + d" = 0, (5.5) 
where the constants d;, hi and Ii are derived in appendix B. 
Numerical solution 
A nwnerical solution method can be employed to iterate to the unknown angles given a suitable 
initial guess for the three angles /l4, /ls and /l6' Since an analytical derivative is readily 
available, Newton-Raphson's method is computationally very efficient. This solution method 
has some disadvantages in that it does not lead directly to multiple solutions and is sensitive to 
the initial guess, especially for geometries close to a singularity. 
Closed form solution 
A closed form solution to the closure equations has been found which provides extra 
information about the mechanism. This closed form solution is able to provide all the 
configurations possible for the mechanism for each particular set of driven arm angles /In' This 
information is particularly useful for the design of the real mechanism for beam aiming 
applications since the designer can ensure that no singUlarities are present in the operational 
work space. Control is then straight forward. 
A direct solution to the closure equations (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) can be obtained by 
expressing each of the equations in terms of a single variable. The decoupling of the closure 
equations involves the elimination of two of the arm angles A, resulting in a 16th degree 
polynomial expression in a single arm angle jJ. To facilitate this, substitute the following half 
tangent trigonometric identities into the closure equations. 
1- t 2 2t 
c/lm = 1+(1' s/lm =T+ ~l' 
m m 
where tm = tan(~m ). 
With some algebraic manipulation the three closure equations can be written as three 
quadratics in terms of tm• The first quadratic is 
where 
eo = d1 +d1 +dJ +d" 
er = 2d4 + 2d7 
e2 = d1 -d1 -dJ +d" 
The second quadratic is 
10 = 2dJ + 2d6 
Ir = 4ds 
12=2dJ -2d6 
go =-dr +d1 -dJ +d" 
gr = 2d4 -2d7 
gl =-dr -d2 +dJ +d" 
(k/; + kftJ + ko)t~ + (J/; + il t5 + io)t6 + (ilt; + ift, + io) "'" 0 (5.9) 
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where 
io = hI +h2 +hj +h9 
il = 2hJ + 2h6 
i2 = -hI + h2 - hj + h9 
The third quadratic is 
jo = 2h4 + 2h7 
jl :::; 4ha 
j2 = 2h4 - 2h7 
ko == hI - h2 - hJ + h9 
kl == 2hJ - 2h6 
k2 :::; -hI - h2 + hJ + h9 
(o]t; + 0,t5 + oo)t; + (ni; + njt5 + nO)t4 + (mi; + m,t5 + mo) = 0 
where 
111v = II + 12 + 15 + 19 
~ = 2/J + 216 
~ :::; -II + 12 -15 + 19 
no = 214 + 217 
n, = 418 
n2 = 214 - 217 
00 = II -12 -/J + 19 
°1 =2/J- 216 
02 = -II -12 + Is + 19 
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(5.10) 
The variable t4 in equations (5.8) and (5.10) is eliminated using Sylvester's Dialytic method 
of elimination (c.f. Burnside and Panton [1889]). A 4th order polynomial is then obtained in 
terms of the variables t5 and t6 
Ig2 t; + g/J + go f2t; + ~ts + fo 2 e2t s + e/s + eo 0 
0 2 g2 tS + gl t J + go fi; + ~ts + fo 2 eis + elts + eo 
2 02 t6 + 0lt6 + 06 2 n2t6 + n/6 + n6 2 ~t6 +~t6 + m6 0 
0 2 02t6 + 0lt6 + 06 2 n2t6 + n/6 + n6 2 ~t6 + m, t6 + m6 
After expanding and simplifying, the resultant in terms of t5 and t6 is given by 
where 
43] Vo = Pi5 + Plt5 + Pi5 + p,t5 + p(P 
4 3 ] V, :::; q4t5 + q/5 + qi5 + q,t5 + qo' 
432 V1 == r/5 + r/5 + r2 t5 + r,t5 + ro' 
432 V3 :::; SiJ + S/5 + Si5 + Sj t5 + so' 
432 V" == ui5 + u/5 + Ui5 + u,t5 + uo' 
and p, q, r, and u are constants in terms of e,f, g, m, n and o. 
Now equation (5.9) is rewritten as 
where 
• 2· • Wo :::; l]t5 +1,tJ + '0' 
w, == ji; + Ji5 + jo. 
w2 == ki; + k,t5 + ko· 
=0. 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
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Again using Sylvester's Dialytic method to eliminate the variable t6 from equations (5.11) and 
(5.12) the combined matrix can be obtained as shown below. 
wJ Wu 0 0 0 
0 w2 WJ Wo 0 0 
0 0 w2 wJ w() 0 
= O. 
0 0 0 w2 w J W() 
v., v] v2 VI Vo 0 
0 v.f v] v2 VI Vo 
After some further algebraic manipulation a 16th order polynomial is obtained in terms of the 
variable 15-
A 16 A 15 A 14 A 13 A 12 A II A IU A 9 1615 + 1515 + li5 + /3/ j + /215 + I/j + JO/ j + 9tj 
+~~+~~+~~+~~+~~+~~+~~+~~+~=O 
where the Ai are functions of the fixed geometry only. 
(5.13) 
The maximum order of tanCAI2) in the above equation is 16, and in the general case there 
will be 16 different solutions to the above equation. Since each value of 15 = lan(;ji2), /15 is 
uniquely determined in the interval 0 S /15 < 360°. Thus /14 and /16' can now be computed by 
substituting for A into equations (5.5) and (5.6). After substitution of /15' each of these 
equations has the form 
Pcos/l4,6 + Qsin/l4,6 + R= 0 (5.14) 
yielding two solutions given by 
/I -l(-Q±Jp2 + q -R2J 46 = 2 tan . 
, R-P (5.15) 
The substitution of the solutions for /14 and /16 into eqn (5.7) will resolve the sign ambiguity 
since only one of the four possible combinations of solutions will satisfy the equation. It must 
also be determined whether any extraneous roots arise due to the process of elimination. That 
is, it must be determined if it is possible to obtain a univariate polynomial equation of lower 
degree. This can be done numerically by substituting each of the 16 values for ~ into equations 
(5.5) and (5.6) to determine two values each of /14 and /16' Each of the four possible 
combinations of /14 and /16 can then be substituted into equation (5.7). There will be small 
numerical errors in the substitutions but these are comparatively small; thus the elimination 
process does not generate extraneous roots. A numerical example is given later to illustrate this. 
Note also that the number of real solutions depends on the input parameters of the problem. 
5.2.2 Solution when the revolute joint axes on the platform are co-planar 
If the revolute joint axes y m in the platform are coplanar the following further relationships can 
be introduced 
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thus reducing the closure equations to 
dJ#4+d4#~ +d~cjl4cjl~ +d8sjl4sjl~ +d9 =0, 
hJ #~ + h4 #6 + h5 Cjl5 Cjl6 + h8 #5 #6 + h9 = 0, 
lJ #6 + l4 #4 + l~ Cjl6 Cjl4 + l8 Sjl6 #4 + 19 = O. 
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After carrying out the same elimination procedure, a 16th order polynomial is obtained. 
Those familiar with this solution procedure applied to Stewart platforms should note that the 
polynomial will not be in terms of even powers of t since the 0° position of the arms is along 
the z axes, not the x axes as is common in most Stewart platform solutions. The resulting 
angles jl will still of course be mirrored through the plane formed by the y (or revolute joint) 
axes. 
5.2.3 Solution when there is symmetry through the homokinetic plane 
If there is symmetry through the plane formed by the points BJo B2 and B3, then the upper arm 
angles jl4' A and jl6 take the same value as the lower arm angles jlj, jl2 and A respectively. The 
point Op can be found by projecting the vector B 1 on to the direction vector WI (normal to plane 
of symmetry) and then multiplying by 2. Thus the displacement solution becomes 
Platform position and orientation relative to the base 
The platform position and orientation relative to the base can now be found, i.e. the 
transformation matrix °T" that provides a relationship between the coordinate system .~ v W 
~1 2 1 2 
fixed to the platform, and the principal coordinate system 9a fixed to the base. The first step is 
to formulate an intermediate transformation matrix III T . 
"1 
The vector defining the u 1 axis expressed in the .~]v]w] system is 
The WI axis is the normal to the plane defined by the points B1, B2 and B3 and so can be found 
by the vector cross product of B1B] and BtBJ • 
The VI axis is given by 
The transformation matrix Il, T is therefore 
"1 
1I1UJ (J) 
U lV j {J) "1 W J (1) 111 BJ (1) 
112UJ (2j 11 "2 W J (1) "] BJ (2) 
"IT = 
lVj (1) 
"1 1I1Uj (3) 112VJ (3) 1I1Wj (1) "2 BJ (1) 
0 0 0 1 
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The transformation matrix U2 T is the inverse of the matrix "I T and can be easily found by 
~ ~ 
noting that in general, for homogeneous transformation matrices that if 
n t sx ax ~ 
T:::: 
ny Sy ay Py 
n Sz a% ~ % 
0 0 0 1 
then in general 
nx ny n z 
_nTp 
T- I = Sx Sy Sz 
_STp 
ax a y a z 
_aTp 
0 0 0 1 
Another intermediate transformation matrix 0 T can be formulated as follows. The vector 
"t 
defining the direction of the U j axis expressed in the !io' system is 
BI -Bj 
ul = IBI -Bjl' 
The Wj axis is the normal to the plane defined by the points B j • B2 and B j and so can be found 
by the vector cross product of BIB] and BIB; , i.e. 
The Vj axis is given by 
BJB] X B JB 3 
WI = IBIB2 x BIBJl' 
The transformation matrix 0 T 
"t 
is therefore 
UJ{I) VJ{I) WJ{I) 
°T = 
UI (2) VJ (2) WI (2) 
"/ UJ(J) VI (J) WI(J) 
0 0 0 
BI (I) 
B I (2) 
BI(J) 
1 
The transformation matrix 0 T IS found by multiplying the intermediate transformation 
U2 
matrices together 
The displacement vector Op is given by the first three elements ofthe 4th column of 0 TU2 
Calculation of the orientation of the platform 
The orientation ofthe platform can be calculated by equating the 1st 3x3 partition ofthe matrix 
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°T", with a 3-2-3 Euler rotation matrix and the three Euler angles gleaned by comparing entries 
of both matrices. For beam aiming applications rotation about the 'line of sight' has no effect 
on circularly polarised electromagnetic waves so only the two angles f)3a and f)2 (c.f. figure 5.4) 
need to be resolved. Note, it is assumed that the object being targeted is a large distance from 
the platform, thus the small angular difference in measuring the tracked object from the frame 
~ as compared to measuring the tracked object from the platform frame §.; v w is ignored, i.e , , , 
for the purposes of this exercise the two frames are assumed to be coincident. 
-----.--... 
y, 
Figure 5.4 Beam aiming angles. 
The 3-2-3 Euler rotation matrix is given by 
~Cf)3bCf)2Cf)3a -sf)3bsf)3a cf)3bc f)2 s f)3a +sf)3bc f)3a --cf)3bs f)2 -sf)3bc f)2 c f)3a -cf)3bs f)3a -sf)3bc f)2 s f)3a +cf)3bc f)3a sf)3bs f)2 
p 
Equating this rotation matrix to the 1 st 3 X 3 partition of the matrix 0 T" the aiming angles f) , 
can be found. The angle f)2 is given by 
(5.16) 
The angle f)3a is given by 
(5.17) 
and the redundant angle f)3b is given by 
(5.18) 
Note, if the mechanism has symmetry through homokinetic plane defined by the points BJ> B2 
and B3, then the redundant angle f)3h = - f)3a . 
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An alternative method for finding the pointing angles &3a and &2 can be found if the mechanism 
has symmetry through the homokinetic plane defined by the points Bl , B2 and B3• 
p 
.~ 
Figure 5.5 Beam aiming angles for a symmetrical mechanism. 
The displacement vector Op will then have the same rotation angle &3a about the axis Zo as the 
beam aiming direction vector OpP (c.f. figure 5.5). The angle between the axis Zo and ObOp 
-- --
will be equal to the angle between ObO p and 0 pP . Thus the position of the platform Op can 
be written as 
(5.19) 
gIvmg 
and 
_1(OP(3)] 
&2 = 2cos 10p\ 
Note, this alternative approach was carried out to facilitate formulation of the Jacobian matrix 
derived in Appendix C. 
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Numerical example for the forward kinematics 
A numerical example is computed to demonstrate the multiple solutions/configurations for a 
set of driven arm angles. The direct kinematic equations yield sixteen possible platform 
positions and as shown in the numerical study below, not all of these are physically realised, 
i.e. many of the roots occur in complex conjugate pairs. Thus in general there are always at 
least two possible solutions. 
Some of the parameters defining the mechanism's geometry are shown below. The base and 
platform are equilateral triangles with revolute joints positioned at each side midpoint and are 
280.33mm from the centroids Ob and Op. The arms are 841.00mm long except for 14 which is 
700.00mm long. 
The three driven arm angles are 
fi = 60° fi = 45° fi = 30° 1 '1 'J . 
The three spherical joints (expressed in the ~ coordinate system) are at positions 
[
1.008657J [- 0.437503J [- 0.350415
J 
B j = 0 , B2 = 0.7577781 ,B, = - 0.606937 . 
0.420500 0.5946768 0.7283274 
The three passive revolute joints (expressed in the ~ v'" coordinate system) are at positions 
2 2 2 
The three spherical joints (expressed in the a.: v w coordinate system) are at positions 
1 2 1 
"J _ [0.28033+0.7 Sin fJ4] .., _ [-0.140165 -~.4205 Sj~fJ5] 
B} - 0 ,B] - 0.242747+0.128327 smfJJ , 
-0.7 cosfJ4 -0.841 cosfJ5 
For this example the polynomial equation in terms of t5 is 
[ 
0.140165-0.4205 Sin fJ.] 
u'B3 = -0.242747-0.728327 sinfJ •. 
-0.841 cosfJ. 
0.05701474105699 X 10 5 t;6 - 0.10071233933817 X 10 5 t;5 + 1.12838873402140 X 105 t;4 
- 1.55913343050819 X 105 t;3 - 3.55391140088964 X 105 t~2 - 0.93129250187841 X 105 t~j 
+ 6.11465029625884 X 105 t~O + 0.47707321944806 X 105 tf - 3.21330445223874 x 105 t% 
+0.47707321944805 x 105 t; +6.11465029625884 x 105 t% - 0.93129250187841 x 105 tJ 
- 3.55391140088964 x 105 t~ -1.55913343050819 x 105 tff +1.12838873402140x105 t; 
- 0.10071233933817 x 105 t~ +0.05701474105699 X 105 = O. 
Of the 16 roots of the polynomial, only 4 are found to be real. These are used to find;1s, 
which is back substituted to find the angles fi4 and fi6' Thus the displacement and orientation of 
the platform relative to the base can be found. The four real solutions with corresponding 
mechanism configurations are shown in figures 5.6 a-d. 
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Configuration (a) 
Upper arm angles 
Displacement vector 
of the platform 
[
0.2 743J 
Op = 0.1122 . 
1.0477 
Aiming angles of 
the platform 
((}3a ) = (25.5601:) . (}2 32.6710 
Configuration (b) 
Upper arm angles 
(
/1.1] ( 73.7023° ] fl5 = 46.6238° . 
!l6 28.2939° 
Displacement 
vector 
of the platform 
[
0.1009] 
o p = 0.0056 . 
0.0723 
Aiming angles of 
the platform 
((}3a) = (191.55690). (}2 9.5267° 
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Configuration a. 
Configuration b . 
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Configuration (c) 
Upper arm angles 
Displacement vector 
of the platform 
[ 
0.2413 J 
0 " = - 0.1034 . 
0.8286 
Aiming angles of 
the platform 
((J3a) = (40.99 78:) . (Jl 84.501 7 
Configuration (d) 
Upper arm angles 
[
/1./J - [ 149.78380° J' ;15 - 92.0426 . 
;16 . - 21.4092° 
Displacement vector 
of the platform 
[ 
0.1526J 
01' = - 0.1579 . 
0.3294 
Aiming angles of 
the platform 
((J3a) = (222.28190) (J2 61.2853°' 
Configuration c. 
Configuration d. 
Figure 5.6 Mechanism configurations corresponding to the four real solutions. 
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It should be noted that if a mirror were to lie in the plane defined by the three points B i , B2 and 
B3 , then configuration a would be a mirror image of configuration b, and configuration c 
would be a mirror image of configuration d. Note also that configuration c has been slightly 
rotated so that the spherical joint B 2 is not obscured . 
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5.3 Inverse kinematics for the three dof mechanism with symmetry 
Unlike the Stewart platform and other parallel mechanisms such as those described by Lee and 
Shah [1988] with only single links connecting the platform to the base, this mechanism has 
three serial chains connecting the platform to the base and thus the closed form inverse 
kinematics for the generalised geometry for this mechanism are difficult to solve. If symmetry 
is assumed through the plane defined by the spherical joints, a reasonably simple solution can 
to be obtained. Fortunately, for most real applications a symmetrical mechanism is usually 
desirable, and as long as tolerances on the real mechanism are kept tight, the following inverse 
kinematic model is satisfactory. 
Kinematic model for a symmetric mechanism 
B' . 
J 
Yo : 
'P~'" '. . -;" . . 
" '''''' ¢ , 0 .. /' ~--~---~~ 
~, 
'- Xo 
Homokinetic plane 
Figure 5.7 Kinematic model for inverse kinematic solution (some details have been omitted for 
clarity). 
The driven arms attached to the base of the mechanism describe an arc as shown in figure 5.7. 
Generally the arcs must intersect the homokinetic plane at two points. These points represent 
the possible positions that the driven arms may assume for a given platform orientation and 
position. The method described in Appendix B for finding the intersection points of a circle 
and a plane, is applied to find the points Bn and the unused alternative points Bn'. Note that the 
mechanism must be deliberately moved through a singularity in order to place the ball joints at 
Bn'· 
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The aiming/pointing coordinates of a satellite and hence the platform may be specified by only 
two angular parameters ~a' fJ2• Since this mechanism has three dof, a third redundant freedom 
10pi (the distance between the base Db and platform Dp) must also be specified. Given the two 
pointing angles fJ3a and fJ2 of the platform and a specified distance between the platform and 
base 10pl, the position of the platform relative to the base can be written as 
lOp 1 sin !!;- cos fJ3a) 
Op = 10pisin i sinfJ3a . 
[Op[cos; 
Op is the normal to the homokinetic plane (due to symmetry through the plane) thus defining 
the orientation of the plane. The position of the plane is such that it bisects Op at M, Le. M is 
midway between Db and Dp 
M=top. 
Pn are the positions of the centre of the circles describing the paths made by the end points of 
the arms and are given by 
The Yn axes are the revolute axes of the driven arms and so define the orientation of the axes 
(circles). Their directions are given by 
The length of the arms (radii of the circles) are In' 
The points Sn (see Appendix B for a detailed explanation of Sn) which are the points midway 
between the intersection points En and En' can now be found. These points Sn are the 
intersection of the vectors (Yn X Op)x Yn through Pn and the plane. The equation of the plane 
can be written as 
T T OpS" -OpM = O. (S.20) 
The position vector Sn can be written in parametric form as 
(S.21) 
where/" is a scalar quantity obtained by combining equations (S.20) and (S.21) and is given by 
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The vectors SB n can be written as 
where tn is an unknown scalar quantity. 
The position vectors Bn, are the points of intersection between the plane and circle and are 
given by 
The distance from the points Pn (centre of the circle) to the points Bn and Bn' (points of 
intersection with the homokinetic plane) must be length In' Hence 
or 
(5.22) 
Squaring both sides of equation (5.22) and rearranging gives a quadratic in the unknown 
quantities tn' The solution for tn can be readily found using an algebraic manipulation package 
and is shown in Appendix B. The intersection points Bn are then given by 
(5.23) 
5.3.1 Calculation of the arm angles 
Two possible arm angles corresponding to the arm positions Bn and Bn' can be found for each 
arm. These can be found by using the dot product rule to find the angle between the zn axes 
(O,O,IY' and the position vector for the arm end points Bn expressed in their respective ~ 
coordinate frames. The arm angles are given by 
The inverse kinematic equations yield two possible positions for each ann which indicates 
that there are eight possible solutions to the inverse kinematic problem. 
5.4 Direct kinematics for the two dof ntechanism with symmetry 
5.4.1 Introduction 
The following model of the two dof mechanism applies only to the particular case where there 
is symmetry about the plane defined by the spherical points B j , B2 and B3• The direct 
kinematics of the two dof mechanism differs from that of the three dof mechanism since the 
introduction of a strut between the points 0b and Op means that only two independent ann 
angles need be specified in order to calculate the two beam aiming angles ~a and ~ 
determining the pointing direction of the platform. 
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5.4.2 Kinematic solution for the two dof mechanism with symmetry 
The two dof mechanism shown in figure 5.8 consists of two actuated arms positioned at points 
Pj and P2 attached to the base and one passive arm at point P3 attached to the base. Three upper 
passive arms are attached to the platform. Each of the three base arms is connected to its 
respective opposing platform arm via a spherical joint. A central strut is fixed to both platforms 
via one Hookesjoint at point Op and one spherical joint at point Ob' 
I 2ft'. &, 
I 
L - t, 
I 
/ 
I, 
z, / 
Homokinetic plane 
... 
Figure 5.8 Schematic of two dofmechanism. Note the two possible positions that the third arm 
13 may assume. 
Given the two arm angles flI and !12' the position of the points B j and B 2 expressed in their 
respective local systems ~ can be written as 
1 
The points B j and B2 can be expressed in the st frame by multiplying by the transformation 
. °T °T matnces l' 2 
Due to symmetry, the point of intersection M between the homokinetic plane and the central 
strut must lie mid way between points Ob and Op. By formulating the three constraint equations 
below the position of the point M can be found. The displacement vector Op of the platform is 
then given by 2 M. 
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The first constraint equation can be formulated by noting that the angle between the vectors 
-- --
MOb and MB r must be 90° for the point M to lie in the homokinetic plane, i.e. 
--T--
MOb MBr =0 
where MOb = Ob - M and MB/ = B/ - M . 
(5.24) 
The second constraint equation can be formulated by noting angle between the vectors MOb 
and MB2 must also be 90° for the point M to lie in the homokinetic plane, i.e. 
--1'--
MOb MB2 =0 (5.25) 
where MB2 = B2 -M. 
The third constraint equation can be formulated by noting that the magnitude of the position 
vector M is half the magnitude of the position vector Op, i.e. 
Equation (5.24) can be written as 
B/(l)M(J)+Bl2)M(2)+B/(3)M(3)-(M(ll + Mo/ + Mol) = O. 
Equation (5.25) can be written as 
B2(l)MfJ) + Bp)Mo) + Bp)M(3)-(M(J/ + M(2/ + M(J/) = O. 
Squaring both sides of equation (5.26) gives 
Substituting for M(l/ + M(2l + M(3l into equations (5.27) and (5.28) leads to 
B/(l)M(J) + B/(2)M(2) + B/(3)M(3)-~IOpI2 = 0, 
B2(l)M(l) + B2(2)M(2) + B2(3)M(3)-~IOpI2 = O. 
From equation (5.30) M(J) can be written in terms of M(2) and M(3) 
tlOJ -B/o)M(.2) - B/(3)M(J) 
M(l) = ----'----'-'---------
B/(l) 
Substituting for M(l) into equation (5.31) gives 
a M(2) + b M(3) + c = 0 
where 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
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Substituting for Mo) into equation (5.29) gives 
d Mol + e M(3l + fMo) + g M(3) + hMo)M(J) + i = 0 
where 
- t BJ (J)iOpi
2 
g= 2 BJ(/) 
Equation (5.33) can be rewritten as 
-bM(J)-c 
Mo)=----
a 
and substitute for Mo) into equation (5.34) to get 
j Mol + k M(3) + 1= 0 
where 
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(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
The third component of the position vector M can be found by solving the quadratic equation 
(5.36) to get 
-k±~e -4jl 
M(3) = 2j (5.37) 
The first and second components of the position vector M can be found by back substitution 
into equations (5.32) and (5.35). Note that the two possible solutions to equation (5.37) are due 
to the two positions that the third arm attached to the base may assume. 
Because of symmetry about the homo kinetic plane, the position vector Op of the top 
platfonn is given by 
Op=2M. 
The pointing direction of the top platfonn can be calculated as for the three dof mechanism (c.f. 
section 5.3). 
5.5 Inverse kinematics for the two dof mechanism with symmetry 
The geometric model is the same as for the direct case shown in figure 5.8. Again the model of 
the two dof mechanism applies only to the particular case where there is symmetry about the 
plane defined by the spherical points BJ, B2 and B3• The inverse kinematics of the two dof 
mechanism differs from that of the three dof mechanism since the introduction of a strut 
between the points 0b and Op means that only the two platfonn pointing angles ~a and ~ need 
be specified in order to detennine the geometry of the mechanism, Le. there is not a third 
redundant plunging freedom IOpl as with the three dof mechanism. The calculation of the 
actuated arm anglesfi:, and;?; is the same as for the three dofmechanism in section 5.3. 
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Chapter 6 
Static analysis 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a static analysis of the mechanisms was performed so that an appreciation of the 
gravity loading on the robot can be gained. The results from this static analysis can then be 
compared with experimental values that were collected by taking measurements using a spring 
balance. In Chapter 9 a rigid body dynamic analysis is carried out and although the same 
information is gained from the dynamic analysis, this analysis presented here was done at a 
much earlier stage. It is also invaluable in providing a check on the static part of the dynamic 
analysis. 
6.2 Static model of the three dof mechanism 
Figure 6.] Model showing external forces acting on three dof mechanism. 
For the following static analysis the mechanism is assumed to be symmetrical about the 
homokinetic plane defined by the points B j , B2 and B3, and each triplet of revolute joint axes y 
is assumed to be coplanar. Although the analysis could be extended to a completely general 
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mechanism, in the interests of computational difficulty only the particular case outlined above 
is modeled. 
The arms are modelled as lumped masses with their mass centres at points p C
i 
(i = 1-6) as 
shown in figure 6.1. The spherical joints are modelled as lumped masses with their mass 
centres located points Bn (n = 1,2,3). The platform is modelled as a lumped mass with its 
centroid located at point Or A known external force Fp and a moment Mp acting through and 
about the point Op can be applied. 
6.3 Formulation of the static equations of equilibrium 
Given that the three lower arms are fixed in position, if an imaginary cut is made at the three 
spherical joints BJ, B2 and BJ , the upper portion of the mechanism will form a statically 
determinant structure supported at the three spherical joints. The three spherical joint force 
reaction vectors N J , N2 and N J can be split into three independent orthogonal components; 
therefore there will be 9 unknown reaction components. Three scalar equations are formulated 
in terms of the reactions N owing to the fact that moments cannot be sustained about the 
platform revolute joint Ym axes (m = 4,5,6). Six more independent equations can be formulated 
from the 6 equations of static equilibrium, i.e. summing the forces and moments and equating 
to zero. Thus there will be 9 equations in terms of the 9 unknown spherical joint reaction vector 
components. 
6.3.1 Summing the moments about the platform revolute joints 
First formulate three scalar equations in terms of the reactions N by summing the moments 
about the platform revolute joints and equating them to zero. Consider the forces acting on the 
upper arm 4; the forces of interest are shown below in figure 6.2. The two forces of interest are 
the reaction vector N J and the gravity force m"g due to the mass of the passive arm. 
Figure 6.2 Forces acting on the upper arm 4. 
The moments due to the weight of the arms and reaction forces are given by 
m Itl-p m nip B nlN Mp = mPc X mm g + m" X " 
'" '" 
n= 1,2,3 and m = n+3. 
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Summing moments about the platform revolute joint Y m axes and equating to zero gives 
m Mp' (2) = o. 
.. 
(6.1) 
Thus there will be three scalar equations in terms of the components of the unknown reactions 
Nj>N2 andN3· 
6.3.2 Summing the forces 
The forces can be summed in the ub V2 and W 2 directions and equated to zero to get three more 
independent scalar equations as follows 
where 
L Forces u] = "'NllJ + II, N2(J) + "2 N3(l) 
+ 1I1 m4g(J) + 111 mJg(l) + "1 m 6 g(J) 
+ "'mpgn) + 111 Fp (1) = 0, 
n= 1,2,3 andm=n+3. 
6.3.3 Summing the moments 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
The moments can be summed about the ub v2 and w2 axes to formulate three further 
independent equations. The moments due to the weight of the upper arms and reaction forces 
about the U2, V2 and W2 axes are given by 
"'M = ", 0 p x m II, g + II, 0 B X II, N 
Op p em m p n n n= 1,2,3 and m = n+3. 
Summing the moments about the U2, v2 and w2 axes and equating to zero gives 
L Moments u2 = 
L Moments v 2 = 1I1MO (2) + "'Mp (2) = 0, p 
LMomentsw2 = "'Mo (3) + "'Mp (3) = O. p 
6.4 Solving for the reactions N 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
A symbolic manipulation package such as mathematica can be used to manipulate the nine 
scalar equations 6.1-6.7 so that they can be explicitly written in terms of the nine spherical joint 
reaction force components. These nine independent equations can then be written as an 
invertible 9x9 matrix and a 9x 1 vector containing the nine spherical joint reaction force 
components to be obtained. 
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6.5 Calculation of the actuator torques 
The next step is to calculate the moments about the y axes of the base revolute joints, i.e. the 
torques required from the motors to hold the mechanism in a particular position. Consider the 
forces on the lower arm 1; the forces of interest are shown below in figure 6.3. 
Pc 1 
.~ 
20 .q;; 
A 
I m7g ~ 
mIg 
Figure 6.3 Forces acting on the lower arm 1. 
To find the required motor torques to maintain a particular position moments are taken about 
the motor axes y\, Y2 and YJ' The moments due to the weight of the arms, weight of the 
spherical joints and reaction forces are given by 
n = 1,2,3 and i = n+6. 
Summing moments about the axes ofthe base revolute joints the motor torques are given by 
Tn = nMB.(2). 
6.6 Comparison with the experimental results 
The static motor torques were measured experimentally by fixing two arms into a known set 
position and moving the third arm through a range of angles at intervals of 200 • At each 
interval a force spring balance was used to measure the force required to maintain the arm in 
that position. Thus the torque required to hold the arm in each position could be calculated. The 
mathematically modelled results are compared with the experimental results in figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 Comparison between modelled and experimental actuator torques. 
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In the case shown in figure 6.4 the arms one and two were set to 20° and 0° respectively 
while arm three was varied from 0° to 120° in steps of 20°. The experimental results compare 
favourably with the model, especially when taking into account the errors associated with the 
measurements, such as, maintaining a 90° angle between the spring balance and the arm ~±3 0, 
the accuracy of the balance ~±3kg, the accuracy of the measured arm angle ~±3° and the 
distance from the spring balance to the revolute joint axes ~±20mm. These errors equate to an 
error in the experimentally measured torque ranging between 30 and 40 Nm depending on the 
magnitude of the torque. The mathematical model also assumes no friction effects between the 
joints. 
6.7 Static model of the two dof mechanism 
Figure 6.5 Model showing external forces acting on the two dof mechanism. 
For the following static analysis the same assumptions of symmetry are made as for the model 
of the three dof mechanism. The arms and joints are modelled as for the three dof mechanism 
with the addition of a central strut having a mass centre at point Pc . 
s 
6.8 Formulation of the static equations of equilibrium 
Given that the three lower arms are fixed in position, if an imaginary cut is made at the four 
spherical joints B1, Bz, B3 and Db, the upper portion of the mechanism will form a statically 
determinant structure supported at the four spherical joints. The four spherical joint force 
reaction vectors N 1, Nz, N3 and Ns can be split into three independent orthogonal components; 
therefore there will be 12 unknown reaction components. 
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Similar to the analysis for the three dof mechanism, three scalar equations can be formulated 
in terms of the reactions N/, N2 and N J due to the fact that moments cannot be sustained about 
the platform revolute joint Ym axes (m = 4,5,6). Six more independent equations can be 
formulated from the 6 equations of static equilibrium, i.e. summing the forces and moments 
and equating to zero, giving a total of 9 independent equations in terms of the unknown 
spherical joint reaction vector components. 
Two more independent equations can be formulated in terms of the strut reactions Ns at Db 
owing to the fact that moments cannot be sustained about the Hookes joint attached to the 
platform. The last equation can be formulated in terms of the reaction N3 owing to the fact that 
moments cannot be sustained about the base revolute jointY3 axis since the joint is not driven. 
6.8.1 Summing the moments about the platform revolute joints 
The moments can be summed about the platform revolute joints and equated to zero as in 
section 6.3.1. to give three independent equations in tenns of the three spherical reactions N/, 
N2 andNJ. 
6.8.2 Summing the forces 
Three more equations can be formulated by summing the forces in the ub V2 and W2 directions 
as in sec 6.3.2. 
L Forces u2 = "1NJ(J) + "1 N 2(J) + "1 NJ(I) + "1 Ns(l) 
+ U1m4g(l) + "1 m 5g(l) + "1 m 6g(l) 
+ Ul mpg(l) + "2 m,.g(l) +") Fp (I) 0, 
L Forces v2 = "lNJ(2) + U1 N 2 (1) + u, N 30) + U1 N s(2) 
+ u1m• go ) + U'm5 g(1) + "1 m 6 g(1) 
+ U'mp g(2) + U2 msgo) u, Fp (2) = 0, 
L Forces w2 = "lNJ(l) + "1 N 2 (1) + "] N 3(3) + u] N s(l) 
+ "l m4 g(3) + "1 mJgo) + U] m 6 g(3) 
+ ", + u, ", F - 0 mpg(3) m,g(3) p (3) - . 
6.8.3 Summing the moments 
The moments can be summed about the U2, V2 and W 2 axes to formulate three further 
independent equations. The moments due to the weight of the upper arms, weight of the strut 
and the four reaction forces about the U2, V2 and W 2 axes are given by 
"M /'/]-0 U "'-0 II "'0 B II]N "10 0 liN 
' Op = pPc,. x mm 1 g + pPc, x ms 2 g + p 11 X n + p h X ] s 
n = 1,2,3 and m = n+3. 
Summing the moments about the Ub V2 and W 2 axes and equating to zero gives 
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L Moments v] = "1 Mo (2) + U1Mp(2) = 0, 
p 
6.8.4 Summing the moments about the u1 and v1 axes 
Two further independent equations can be fonnulated in tenns of the strut reactions Ns at Db 
owing to the fact that moments cannot be sustained about the Hookes joint attached to the 
platfonn. The moments about the u2 and v2 axes due to the strut reaction are given by 
Ul00 UN pbX 1 ,~. 
Summing the moments about the u2 and v2 axes and equating to zero gives 
"'" M t 111M - 0 ~ omen s v];;;;; 0 strul(2) - • 
p 
6.8.5 Summing the moments about the base revolute joint 
Figure 6.6 Forces acting on lower passive arm. 
The last equation can be fonnulated in tenns of the reaction N3 by summing the moments about 
the bass revolute joint Y3 axis and equating to zero. Consider the forces acting on the lower arm 
three, the forces of interest are shown below in figure 6.6. The two forces of interest are the 
reaction vector N3 and the gravity force m 3 g due to the mass of the lower arm. The moment 
due to the weight of the arm and reaction force is given by 
where 
3N3 ;;;;; JC6 (_6N j ). 
Equating the moment about the base revolute joint Y3 axis to zero gives 
3 Mp (2) = O. 
J 
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6.9 Solving for the reactions and calculation of the actuator torques 
The reaction forces and actuator torques can be calculated as explained in sections 6.4 and 6.5. 
In this case there are twelve equations rather than nine. 
6.10 Comparison with the experimental results 
The static motor torques were measured experimentally by fixing one arm into a known set 
position and moving another arm through a range of angles at intervals of 20 0 • At each interval 
a force spring balance was used to measure the force required to maintain the arm in that 
position. Thus the torque required to hold the arm in each position could be calculated. The 
mathematically modelled results are compared with the experimental results in figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7 Comparison between modelled and experimental actuator torques. 
In the case shown in figure 6.7 arm one was set to 20 0 while arm two was varied from -150 to 
1] 00 • The experimental results compare favourably with the model, especially when taking into 
account the errors associated with the experimental measurements. These errors equate to an 
error in the experimentally measured torque ranging between 30 and 45 Nm depending on the 
magnitude of the torque. 
Chapter 7 
Kinematics of an orbiting object 
7.1 Formulation of the kinematics of an orbiting object for an 
inertial observer 
In order that the dynamics of the tracking mechanism itself can be studied, an idealised 
tracking path is first modelled. Although this path is quite different from that of a real satellite 
it is used to demonstrate tracking movements such as a 00 elevation sweep about the horizon. It 
is assumed that the tracked object traces a perfect circular path and is constrained to lie in a 
plane perpendicular to the vector qQ. (c.f. figure 7.1). 
~ u.v.w, 
I 
\ 
Path described by tracked object " 
, 
I 
Figure 7.1 Coordinate systems used to describe an idealised satellite path. 
\ 
The aiming coordinates of the tracked object P with respect to the inertial frame f!I; are given 
by the traditional spherical coordinate angles denoted by ¢3a (a rotation about the 3 axis), ¢l 
(a rotation about the moved 2 axis) and ¢3b (a rotation about the twice moved 3 axis, i.e. a 
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rotation about the line of sight). Although it is not strictly necessary to define the last angle ¢Jb 
in order to completely specify the aiming coordinates of the tracked object, it is used to 
formulate the Euler rate projection matrices which are developed in section 7.1.2. The 3 axis of 
each of the two frames 9'U" 14' and §U" 14' (i.e. the axes w 4 and w 5) are aligned with the 
-I -I .J J J $ 
direction vector 0Iq . The frame '~5'5WJ rotates with an angular speed of Q about the 3 axis 
relative to frame st,.,w, . A body fixed frame st,.,w, (fixed to the tracked object) has its 3 axis 
aligned with the direction 0IP, 
The position of the tracked object P expressed in frame '~"'JwJ is given by 
The relative position of the frames st,v,w, and ~J"5W5 are related by the rotation matrix "I Cu, 
where ft' is the initial angular offset at time t = 0 secs. 
The relative position of the frames :g; and 5.:.v,w, are related by the rotation matrix '" C I 
The position of the tracked object P can be expressed in the inertial frame ~ as 
where I C = "I CT and UJ C = "I C ", C . 
Uj I I U4 I 
Note the vectors expressed in the inertial frame will not be preceded by a superscript I. 
7.1.1 Calculation oftbe aiming angles ¢ witb respect to frame 9; 
The angle ¢Ja is given by 
¢la = atan2(P(2),P(I)). 
The angle ¢2 is given by 
¢2 = atan2(,J P(ll + Po/ ,Pm) . 
The aiming angle ¢Jb can be found by noting that 
C2 ("') CJ (.0 t+ ft')C 2 (a2 )CJ(aJ) = CJ (¢Jb)C 2 (¢2 )CA¢JJ 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
where '" is the rotation about the 2 axis of the frame 5.:5'514'5 needed to align frame '~jvJwJ with 
frame /flU" 14' . Equation (7.3) can be rearranged to get 
J J , 
7.1. Formulation of the kinematics of an orbiting object for an inertial observer 
The above can be written more fully as 
0] _ [ClJ 0 - SlJ][C" o - 0 1 0 C}/ 
1 slJ 0 clJ C31 
[
c IIClJ - C JlslJ 
= C'I 
C"slJ + CJlClJ 
The aiming angle ¢Jb is given by 
C 12ClJ - C J2slJ 
C l2 
C 12SlJ + C J2clJ 
¢Jb =atan2(-C ll ,Cn )· 
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Note: from above it can be seen that ¢Jb is a function of the angles Q,fJ,a2 ,aJ'¢Ja and ¢2' 
Although ¢Jb is not strictly needed to specify the pointing direction of the satellite it is needed 
to formulate the Euler rate projection matrix UJ S I (¢) mapping the angular velocity of frame 
~ I' W into the Euler rates. 
j j j 
7.1.2 Calculation of the rates and time derivatives ¢, ¢ 
It is now possible, although tedious, to find the time derivatives of ¢2 and ¢Ja by 
differentiating equations (7.1) and (7.2) with respect to time. An alternative method is to utilise 
the inverse of the Euler rate projection matrix 8-1 to project the angular velocity (QuJ,l of the 
tracked object (angular velocity of frame ~ v w ) relative to the inertial frame 9:1 into the Euler j j j 
rates. 
The angular velocity of frame ~ v w relative to the inertial frame $.1 can be written as 
J J J 
SInce 
or in component form as 
(7.4) 
where 
UJw = U.IS ¢ 
UJ.I I 
and the angular velocity of frame $" v w with respect to frame ~ v w is given by 
J J J J ./ ./ 
The rotation matrix UJ C can be found as follows: 
Uj 
where 
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The 3-2-3 Euler rate projection matrix u) 5 I is given by 
·'s[ =[~ 
Equation (7.4) can now be written as 
(7.5) 
The Euler rates are then given by 
where 
C¢JbCt/J2 
- st/J:J~~t!z 1 
S¢2 S¢2 
UJ 5-1 _ 
J - S¢Jb C¢Jb a 
__ C¢3b ~?Jb a 
S¢2 S¢2 
Differentiating (7.5) with respect to time, the time derivatives of the pointing rates are given by 
UJ S ;S + UJ 5 ~ = U,I t UJ (j) + u] C UJ W . 
J r I r UI u) ,u, UJ u! ,u. 
Noting that UJ t UI 0 and U.I w",1.u, = 0 the time derivative of the Euler rates is then given by 
¢= uJ571(_UJ SI¢) 
where the time derivative of the 3-2-3 Euler rate projection matrix is given by 
U'S - [~ 1-
a 
¢Jb C¢3b 
-¢3bS¢Jb 
a 
¢Jb S¢JbS¢2 -¢2 C¢Jb C¢Z] 
¢lC¢lS¢Jb :- ¢JbS¢Z C¢Jb . 
-¢ZS¢2 
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7.2 Multi degree of freedom base motions 
It was envisaged that the tracking mechanism might be mounted on a moving ship. Since the 
mechanism's working range is restricted to the upper hemisphere, provision is made for a 
stabilised platform. Note that a stabilised platform would not be required if a reduced tracking 
coverage (e.g . from 10° above the horizon) is acceptable in heavy weather. 
3 dot" rOlaliollnljoinl 
3 dul" prislIlall<: .I uinl 
Figure 7 .2 Coordinate frames describing the ship and stabilised platform. 
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The ship and stabilised platfonn were modelled by three multi dof joints (c.r figure 7.2), the 
first being a three dof prismatic joint sited at frame a;, the second being a three dof rotational 
joint sited at frame ~, and the third being another three dof rotational joint used to model the 
stabilised platfonn sited at frame ~. The relative motion between these two frames is 
described by sinusoidal functions. Although this model may not exactly replicate the motion of 
a ship it allows for a fairly close approximation. 
The translatory motions of the prismatic joint sited at frame 9i are along the principal axes 
of the inertial frame and correspond to the surge, sway and heave of the ship; they are given by 
the displacement vector 
[
At Sin(Er t + <Pt )J } } } 
A SA = .d sin(Et t + <Pr) . AA ~1 1 1 
~ sin(Et t + <Pt ) 3 3 J 
(7.6) 
The rotary motions of the rotational joint sited at frame ~ are given by a 3-2-1 Euler set 
corresponding to the roll, pitch and yaw of the ship. 
[
Ar} sin(cr} t + ¢r)] 
¢' = Arl sin(cr2 t + ¢r2) . 
43 sin( crJ t + ¢rJ 
(7.7) 
The rotary motions of the rotational joint modelling the stabilised platfonn sited at frame ~ 
are given by a 1-2-3 Euler set and have the same magnitude but are opposite in sign to the roll, 
pitch and yaw of the ship; they are given by 
(7.8) 
Should a stabilised platfonn not be included then 
(7.9) 
The rates pertaining to these joints and their time derivatives can be found by differentiating 
with respect to time. 
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7.3 Calculation of the aiming angles " with respect to frame f¥c 
If a stabilised platform is not included, a new set of aiming angles P3b'P2'P3a needs to be 
calculated with respect to the translating and rotating frame ~., as it is from this frame that the 
robot must track the satellite. Referring to figures 7.1 and 7.2 it can be seen that the 
relationship between the frames is given by 
UJ Cc(fP) = UJcA¢) AC; BC~(¢') CC~(t7) 
F or a stabilised platform equation (7.10) becomes 
Thus the aiming angles ¢J are given by 
P3b = ¢3b' P2 = ¢2' P3a = ¢3a' 
Without the stabilised platform equation (7.10) becomes 
UJCc(fP) = IIJ CA¢) BC~(¢'). 
Expanding (7.11) gives 
[ 
cP3bcP2cP3a - sP3bsP3a 
- sP3hcP2cP3a - cP3bsP3a 
sP2cP3a 
CP3hCP2SP3a + sP3bcP3a 
- sP3bcP2sP3a + cP3bcP3a 
sP2sP3a 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
Equating coefficients the aiming angles P can be found as a function of the known angles ¢, 
¢' . The angle P2 is given by 
P2 = acos(C 33 ) (7.12) 
The angle P3a is given by 
(7.13) 
and the angle P3h is given by 
(7.14) 
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7.3.1 Calculation of the rates and time derivatives ¢', it' 
It is now possible, although tedious to find the time derivatives of f/Wf/2,f/3a by 
differentiating equations (7.12), (7.13) and (7.14) with respect to time. As done before in 
section 7.1.2, the alternative method is to utilise the inverse of the Euler rate projection matrix 
S-1 to project the angular velocity {JJu,'/ of the tracked object (angular velocity of frame 
stJvJwJ ) relative to the inertial frame 9; in to the Euler rates. 
The angular velocity of frame st v W relative to the inertial frame 9; can be written as 
J J J . 
(JJ u,,1 = (J) u"c + (J) C,B + (J) B,A + (J) A,I 
- -
= (J) + (J) + (J) 
-UJ,C -C,B -B,A SInce (J) A,/ = 0 
or in component fonn as 
UJ (J) = UJ (J) + UJ C C (J) + UJ C B (J) 
UJ I uJ,C C C,B B B,A 
where the angular velocity of frame §u v W with respect to frame 9; is given by J J J 
The angular velocity of frame stJvJwJ with respect to frame ~ is given by 
[
0 Sf/3h 
= 0 Cf/3h 
1 0 
and the angular velocity of frame ~ with respect to frame 5n is given by 
c{J) = Cs ,j C,B B 
[
0 sU(J) 
= 0 cU(J) 
1 0 
and the angular velocity of frame 5n with respect to frame ~ is given by 
Substituting for the above into equation (7.16) gives 
UJ S I ¢ = UJ Sc iJ + UJ Cc C S B,j + UJ C B B SA 1) . 
The Euler pointing rates for a stabilised platfonn are given by 
~;,= uJS-IuJS ~ 
r C 1'1' 
and the Euler pointing rates for a non stabilised platfonn are gi ven by 
iJ= UJS~/(UJSI¢ - UJCB B S A 1)) 
(7.15) 
(7.16) 
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where the inverse of the Euler projection matrix "JS~1 is given by 
Cr'3h Cr'2 - Sr'3b Cr'2 1 
Sr'2 Sr'2 
IlJ S-I = 
C Sr'3b Cr'3b 0 
- Cr'3b Sr'3h 0 
Sr'2 Sr'2 
To find the time derivatives of the rates differentiate equation (7.16) with respect to time get 
Il)SI ~ + IlJSI ~ = IlJS ~;, + IlJS ~j; + IlJC,CS J + IlJC (CS J + Cs J) Y' Y' C r C r £: B C B B (7.17) 
+ "1 C B B SA¢' + IlJ C B ( B SA¢' + B S Art) 
where the time derivative of the rotation matrix "J Cc is given by 
UJC =_uJ(J)x uJC 
C "J'C c· 
The time derivative ofthe rotation matrix UJ CB is given by 
where the angular velocity of frame '~lVJlfl with respect to frame .~ is given by 
The time derivative of the Euler rate projection matrix UJ S C is given by 
i'3h Sr'3b Sr'2 - i'2 Cr'3h Cr'2] 
i'2 Cr'2 Sr'3b.+ i'3b Sr'2 Cr'3h 
- r'2 Sr'2 
and time derivative of the Euler rate projection matrix C S B is given by 
[
0 J(J)ctJ(J) - J(l)stJ(J)ctJ(2) - J(2)CtJ(J)StJ(2)] 
cS B = 0 - J(J)stJ(J) - J(J)ctJ(J)c~(2) + J(2)stJ(J)stJ(2) 
o 0 tJ(2)ctJO) 
and time derivative of the Euler rate projection matrix 8S A is given by 
B • [0 . 0 . - ¢'(2)C~(2) ] 
SA = 0 - ¥'(J)S¥'(J) ¥'(J)C¥'(J)C¥'(2) - ¥'2 S¥'(l)S¥'{2) . 
o - ¢,(J)C¥,(J) - ¢,(J)S¥,(J)C¥,(2) - ¢,mc¥'(J)S¥'(2) 
Rearranging (7.17) and substituting for the above ¢ can be found for a stabilised platform 
¢ = IllS~1 ("JS I ¢ + IlJSI ¢) 
and for a non stabilised platform 
¢ = "1 S ~f ("l S I ¢ + "l S I ¢ - "1 Sci' - IlJ C B B SA¢' - "l C 8 ( B SA¢' + 8 S Art)) . 
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7.4 The equivalence between the aiming angles ¢J of the tracked 
object and the pointing angles of the platform IJ 
In order to simplify the calculation of the pointing angles tJ111 and tJ] of the platform, the 
assumption is made that these angles are equivalent to the aiming angles fJ311 and fJ2 of the 
tracked object w.r.t. the frame ~. This assumption is valid if it is assumed that the tracked 
object is at a large distance from the tracking mechanism: the direction vector 0cP (c.f. figure 
7.3) is then parallel to the W2 axis of the platform frame 3t,v,w, . Hence the aiming angles of the 
tracked object fJ311 and fJ2 w.r.t. the frame ~ are equal to the pointing angles tJ3a and tJ2 of 
the platform. 
Tracked object P 
/\ 
Platform / \ /q, §. ",V,W, 
Figure 7.3 The equivalence between the pointing direction of the platform and the aiming 
direction of the tracked object w.r.t. the frame ~. 
The position, velocity and acceleration kinematics of a orbiting object (with some 
constraints outlined in section 7.1) have been derived in this chapter. The pointing angles and 
rates of the tracked object can be used in conjunction with the inverse dynamics of the tracking 
mechanisms developed in Chapter 10 to simulate a tracking procedure. 
Chapter 8 
Dynamic analysis of open chains with rotational 
and/or prismatic joints 
8.1 Introduction 
The dynamic equations for open chains with rotational and/or prismatic joints are derived in 
this chapter. These equations will be used in Chapter 9 to solve the inverse dynamics problem. 
The approach used here largely follows the work of Hughes, Sincarsin and D'Eleuterio 
[1985,1988,1989]. Those familiar with this work could skip this chapter as the notation used 
here is fairly similar with only few departures. Only the equations required are developed here, 
and it is by no means a complete treatment of the problem. The references to Hughes et aT. 
contain a more comprehensive course on the subject. Hughes and Sincarsin [1989] noted that 
although the basic equations of motion have been precisely known for hundreds of years and 
therefore there is no fundamental difficulty in writing out motion equations for a mechanism, 
problems arise due to choice of a convenient notation and organisation of the many subservient 
relationships into a cohesive whole. This chapter introduces a concise notation and organisation 
for describing the dynamics of multi body systems. 
Given the motion of the mechanism the solution of the inverse dynamics leads to the 
divulgence of the actuated joint forces and/or the generalised forces acting between the links of 
the mechanism. Various formulations have been proposed based on principles variously 
attributed to Newton, Euler, Lagrange, Hamilton and 0' Alembert. Although all of the 
formulations calculate the dynamics of a system, each has its advantages and disadvantages and 
there is no clear 'winner' for all problems. For example, the Langrangian approach has the 
advantage in that it is conducive for control implementation but it is unable to calculate the 
joint reactions (constraint forces). Not only do the approaches differ, but there are different 
formulations derived from the approaches, i.e. the recursive versus global approach. The 
computational efficiency of some of the different formulations is compared in Li and Sankar 
[1992,1993]. The formulation used here to solve the inverse dynamics is based upon a Newton-
Euler approach. This particular approach was chosen since unlike the work/energy approaches, 
the constraint forces are calculated which is very important to a designer. 
The analysis in this chapter is only applicable to open chains with rotational and/or 
prismatic joints. Many of the results obtained in this chapter are used in Chapter 9 where the 
dynamics of multiple closed looped mechanisms is presented. 
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8.2 Motion equations for a body 
The motion equations for a body will not be derived here. Following the approach of Hughes, 
Sincarsin and D'Eleuterio [1988,1989] the motion equations for a body can be written as 
follows: 
or 
where 
- c lI V n + {J)n n X]( n· ) [n X 
IIJ 11 ill nvx 
n n n 
mn is the mass of body Bn, 
nCn is the first moment of mass of body Bn about On' 
n JfI is the second moment of mass (moment of inertia) of body Bn about On' 
"M fI is the mass matrix of body B fI , 
nv n is the generalised velocity of body BfI , 
n i.J 11 is the generalised acceleration of body Bn, 
and fI'l" T is the generalised total body force acting on body BfI' 
8.3 Interbody geometric constraints 
(8.1 ) 
(8.2) 
Equation (8.2) does not as yet describe a chain of bodies since it does not take into 
consideration the interbody constraints imposed by the joints. The interbody geometrical 
constraints and interbody forces must now be applied. Since multibody systems are being dealt 
with, all velocity and acceleration vectors are assumed to be relative to an inertial frame unless 
stated otherwise. An example of a vector that is not relative to an inertial frame is the vector 
representing the angular velocity of frame /¥,,+} relative to frame /¥" which is written as fY.n+l.n' 
0,,+2 
Figure 8.1 Two neighbouring bodies. 
Consider figure 8.1. Let 0n+} be the point in body Ell at which body B n- l IS nominally 
attached. Since En is rigid then 
Va - = v + {J) x P 
- n+} -fl -fl -".""~l· (8.3) 
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Note: if Bn+1 is attached rigidly to Bn as in the case of rotational joints, then 0n+1 == 0n+1 • 
However, allowing for arbitrary translational motions between the bodies at their common 
joints the translational velocity of the body Bn+1 can be written as 
(8.4) 
where !.n+l,n+1 is the velocity of 0n+1 with respect to 0n+I' Combining (8.3) and (8.4) leads to 
v =v +w xp +v -
-n+1 -II -II -n,n+1 -n+I,II+I' (8.5) 
Expression (8.5) can be expressed in component form i.e. 
(8.6) 
The angular velocities of the system of bodies are now considered. If rotation is permitted at 
0',+1 then 
where (Qn+I,n+1 is the angular velocity of BII+1 with respect to BII about 0n+I' 
Expression (8.7) can be expressed in component form as 
n+1 W = n+/c "W + II+IW _ 
n+1 n n 1I+I,n+I' 
(8.7) 
(8.8) 
The relationship between !.n+I,n+1 and the displacement ~n';'J.n+1 shown in figure 8.1 IS now 
found in vectorial terms: 
I.e. !.n+I,II+1 equals the time derivative of ~n+I,II+1 with respect to the inertial frame. Now denote 
time differentiation with respect to frame $,,+1 by an over prime' so that 
(8.9) 
Substituting for (8.9) and (8.7) into (8.5) yields 
(8.1 0) 
= !.n + W n X (!!.II,II+1 + ~n+I,n+/) + ~n+I,n+1 + W 11+1,11+1 X ~n+I,n+I' 
Note that p = p . + ~n+I,n+1 so (8.10) can be written as 
-II,n+1 -11,11+1 
, 
!.n+1 = !.II + WII X P n,1I+1 + ~n+I,n+1 + wn+l,n+1 X ~n+I,1I+1 • (8.11 ) 
Expression (8.11) can be written in component form, i.e. 
11+1 V = n+1 C ("v _ II nX 11 W ) + 11+1 W _ _ n+1 x n+1 W 
n+1 n n rn,n+1 n n+I,1I+1 sn+I,1I+1 n+I,II+I' (8.12) 
where 11+1 W n+I,1I+/ represents the velocity of 11+1 sn+I,1I+1 as measured (as seen) in the frame $,,+1 • 
I.e. 
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8.3.1 Recursive formulation of the generalised velocities and accelerations 
The interbody translational velocity relationship (8.12) and the interbody angular velocity 
relationship (8.8) can be combined as follows: 
( 11+/ V J ["+/ C n+/ _ II n+/ (J) - 0 
n+/ 
- n+/ e"/) x ]( n V J [ 1 n rn,n+/ n + 
n+/ C n (J) 0 
n n 
- n+/ x ][ n+/ W • J Sn+/,n+/ n+/,n+/ 
n+/ • 
1 (J)n+/,n+/ 
The above can be simply denoted by 
n+/ V = n+/CJ' n V + n+//Z n+/v • 
n+/ n n 'rIn+/,n+/ n+/,II+/ (8.13) 
where 
[
n+/c 
n+/CJ' = n 
n 0 
_ n+/ en/) x ] 
n rn,n+/ 
n+/ C 
n 
(8.14) 
and 
n+/ - sn+/ n+/ 
[
1 n+/ x 1 
Vn+/,t/+/ = 0 1" (8.15) 
The interbody velocity can be expressed as a function of the joint rates and a projection matrix. 
( 
n+/ W . J . 
n+/ n+/,n+/ 
V n+/,n+/ = n+/ (J) • = PII+/ Jln+/ 
n+/,n+/ 
(8.16) 
where ftn+/ is the rate of the n+ 1 joint, and Pn+I is the projection matrix mapping the rate of 
the n+ 1 joint, ftn+/' on to a specified axis or axes (multi dof joints). For a revolute joint with 
its axis of revolution aligned with the 2 axis of the n+ 1 frame the projection matrix Pn+I is 
given by 
0 
0 
0 
Pn+I= 0 
1 
0 
A detailed definition and treatment of projection matrices is presented by Hughes, Sincarsin 
and D'Eleuterio [1988,1989]. 
Differentiating (8.13) with respect to time gi ves an interbody relationship for the generalised 
acceleration 
IH/ n+/ CJ' n • n+/ cj' n n+/ti n+/ n+Vz n+/ • 
V n+/ = n V II + n VII + 'rIn+/,n+/ V n+/,n+/ + 'rIn+/,n+/ V n+/,II+/ • (8.17) 
To find the time derivative of the interbody transformation matrix n+/CJ'II first decompose the 
matrix as follows: 
(8.18) 
8.3. Interbody geometric constraints 
where 
and 
n+1 C = n 
[
n+1 C 
n 0 
n+/R =[ 1 
n 0 
n x ] -~,n+1 • 
Differentiating (8.18) gives 
n+1 ctJ = n+1 t n+1 R + n+1 C n+1 R 
" n n n n 
where 
n+1 t = n 
[
n+1 t 
n 0 
Moreover 
n+1 t = _ n+1 {J)x n+1 C 
II n+l.n n 
= _n+l{J)x _ n+/c 
n+l,n+1 n 
given (8.8) and the fact that 
n+1 (J) = n+1 C n (J) + n+1 (J) • 
n+1 n n ,,+I,n, 
hence 
n+1 t = n+1 Ox T n+1 C 
" n+/~ n 
where 
[ 
n+1 {J)X 
11+/ Ox = n+l,n+1 
n+l,n 0 o ] ,,+1 {J)x . 
n+1 .n+ I 
The first tenn on the right hand side of (8 .20) can be written as 
n+lt "+/R = n+/OxT n+/c n+/R = n+l()xT n+leo-
n n n+ I.n n " ... "',,+ I ,n n • 
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(8.19) 
(8.20) 
(8.21 ) 
(8.22) 
Thus, an expression for the first tenn on the right hand side of (8.20) has been derived that does 
not involve derivatives. 
Differentiating (8.19) yields 
n+/R = [0 
n 0 
n' x ] -~n+1 
noting that p = p _ + S n+1 n+1 _~1I,n+1 _n,n+1 - , 
so that 
P· = p' +S -I I +1 -I ~~~~n+ n+ -n.n -n,n+ • 
o (8.23) 
=p +(J) Xp +S - +(J) XS - . 
-I -n -I -n+I,1I+1 -~~,,+I -11+1,11+1 ~ ~n,n+ -n,I,+ 
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(J 
But P . = 0 since p . is a constant vector in frame ~. Recall that . denotes time 
-n,II+1 - -n,n+1 
differentiation with respect to the inertial frame ~, and 0 denotes time differentiation with 
respect to On and ' denotes time differentiation with respect to ~+I' 
However the derivative of p with respect to ~ can also be written as 
-n,n+1 
" (8.24) 
(} 
Equate (8.23) and (8.24) and note that p . = Q to obtain 
_n,n+1 
" 
n =wxp +s- +w xs- -wxn rll,'l+I~-1I -n,II+1 -n+I,II+1 ~-n+1 -n+l,n+1 -n r 1111+1 
= lQII X Pn,n+1 + l1JII+I X $n+l,n+1 - lQ n x Pn,n+1 - lQ n x S,n+l,n+1 + sn+l,n+1 (8.25) 
, 
= s· + (w - W ) x s . 
_n+l,n+1 ~~II+I _n _11+1.11+1 . 
Given (8.8) the above can be written as 
o 
n = S - + ~1I,n+ 1-11 + I ,11+ I l1Jn+I,II+1 x ~1I+I,n+1 • 
In component form this is 
n . II C ( n+1 n+1 '" 11+1 W ) Pn, II + I = n+1 W n+l,n+1 - sn+l.n+1 n+l,n+1 
o 
remembering that "Pnn+1 = ~ P . 
',_n,n+1 
The second term on the right hand side of (8.20) is 
11+1 c n+IR = [0 
n n 0 
_n+IW'" • n+lc + (n+ls "'. n+lw • )xn+lc 1 n+l,n+1 n 1I+I,n+/ 1I+I,n+1 n 
o (8.26) 
= n+IV'" T 11+1 g 
n+I,1I n 
where 
[ 
0 
1I+lv x 
n+l,n = 11+1 W'" _ 1I+lsx n+1 W x 
11+1,11+1 ( n+l,n+1 n+l,n+l) 
Thus, an expression for the 2nd term on the right hand side of (8.20) has been derived that does 
not involve derivatives. 
Combining (8.22) and (8.26) gives 
n+l/1 ("+1 ® )1' 11+1/1 -I n+1 g 
= 'rI1I+1,1I+1 V n+1 11+1 'rIn+l,n+1 II 
where 
[
"+1 WX 
11+1 v® . = n+l,n+1 
n+l,n+1 11+1 WX • 
1I+I,n+1 
o ] 
11+1 WX • 
n+l,n+1 
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A · I I' h' . fi n+1ti S' IH1 IH1· th· C I SImp e re atlOns Ip eXIsts or 'tf1l+1,n+1' mce w n+1,n+1 = Sn+1,n+1 en It 10 lows from 
(8.15) that 
[
0 _'1+1W" ] 
n+1ti 0"+1,n+1 • 
'tfn+1,n+1 - 0 
8.4 Interbody force constraints 
So far each body has been taken as an independent entity from the view point of interbody 
forces. The constraint that the generalised force on body n from body n+ 1 is equal and opposite 
to the generalised force on body n+ 1 due to body n is now applied. 
f::tJ,n ~ fn+J,1I 
(;;;;:J.l1 = (;n+J,rt + !;;'+J,n+J x fn+J,n 
Figure 8.2 Interbody forces and torques. 
Referring to figure 8.2, let F n+l,n be the force on body Bn due to B n+1 , and let Gn+1,n be the 
torque about On+1 on Bn due to B n+1 • Similarly, F n-l,n is the force on Bn due to B n_1 , and 
G n-l,n is the torque about On on Bn due to B n_I • In addition, let F n+l,n and G n+l,n be the force 
and torque acting on Bn due to Bn+1 at 0,,;1' 
Now the total force F n,T acting on Bn at On is 
F n,T = F n-l,n + F n+l,n + F np.:t (8.27) 
and the total torque G n,T acting on Bn at On is 
(8.28) 
The terms F n,exl and G n,ext are the external force and torque on B n , i.e. the force and torque not 
attributable to interbody effects. The external force and torque due to gravity can be written as 
where PC
n 
is the position of the centre of mass of Bn relative to On' 
Note that the translational velocity associated with the prismatic joint between Bn and Bn+1 is 
assumed to be measured at 0n+1' whereas the angular velocity associated with the revolute joint 
between Bn and Bn+1 is assumed to be measured at 0n+1' Hence the force and torque initiating 
each of the above motions is taken to be applied at the same point at which its respective 
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resultant velocity is measured. It is therefore necessary to manipulate expressions (8.27) and 
(8.28) so that they are consistent with section 8.3. Note that 
F· = F 
-n+l,n -n+l,n' (8.29) 
Gn-J,i. = Gn-I,n + ~n,n X F n-I,n, (8.30) 
and 
F n,n+I = - F n+I,n' F n,n+I = - F n+I,n' 
Substituting for expressions (8.29) and (8.30) in to (8.27) and (8.28) yields 
F n,T = - F n,n+I + F n-I,n + F n,ext , (8.31) 
G n,T = - G n,n4-i + G n-i,n - P n,n+i X F n,n+i + ~n+i,n+i X F n,n+i - ~n,n x F n-i,n + G n,exi . (8.32) 
Expressions (8.31) and (8.32) can be written in component form and combined as follows: 
(
"F",T: [ "C,,+I 
n = - n x n n n+l x 
G",T P",,,+I C,,+I- C"+I S"+I,,,+I 
O 
](
"+iF : ",,,+1 
nC,,+1 "+IG","+I 
~](: F"_I'~] + (: F",exl]. 
G"_I,, G" exl  , 
The external force and torque due to gravity can be written as 
"F " 
" ex/ =m" g, 
"G " x " 
",ex/ = C" g h " " were c" = mm Pcn , 
The final expression for the total generalised force on B" is 
,,~ ,,+Ict'T ,,+IIt-T "+/~ "It-T"l "1 
V",T = - U" 'rI"+I,,,+1 V",,,+1 + 'rI",,, "-1,,, + ",ex/' 
8.4.1 Recursive formulation of the generalised forces 
Noting the final expression for the total generalised force on B" written above, the generalised 
force on body B" due to B"_I can be written as 
"1 itT ( "+/gT ,,+IIt-T ,,+11 '7.. 
,,-1," = 'rI",,, "'rI,,+I,,,+1 ",,,+1 + ",T- "l" ,ex/ ) . (8.33) 
Note that "J,.-I" cannot be calculated without "+IJ,.,,,+I; therefore (8.33) can be thought of as a 
recursive formula for the joint forces from body BN due to Bo' 
8.5 Global formulation of the motion equations 
The global formulation of the motion equations is now developed. The objective is to combine 
the motion equations derived so far in order to describe the motion of the system of bodies as a 
whole. 
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8.5.1 Global formulation of the generalised velocities 
Recall from (8.13) that the velocity kinematics of the nth body in the chain is given by 
(8.34) 
Given that the generalised velocity of the body Bo is zero, i.e. fixed with respect to the inertial 
frame, the generalised velocity of the body Bo can be expressed as 
°Vo==O. 
Using (8.34) the rest of the generalised velocities moving outward from body Bo can be written 
as 
I 1/1 j 
V I = 'rIJ.I V J.i ' 
2 2crl 2/1 2 
v 2 = UI VI + 'rI2.2 V 2.i 
2cr 1/1 1 2/1 2 
= U I 'rIJ.I V J.i + 'rI2.2 v 2.i' 
3 3cr 2 3/1 3 
V3 == U2 V 2 + 'rI3.3 V3.3 
== 3cr (2cr 1/1 I 2/1 2 ) 3/1 3 
U2 UI 'rIJ.I VJ.i + 'rI2,2 V 2.i + 'rI3,3 V3.3 
= 3cr V! I 3cr 2/1 2 3/1 3 
UI'rIJ.I VJ.i+ U2'r12,2 V 2.i+ 'rI3,3 V 3,i' 
N Ncr 1/1 I 
V N = U 1 'rI1,I V J.i 
Ncr 2/1 2 
+ U 2 'rI2,2 v 2.i 
Ncr 1/1 3 
+ U3'r13,3 V J) 
+ ... 
+ 
N/1 N 
'rI N,N v N,N . 
The system of generalised velocities or global velocity for the entire system can be written as 
IV 1 0 - IVI'! I I 0 VJ.i 
2V 2<J1 1 2V2.2 
2 
2 V 2.i 
3V 3<J1 3<J2 1 J~.1 3 = V1.3 3 
N V N<JI N<J2 N<J3 1 0 Nv,"',N 
N 
N VN,N 
The above can be simply denoted by 
v=<JVv. (8.35) 
Recall from section 8.3.1 that 1I+IVII+I ,II+1 = PII+I )111+1; thus the assembled system of interbody 
velocities can be written as v::;: p) . Expression (8.35) can now be written as 
v = <J V P,8 (8.36) 
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where jJ and P are given by 
jJl PI 0 
jJ2 P2 
ft= JJJ , P= PJ 
jJN 0 PN 
8.5.2 Global formulation of the generalised forces for a open chain 
Recall from section 8.4 the generalised total body force 
"'l :;::_,,+lerTn+la-T ,,+I'l "a-1'I1'l +':l 
",T Un "'/1+1,,,+1 /1,/1+1 + "'n,/I "-1,,, /I,exl' 
For an open looped chain the forces exerted by link N onto link N+ I are zero, i.e. 
N+l-:r - 0 
"N,N+l - • 
(8.37) 
Using (8.37) it is possible to write the rest of the generalised total body forces moving inward 
from body BN+l as 
N-:r 
"N T 
N-I-:r 
Na- T Nl, N]. 
"'N,N N-I,N + N,exl' 
"N-I,T -
_NerT Na-T Nl, + N-Ia-:1' N-Il, , + N-Il, 
UN-I "'N.N N-I,N "'lV,I.N-I N-2,N-I lV-I,exl' 
I 2 T 2 -1' 2 I -1'1 I ~ T:;:: - VI V2,2 ~,2 + VI,J 10,1 + ~,e:rl' 
The assembled (global) system of generalised total body forces can be written as 
I~,T 1 -2gT 0 Iq'I l,l 0 110,1 I~,exl 
2~,T 1 3 T 2q'I 2~ 2 2~,e:r1 - g2 2,2 
3~,T 3q'I 3,3 3~,3 + 3~,al 
1 _NgT N-I 
N1N,T 0 1 0 Nq'I N.N N1N,I,NJ N1N,ex, 
Expression (8.38) can be simply denoted by 
-T -T 11':;:: V V ~"( + 1,oJ(' 
(8.38) 
(8.39) 
The interbody forces "1",1,11 can be broken down into the control forces n~: (forces due to 
actuators) and the constraint forces n1",<,ol1 (forces acting on body Bn due to reactions with body 
B"_I ). 
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Qn is the projection matrix mapping the constraint forces n,"con on to specified axes. For a 
revolute joint with its axis of revolution aligned with the 2 axis of the n+ I frame the proj ection 
matrix Qn is given by 
1 0 0 0 0 
o 1 000 
o 0 100 
Qn= o 0 0 1 0 
o 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 1 
For a detailed definition and treatment of projection matrices refer to Hughes, Sincarsin and 
D'Eleuterio [1988,1989]. The projection matrices Pn and Q n have the following properties 
Note that In,p and In,q will not necessarily be identity matrices. The interbody forces can be 
assembled into a system of generalised inter body forces as follows: 
~nI = P1c: + Q-1c:on 
where 
Q/ o 
Q 2 
Q= Q 3 
0 
Also 
p1'p = 1 p1'Q = 0 Q1'p = 0 Q1'Q == 1 p' , , q' 
8.5.3 Global constrained joint motion equations 
The global equations are summarised below 
MV='ly-v®Mv, 
v == C(f(jP/l, 
'ly = C(f-1' (j -1' ~nl + 'lEx!' 
~nl = P1c: + Q~'on' 
Differentiating (8.41) with respect to time yields 
where 
(8.40) 
(8.41) 
(8.42) 
(8.43) 
(8.44) 
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Substituting for (8.44) into (8.40) leads to 
M'(JqP.8 =~. -v®Mv-M(tTqP + '(Jd P + '(Jq p)}J. (8.45) 
For convenience define lNon = -v®Mv - M (tT q P + '(J d p + '(J q p)}J. Substituting for 
(8.42) and lNon into (8.45) yields 
M'(J q p .8 = '(J-Tq-T~11I + lExI + lNon' 
Pre multiplying (8.46) by pTqT'(JT gives 
pTI1TCf™CfI1Pjl'' =pT1. +pTI1TCfT1.. +pTI1TCfT1. 
'rf LJ LJ 'rf Inf 'rf LJ F.xl 'rf LJ Non' 
The constraint forces can be eliminated by substituting (8.43) to get 
pTqT'(JTM '(J q p .8 = pTp1c: + pTqT'(JT lExI + pTqT'(JT lNoII' 
The global constrained joint motion equation can now be written as 
where 
M,8,8 = pT q1''(JTM '(J q P, 
~i = pJ'qJ''(JT lExI , 
l' l' T lNon,,8 = p q '(J lNon' 
8.5.4 Calculation of the constraint forces 
Premultiplying (8.46) by q1''(J1' forms 
qT'(JTM '(J q P.8 = ~III + qT'(JT~tl + qT'(JT1Non' 
Substituting for (8.43) gives 
q1''(JTM '(J q P.8 = Plc + Q1Con + q1''(J1'~!::J.1 + qT'(JT1NOII' 
(8.46) 
(8.47) 
(8.48) 
(8.49) 
(8.50) 
(8.51 ) 
Premultiplying (8.51) by Q1' to eliminate the open loop control torques 1c by virtue of the 
property of the projection matrices Q1'p = 0 gives 
(8.52) 
The global constraint forces are then given by 
The sets of equations needed for the dynamic analysis of the mechanism have now been 
derived. These equations are used in the next chapter to formulate the inverse dynamics of the 
closed looped mechanisms. 
Chapter 9 
Dynamic analysis of the mechanism 
9.1 Introduction 
The dynamics of constrained multi-body systems have been extensively studied in recent 
years: Wittenburg [1977], Luh and Zheng [1985], Kleinfinger and Khalil [1986], Nakamura 
and Ghodoussi [1988], Murray and Lovell [1989], Garcia de Jalon and Bayo [1994], Shabana 
[1994]. Wittenburg [1977] introduced the notion of a reduced system, which is an open-chain 
mechanism obtained from a closed-chain mechanism by 'cutting' each kinematic loop in the 
system at an unactuated joint to produce a chain with a tree structure, thus removing the 
physical constraints. The equations of motion for the closed-chain mechanism are derived from 
the reduced system dynamic model by replacing the removed constraints according to a 
standard Lagrange multiplier approach. 
Luh and Zheng [1985] fonnalised this methodology for closed-chain robotic manipulators 
and developed a two step inverse dynamics algorithm that computes the forces at the actuated 
joints corresponding to a prescribed motion. First, the inverse dynamics of the reduced system 
are computed according to an open-chain formulation, and second, the actuator forces are 
computed for the closed-chain manipulator using a physical interpretation of Lagrange 
multipliers. Kleinfinger and Khalil [1986] also developed a comparable computational scheme. 
Murray and Lovell [1989] made the comment that although these methods are general and 
systematic, there are many possible representations and choices for the constraint condition 
which will become very complicated when extended to multi-loop closed link mechanisms. 
Based on the same idea of a virtual cut, Nakamura and Ghodoussi [1988] derived the 
torques applied at the active joints by projecting the generalised force vector of the 
unconstrained tree structure system. This was accomplished with a linear map incorporating 
the Jacobian of the passive joints with respect to the active joints. The procedure eliminated the 
necessity of calculating Lagrange multilpliers and hence reduced the computational burden. 
Garcia de Jalon and Bayo [1994] suggested another way to deal with constraints which is to 
insert the constraints on to the Lagrange equations by means of a penalty fonnulation. 
The approach used here is similar to that of Nakamura and Ghodoussi [1988] and is also 
covered in Garcia de Jalon and Bayo [1994] and Shabana [1994]. Since the designer may wish 
to know the reaction forces exerted by the links, the Lagrange multilpliers are calculated, 
although they need not be if only the actuated forces are required. 
The motivation behind analysing the dynamics of these mechanisms is to provide a dynamic 
comparison between similar mechanisms and to eventually assist with the design of the real 
manipulator. The method of dynamic analysis used here lends itself to very quick development 
times, unlike the method of static analysis in Chapter 6 where any change in configuration 
requires much effort. Thus, not only were the two and three dof mechanisms analysed, but also 
similar derivatives, which may in fact prove to be more appropriate for beam aiming 
applications. The dynamic analysis produced a full set of torques and forces experienced by 
each link so that the designer could use this infonnation to obtain an optimum design. 
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In the following sections the dynamics of the mechanism itself are derived. Although five 
mechanisms were analysed, only the dynamics for the two dof prismatically actuated 
mechanism shown in figure 9.1 will be outlined in detail. The notation is general enough so 
that the extrapolation and solution of the dynamics of other parallel manipulators is straight 
forward . 
Figure 9.1 The two dof prismatically actuated mechanism. 
9.2 Position kinematics 
The position kinematics has for the most part been solved in Chapter 3. Although only the 
kinematics for the two and three dof rotary actuated mechanisms was developed, the 
kinematics for the other mechanisms are very similar. The calculation of the positions of the 
passive joints was also not covered, but is a fairly simple exercise using the dot product rule 
and comparing components of rotation matrices to extract the Euler angles of the multi degree 
of freedom joints. Please note that the coordinate frames, link and joint numbering system for 
this chapter differs from that of Chapter 3. The numbering system chosen (c. f. figure 9.2) 
reflects the link to link relative nature of the notation used in the dynamic formulations. A 
detailed description of the coordinate systems used to model the two dof prismatically actuated 
mechanism is given in Appendix E. 
Once the motion of the satellite and the ship have been specified; the position of the 
mechanism at any instant in time can be calculated using similar inverse kinematic 
relationships to those derived in Chapter 5. 
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9.3 Velocity kinematics 
The velocity kinematics involves calculating the velocities of all links in the mechanism given 
some prescribed satellite motion and ship motion. This problem is approached differently for 
parallel mechanisms as not all the joints are actuated as with serial robots. 
9.3.1 Calculation of the joint rates Ii 
Consider the model of the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism shown below in figure 
9.2. 
jJ link 8 
'~.~ c~ 
~link9 
\ Ao 
link 12 
link 1 
/I[J > /16 
link 15 link 16 AI' k /I III 6 S • jJ [1 Z 1 == 16,16 == 16 r. 77 
link 21 
J- Moving ship (links C,7,11,14,18 and 22) 
Figure 9.2 Link and joint numbering system for the two dofprismatically actuated mechanism. 
From figure 9.2 it can be seen that the velocities of the fictitious links 16,110,113,117,121 are zero 
relative to the ship, which although it is one link, for convenience is defined as links 10 17, Ill' 
114, 118 and 122, Also, since the frame 5c is fixed relative to the frames ~ , 9;1' 9;4' 9;7' t¥;2 
it is possible to write 
~ 
'V6,e == 
J/ v IO,e 
N V == 13,e 
18 
V I7 ,e 
22 
V 21 ,e = 
7 6 
'06 V67 
"'0 10 
l 10 V 10.1 I 
Ng /3 
IJ V /3,14 
18'0 17 
17 V I7 ,18 
22'0 21 
l 11 V 21,22 
where the interbody transformation matrices 
= 0, 
0, 
= OJ 
= OJ 
0, 
7rr lle; Ne; 18rr 22e; 1 
V6 - lJjO - lJl3 - lJ/7 - lJ21-
since the links i 6, IJO' i13, i17, i21 are fixed to the ship and their body fixed frames are aligned 
with frames 9; , PJ;I' .tfF14 , 9;7' and ~2 respectively. 
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Applying these constraints to the mechanism yields 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 V me = 0 (9.1) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
where v me is the global generalised velocity of the mechanism with respect to the moving 
ship's frame ~. For the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism in particular, 
Equation (9.1) can be rewritten as 
Xmc v mc = o. (9.2) 
Since the velocity v mc = 'Omc vmc PmcjJ me (c.f. section 8.5.2) equation (9.2) can be written as 
where 
Xmc 'Orne Vmc PmcjJmc = 0 
or Y me jJ me = 0 (9.3) 
and jJ mc is the rate vector containing both the independent i and dependent jJ d rates of the 
mechanism only. For the two dofprismaticaUy actuated mechanism in particular, 
jJmc = (jJI' jJl' jJ3' jJ4' jJ5' jJ6' jJ8' jJ9' jJlO' jJlll jJ}3l jJl5' jJ16' jJ17' jJ19' jJ20,jJlI Y 
and a detailed description of the matrices 'Omc' vmc and P me can be found in Appendix E. 
Discussion of equation (9.3) 
Equation (9.3) indicates that the rate vector jJ mc of the multibody system, at a specific 
position, belongs to the null space· of the Jacobian matrix Y me of the constraint equations. The 
theory of linear systems of equations (c.f. Strang [1976]) establishes that if the matrix Y me has 
m independent rows and n columns then the null space of Y me is the sub space of the possible 
or allowable motions (rates), in the sense that any possible rate vector compatible with the 
constraint equations must belong to this sub space. The dimension of the space of the allowable 
motions is the number of independent degrees of freedom f of the multibody system (for the 
mechanism shown in figure 9.2, f=2). For a more comprehensive overview of the problem see 
Chapter 3 of Garcia de lalon and Bayo [1994J. 
Given that the vector jJ mc characterises the rates of the multibody system with n dependent 
coordinates, then the rates of the multibody system with a lower number of variables are 
obtained by constructing a basis for the null space. Thus the rates of the system can be 
represented by means of new vector i , whose components are those of the vector jJ me on the 
chosen null space basis. If rj is a set of f linearly independent vectors that constitute a basis of 
the null space of Y me' then any dependent rate vector jJ me can be expressed as a linear 
combination of this basis as follows 
f - no. of independent dof 
• null space - set of vectors in jJ me that Y me maps into O. 
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where ZJ",Zf are the coefficients of the linear combination, namely the independent rates of 
the mechanism. 
Now let Rmc be the matrix whose columns are the vectors rj so that the above expression can 
be written in matrix notation as 
Once Rmc is found there is a relationship between the rates pertaining to the passive joints 
Jid (dependent dot) and the rates pertaining to the actuated joints :i (independent dot). 
9.3.2 Determination of the projection matrix R 
There are a number of different methods which are used to obtain the matrix Rmc from Y mc' A 
method based on the Singular Value decomposition of Y mc is used here. Alternative methods 
are described by Garcia de lal6n and Bayo [1994], Shabana [1994], and involve the use of 
either QR decomposition, Gaussian triangularization or Orthogonalization methods. 
Singular Value decomposition (SV) is a generalisation of the eigenvalue and eigenvector 
concept applicable to rectangular matrices. The SV decomposes a rectangular matrix such as 
Y mc into the following 
Y mc = USV T 
or written more fully as 
n 
n m m f 
ml ]= ml r- ~J V T d Y mc U Sd 
V T 
I 
m 
f 
For the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism, the total number of freedoms in the 
mechanism n=32 and the number of dependent freedoms in the mechanism m=30. From 
mobility theory it can be shown that f=n-m with the exception of mechanisms with special 
mobilities explained by Phillips [1984] and those having superfluous freedoms, e.g. a twist 
about the strut of the two dof rotary actuated mechanism shown in figure 1.9. 
Matrix U is orthogonal and it is of size mxm. The matrix S can be decomposed into two sub 
matrices Sd which is a diagonal matrix of size mxm, that contains the singular values along its 
diagonal, and a zero matrix given by f=m-n columns. Matrix VT is orthogonal and of size nxn. 
It can be decomposed into two sub matrices V: and Vr of sizes mxn and fxn respectively, 
according to the partition in S. The most important property of the SV decomposition 
concerning the problem at hand is that the rows of the matrix V/, constitute an orthogonal 
basis of the null space of the matrix Y mc' The proof of this result is outlined as follows: since 
the columns of the matrices V d and Vi are orthogonal vectors then 
VSVi =0 
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and since it is clear that 
then these two equations imply that 
Y mc Vi =0 
or Y mc Rmc = 0 where Rmc = Vi' (9.4) 
It is necessary to normalise Rmc' since although a basis for the null space of Y mc has been 
found, the correct scaling has to be found. This can be done by finding an invertible matrix \I' 
so that the independent rates i map directly to themselves into the rate vector iJmc' More 
specifically in the case of the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism the two independent 
rates i1 and i2 should be directly mapped into the 23rd and 29th entries of the vector ,8mc 
which correspond to the specific joint rates iJ16 and iJ20 (c.f. figure 9.2). Thus a matrix \I' 
needs to be found so that the following is true 
[
R mc (23,J) Rmc(23.2)]\I' = [1 0
1
] 
Rmc(29,J) R mc (29.2) 0 
Ra \I' = 1 
=>\1' =R~I. 
The normalised matrix Rmc is then given by 
and the rate vector normalised with respect to the independent rates is now given by 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
Equation (9.6) provides a relationship between the rates pertaining to the actuated joints i 
(independent dot) and the mechanism rate vector iJ mc , which contains both the passive rates 
iJd (dependent dot) and the actuated joint rates i. 
9.3.3 Calculation of the independent (actuated) joint rates 
This problem can be solved in one of two ways which are outlined below. 
1) A Jacobian matrix can be formulated symbolically relating the platform pointing rates 82 
and fJ3a to the independent (actuated) joint rates i . This symbolic approach to formulating the 
Jacobian matrix was developed for the three dof rotary actuated mechanism only, as it soon 
became obvious that it was too time consuming to do the same for the other mechanisms. For 
this reason a second approach described in the next section was used. The symbolic 
formulation of the Jacobian matrix for the three dof mechanism is included in Appendix C. If 
one compares the complexity of both approaches it is obvious that the second approach is 
vastly superior. 
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2) Given the pointing rates &] and &ja describing the motion of the platform relative to the 
moving ship's frame ~., the angular velocity of the platform 3 W 3,e can be calculated (see 
Appendix D) if the mechanism is assumed to be symmetrical through the spherical joints. 
Knowing the angular velocity of the platform then it is possible to calculate the independent 
(actuated) joint rates i as follows: from section 8.5.2 the generalised velocity of the platform 
(link 3) relative to the ship ~ can be written as 
A 
R(I,]) R(I,I ) 
l{~J 0 OW' 0 ~] Ro,/ ) A Ro,]) (::: J [ Jg/ 3g] ]Vu 3~'3 ~ p] R(J,I) Ro.]) vj,c = 0 0 R(4,J) A R(4.2) 
R(5,1) R(5,2) 
= CJb Vb Pb Rb i I I I J 
The above can be written as 
[
3 V3•e ] [Au]. 
3 W3 ,C = AI- Z 
where Au and AL are the upper and lower 3 x2 partitions respectively of the 6x2 matrix 
(9.7) 
The angular velocity of frame ~ attached to the platform (link 3) with respect to frame ~: is 
then given by 
3 A' (J) 3,e = L Z. (9.8) 
The angular velocity of frame ~ with respect to frame ~. (c.f. Appendix D) can also be 
written as 
[
-&30] 
3 (J) . = J C 1/, S il 
3,e ", 0 2 
&30 
(9.9) 
where &30' &2 and - &30 are a 3-2-3 Euler set of the known pointing rates of the platform. 
Combining equations (9.8) and (9.9) the pointing rates of the platform in terms of the actuated 
joint rates can be written as follows 
where 
(9.10) 
and where J u and J L are the upper lx2 and lower 2x2 partitions respectively of the 3x2 
matrix J. 
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The generalised rate coordinates of the platform can now be written as a 3-2 Euler set in terms 
of the actuated joint rates as follows: 
(9.11 ) 
The actuated joint rates can then be found in terms of the known platform pointing rates as 
follows: 
. - J-J(iJ2 ) Z - L • • 
(J3a 
9.4 Acceleration kinematics 
The time derivative of the mechanism rate vector can be found as follows. The independent 
rates t can be defined as the projection of the rates jJ me on the rows of a constant (not time or 
position dependent) matrix B 
Z=BjJmc· 
For the two dofprismatically actuated mechanism 
[
0 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0 0 0] 
B= 
0000···01000 
(9.12) 
where the ones are the 23 rd and 29th entries respectively. Differentiating equation (9.3) with 
respect to time gives 
z = Ii jJ mc + B ft me 
=Bftme. 
Differentiating equation (9.3) yields 
The matrix Y/lle is given by 
Ymc jJmc + Y me ftme = 0 
::::::> Y llle ft me = - Yme jJ mc' 
(9.13) 
(9.14) 
Note that Xllle = 0 since Xmc is constant. The matrices gme' dmc, P me are given in Appendix E. 
Equations (9.13) and (9.14) can be augmented to give 
[Ymc]jJ.. = [- Yme jJ/IIe]. B nre Z (9.15) 
Assuming that the matrix B, in addition to being constant, also fulfills the condition of 
having f=n-m rows that are linearly independent from one another and are also linearly 
independent of the m rows of Yme . With these assumptions the matrix in equation (9.15) can be 
inverted, and finding the vector ft me involves the solution of the following equation: 
(9.16) 
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9.4.1 Calculation of the time derivatives of independent joint rates 
The time derivatives of independent joint rates can be found by differentiating equation (9.11) 
with respect to time to get 
(&2) J' . J" .. = LZ+ LZ, &111 
Rearranging the above the time derivatives of the actuated joint rates can then be found in 
terms of the known platform pointing rates (and their time derivatives) as follows: 
.. = J-1 (( &2)- J' 'J Z L" LZ • 
&1a 
The time derivative j L of the Jacobian matrix can be found by differentiating equation (9.1 0) 
with respect to time as follows 
j = [~u] == 18-1 1C-1 A + 1S-1 lC-1 A J 0 Ul L 0 Ul I. 
L 
The matrix 1 8~1 can be found by using the product rule to get 
18-1 - _1S-1 18 1S-1 
o - 0 0 o· 
• lC' -I 0 SInce Ul == • 
The time derivative AL can be found by differentiating equation (9.7) with respect to time as 
follows 
9.4.2 Determination of the projection matrix R 
The matrix Rh can be found by rewriting equation (9.16) as 
I 
Comparing the above with the time differentiation of equation (9.6) 
it can be seen that 
R",c= K 
and 
R mc == - H Y mc R mc . 
The matrix Rb can be extracted from the relevant partition of Rmc, for the two dof 
I 
prismatically actuated mechanism Rbi = Rmc{l :5,1 :2). 
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9.4.3 Global assembly of the rates and their time derivatives 
Now that both the joint rates of the mechanism )1 me and the moving ship (c.f. section 7.2) are 
known (and their time derivatives), they can be assembled as combined global rate vectors for 
both the ship and mechanism as follows: 
s. 
AA 
S. 
AA 
)1= ¢' /l if -iJ iJ 
)1mc /lme 
9.5 Dynamics 
Recall from section 8.5.3 that the assembled system of the total generalised body forces for a 
serial multibody system can be written as 
-1' -1' 1r = 8' (J ~nt + lExt' (9.17) 
Equation (9.17) can be written with the unknown constraint forces A. explicitly included as 
follows 
(9.18) 
Note that equation (9.18) includes not only the terms pertaining to the mechanism itself but 
also the terms pertaining to the ship and stabilised platform. A detailed description of the 
matrices 8', (J and ~xt can be found in Appendix E. With the inclusion of the dynamics of 
the moving ship and stabilised platform the matrix X is given by X = [0 X",,.J or more 
specifically for the two dofprismatically actuated mechanism X = [030xI8 Xmc]. 
For the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism the unknown constraint forces A. are the 
forces exerted by links 6,10,13,17,21 on the ship, i.e. 
9.5.1 Global constrained joint motion equations 
The global motion equations are the same as in section 8.5.4 with the exception that the total 
generalised body force is now given by 
1r = V-1' (J-1'~nt - XI' A. + ~xt' 
Recall equation (8.45) from section 8.5.4 
M V (J P /l = 1r - v®Mv - M (cj (J P + 8' d P + 8' (J P ))1 . 
Detailed descriptions of the matrices v0Mv and M are given in Appendix E. 
(9.19) 
(9.20) 
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Substituting for (9.19) and ;"on (c.f. section 8.5.3) into (9.20) yields 
M CJ q p /I = CJ-I'q-I'~n/ + lExt + ;"on - XI' A. (9.21) 
Pre multiplying (9.21) by pI' qTCJT gives 
pI' qI'CJI' M CJ q p /I = pI'~n/ + p TqI'CJI' lEx/ + pTqTCJI' ;"on - pI' qTCJl' Xl'A . (9.22) 
Substitution of equation (8.43) into (9.22) permits the elimination of the constraint forces to get 
the global constrained joint motion equation 
(9.23) 
Detailed descriptions of the matrices M JW' ~ and l Non ,1I are given in section 8.5.4. The matrix 
Y which includes the terms pertaining to the ship and stabilised platform is given by 
Y = [0 Y llle ] or more specifically for the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism 
Y = [0 30 :<9 Yllle ]. 
The closed loop actuator (control) forces expressed in z space (the independent coordinate 
space) F z can be calculated by eliminating the unknown constraint forces A from equation 
(9.23) by premultiplying by RI' as follows: 
RI'M JW/I R I' lp-1c + RT~ + RI'1Non,II _Rl'yI' A 
- R Tlp-1c + RT~. +RI'~on,II-(YRY A 
= R~l'l ~ RAT~ RAI'~ 
p ifc + ifF. + if Non ,II SInce yR=o. 
Note that the matrix Ii includes the terms pertaining to the ship and stabilised platform and is 
given by R = [AO ]. More specifically for the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism 
Rme 
Ii = [~9X2]. 
Rille 
The closed loop actuator (control) forces F z are then given by 
"]' "1' .. "r AT 
F z = R Ip-1c: = R MJW,8 - R ~ - R lNon ,1I 
=Iil'(M#/I-~ -lNon,II). (9.24) 
9.5.2 Calculation of the constraint forces A 
The constraint forces can be found by pre multiplying equation (9.23) by Y to get 
M 1111/1 = Ylp-1c"' - Y ~ - Y lNon ,1I - yyl' A. 
The constraint forces are then given by 
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where the control forces in jJ space are given by 
°9xl 
F= c 
o 
o 
Note that for the two dofprismatically actuated mechanism, the control forces ~(I) and Fz (2) 
would be the 32nd and 38th entries respectively. Once the constraint forces ;. have been 
calculated the remaining joint reactions can be calculated by using either a recursive or global 
approach. Using the global approach equation (9.21) can be premultiplied by (F<rJ T to get 
qTgTM g q P jJ = ~nl + qTgT lEx' + qTgT lNon - qTgl' Xl';' . (9.25) 
Substitution of equation (8.43) leads to 
ql'gTMg q P jJ = P1c + Q1con + qTgT1Ex' + qTgT1Non - qTgT XT;'. (9.26) 
Next premultiplying (9.26) by QT and eliminating the control torques lc using the projection 
matrix property QTp = 0 gives 
QTqTgTMgqP jJ = QTQ1con +QTqTgT1Ex' +QTqTgT~on _ QTqTgT XT;'. 
The global constraint forces are then given by 
1c::()n =l q QTqTgT(MgqP jJ -lEx,-1Non +XT;'). 
9.6 Summary of procedures to calculate the inverse dynamics 
Below is a summary of the steps carried out when calculating the inverse dynamics of the 
mechanism. 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 
Step 6 
Step 7 
Step 8 
Step 9 
Step 10 
Step 11 
Set path parameters of the tracked object (c.f. section 7.1) 
Calculate pointing angles ¢ and time derivatives ¢, ¢ oftracked object w.r.t 
frame ~ (c.f. section 7.1) 
Set ship and stabilised platform motion parameters (c.f. section 7.2) 
Calculate AS M ,¢" () and time derivatives (c.f. section 7.2) 
Calculate pointing angles f} and time derivatives IJ ,& of tracked object W.r.t 
frame .~: (c.f. section 7.3) 
Calculate geometric parameters of mechanism (c.f. Chapter 5) 
Formulate velocity constraint matrix Xmc (c.f. equation 9.1) 
Formulate matrices gmc' qmc and Pmc (c.f. Appendix E) 
Calculate rate constraint matrix Ymc (c.f. equation 9.3) 
Calculate rate projection matrix R",c (c.f. section 9.3.2) 
Calculate independent (actuated) joint rates i (c.f. section 9.3.3) 
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Step 12 
Step 13 
Step 14 
Step 15 
Step 16 
Step 17 
Step 18 
Step 19 
Step 20 
Step 21 
Step 22 
Step 23 
Step 24 
Step 25 
Formulate matrices cJmc ' rjmc and Pmc (c.f. Appendix E) 
Calculate matrix Yme (c.f. section 9.4) 
Calculate rate projection matrix Rme (c.f. section 9.4.2) 
Calculate time derivatives of independent (actuated) joint rates Z (c.£. 
section 9.4.1) 
Assemble combined global rate vectors for both the ship and mechanism 
jJ , jJ (c.f. section 9.4.3) 
Calculate the assembled system of generalised velocities v for the entire 
system 
Calculate the column matrix v®Mv 
Calculate the non linear force column matrix ~on,~ (c.f. section 8.5.4) 
Calculate the external force column matrix 1E (c.f. section 8.5.4) 
Calculate the mass matrix Mill' (c.f. section 8.5.4) 
Calculate the control (actuator) forces Fz (c.f. equation 9.23) 
Calculate the constraint forces A. (c.f. section 9.5.2) 
Calculate the constraint forces 1con (c.f. section 9.5.2) 
Check whether the simulation time is exceeded 
9.7 Error checking of the velocity/acceleration kinematics and the 
dynamic model 
Short of taking a completely different approach to the problem, the model developed in this 
chapter cannot be completely validated but most of the model can be verified by simple checks. 
All rates (and their time derivatives), velocities and accelerations can be checked by small 
perturbations, e.g. a rate can be checked by taking the difference between the positions at two 
close points in time and dividing by the change in time. The time derivatives of the interbody 
transformation matrices and the projection matrices can be checked in the same way: thus the 
velocity and acceleration kinematics can be completely validated. 
Assuming that the kinematics are correct, the static model developed in Chapter 6 can be 
used to verify the zeroth and first moments of mass entries in the mass matrices M. The static 
portion of the dynamic analyses developed in this chapter can be isolated by ignoring the 
inertial effects: hence solving for the actuator forces using the external forces (forces due to 
gravity) only, equation (9.24) becomes 
A T( ) F: = R -1r: . 
Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show the actuator requirements for both the static analysis developed in 
Chapter 6 and the static portion of the analysis developed in this chapter. Both plots are for 
3600 horizon sweep of the mechanism only without an antenna load. The plots show very good 
correlation between both analysis, which was anticipated since both physical models are 
identical. The second moments of mass (moments of inertia) cannot be verified explicitly, but 
an energy comparison between the energy in the moving mechanism with the work done by the 
actuators could be used to solve this problem. 
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Chapter 10 
Results and observations 
10.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the simulated results of five mechanisms are compared. The five mechanisms 
are formed from the two and three dof parallel mechanisms and incorporate different actuator 
arrangements and counter balancing schemes. Counter balancing of the links is introduced to 
lower the actuator demands to acceptable levels. The problems encountered by the mechanisms 
at certain low elevation angles are discussed. A maritime simulation is also carried out to show 
the effect of mounting the mechanism on a moving ship. 
10.2 Servo requirements 
Rigid body dynamic models of the five mechanisms were developed based on the formulations 
developed in Chapters 7, 8 and 9. These models had the same geometric and mass properties as 
the robot built at the university with the inclusion of a 100 kg antenna. A 3600 horiwn sweep 
produced the worst case loading scenario; thus the servo requirements for the five mechanisms 
while moving in a slow (i.e. inertial effects ignored) 3600 sweep around the horizon are 
plotted. 
Servo requirements with counter balancing 
Different combinations of counter balancing are then introduced and are shown to lower the 
servo requirements significantly. The options for counter balancing are that the lower arms 
may be counter balanced and/or the strut may be counter balanced in the case of the two dof 
mechanisms. 
The many intermediate results obtained while manually altering the parameters are not 
presented here, and although no rigorous optimisation has been carried out, the results obtained 
from just simple manual parameter changes are encouraging. During the manual optimisation 
process, the variables altered were the angular offset of the counter balance from its particular 
arm and the offset distance and mass of the counter balance. It was noted that the best results 
were obtained when the angular offset was 180°. This may not be possible in practice owing to 
interference with the base. It may also be necessary to laterally offset the counter balances to 
avoid interference with the other counter balances and the extended strut. Thus, the exact 
results shown here may not be fully realisable since some reduction in the counter balance 
angular offset may be required. However the results obtained here can still be closely 
approached. 
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10.2.1 Servo requirements for the three dof rotary actuated mechanism 
Figure 10.1 Three dof rotary actuated mechanism with counter balancing of the lower arms 
The servo requirements for a horizon sweep are plotted below. Figure 10.3 clearly shows the 
significant improvements to be gained with counter balancing of the lower arms. Note that 
these plots were generated with a constant radial distance between the platform and base; thus 
some improvement could be gained if this redundant freedom was altered to maximise the 
stiffness (mechanical advantage) of the mechanism. 
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Figure 10.2 Actuator requirements for a 
horizon sweep of the three dof mechanism 
with no counter balancing. 
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Figure 10.3 Actuator requirements for a 
horizon sweep of the three dof mechanism 
with counter balancing of the lower arms 
only. 
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10.2.2 Servo requirements for the two dof rotary actuated mechanism 
Figure 10.4 Two dof rotary actuated mechanism with counter balancing of the lower arms and 
strut. 
The servo requirements for a horizon sweep of the two dof mechanism are plotted below. 
Figures 10.6 and 10.7 clearly show significant improvements to be gained with counter 
balancing of the strut and/or lower arms. 
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Figure 10.6 Actuator requirements for a 
horizon sweep of the two dof mechanism 
with counter balancing of the strut only. 
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Figure 10.7 Actuator requirements for a horizon 
sweep of the two dof mechanism with counter 
balancing of the strut and lower arms, 
10.2.3 Servo requirements for the three dof variable geometry truss (VGT) 
This mechanism shown in figure 10.8 has been investigated by a number of researchers: Hertz 
and Hughes [1993] and Huang et al. [1996] where its suggested use is as a light weight 
actuated truss with variable geometry. The same researchers propose that a number of these 
trusses can be stacked upon each other to form a fairly stiff multi dof manipulator for space 
applications. 
Figure 10.8 Three dofVGT (shown without counter balancing of the lower arms) . 
The servo requirements for a horizon sweep are plotted in figure 10.9, The very high loadings 
on the actuators at angles ¢3a = 60°, 180° and 300° prohibit this mechanism from being used 
for beam aiming applications where low elevations angles are required. These high forces 
occur when two of the lower/upper anns of the mechanism become close to planar with the 
base/platform as shown in figure 10.10. In fact if the arms were to become truly planar with 
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the platform, the mechanism would be singular and the actuator forces wou1ld tend to infinity. 
This is a singularity of the second kind (see Gosselin and Angeles [1990] for classification of 
singularities). In the particular case shown, the arms lie about go from the plane of the 
platform. 
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Figure 10.9 Actuator requirements for a horizon sweep 
of the three dof VGT with no counter balancing. 
Another drawback with this mechanism is that the prismatic actuators have to undergo large 
changes in relative length for the entire upper hemispherical work space to realised. 
Figure 10.10 Three dof VGT in a position showing two upper arms of the mechanism close to 
being planar with the platform, 
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10.2.4 Servo requirements for the two dof truss 
This two dof mechanism is similar to its three dof counter part with the exception of the 
removal of a prismatic actuator and the introduction of a centre strut. 
Figure 10.11 Two dof truss (shown without counter balancing). 
The servo requirements for a horizon sweep are plotted in figure 10.12. The very high loadings 
on the actuators at angles ¢3a = 77°, 163° indicate that the simulated mechanism has passed 
through or very near a singularity. This mechanism also still suffers similar problems to its 
three dof counter part when approaching low elevation angles at ¢3a == 60°, 180° and 3000. 
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A singular position is shown below in figure 10.13. When in or very close to a singu1arity, the 
platform traces out two singular point lines mirrored about the vertical plane lying at 
.m, = 1200 r~a . 
Figure 10.13 Two dof truss in a singular position. 
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10.2.5 Servo requirements for the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism 
Figure 10.14 Two dof prismatically actuated mechanism with counter balancing of the lower 
arms and strut. 
The servo requirements for a horizon sweep are plotted below. Figures 10.16 and 10.17 clearly 
show significant improvements to be gained with counter balancing of the strut and/or lower 
arms. 
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Figure 10.18 Two dof rotary actuated mechanism shown in a poorly conditioned configuration. 
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A problem that was highlighted by the real mechanism was the compliance of the platform at 
certain low elevation angles . It was observed that when the manipulator was in a configuration 
similar to that shown in figure 10.18, that the platform and non actuated arm could be moved 
significantly by hand. This compliance is mostly due to elasticity in the links and clearance in 
the joints. It is exacberated by the high transmission ratio between the actuated joint 1 and the 
non actuated joint. The transmission ratio between these joints while in this particular position 
was calculated as approximately 3.7:1, hence an externally applied force on the non actuated 
arm would be magnitied 3.7 times to produce a large torque on the actuated joint 1. 
It was also observed that when the manipulator was in a configuration similar to figure 
10.19 that the platform could be moved significantly by hand. In this case the mechanism is 
nearing a singularity which occurs when two of the lower/upper arms of the mechanism 
become planar with the base/platform. In the particular case shown, the arms lie about 8° from 
the plane of the platform. Unlike the case described in section 10.2.4 where the three dof VGT 
is in a similar position, a large increase in actuator demand will not occur. This is explained by 
the fact that the transmission ratio between the two actuated joints and passive joints remains 
fairly low. 
Actuated joint I 
Upper arm close to 
being planar wilh 
the platfonn 
Figure 10.19 Two dof rotary actuated mechanism shown in a poody conditioned configuration. 
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10.4 Maritime simulation of the two dof prismatically actuated 
mechanism 
It is envisaged that the tracking mechanism may be used in a maritime application. If the 
mechanism is restricted to point above the horizon (see discussion in sec. 10.5 later), the 
mechanism must be mounted on a stabilised platform to ensure complete coverage of the 
visible hemisphere. The following numerical example is used to demonstrate the effect of the 
ship's motion on the antenna tracking mechanism. The rotational and translational ship motion 
disturbance values were taken from CCIR [1978] and Johnson [1978] respectively, and are 
typical of an unstabilised ship of 10,000 tons. 
Disturbance input specification 
Roll ±15° 10sec 
Pitch ±7.5° 7 sec 
Heave ±0.25g period not given but 10 sec used in this example 
Distance between antenna and centre of rotation 76 m 
The other rotary and translatory motions are not used in this example as they are typically 
not oscillatory. 
10.4.1 Comparison of actuator requirements 
The actuator requirements for the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism with a 100kg 
antenna shown in figure 10.14 are calculated for two scenarios below: 
1) for a stationary tracked object with no ship motion. 
2) for a stationary tracked object with the ship motion described above. 
For this simulation the aiming angles of the tracked object W.r.t. the inertial frame are 
¢ 3a = 0° and ¢2 = 90° (i.e. 0° elevation). Since a stabilised platform has been introduced, the 
pointing angles of the platform f}3u and f}2 are equal to the aiming angles ¢ 3a and ¢ 2' Thus the 
mechanism is in a configuration similar to that shown in figure 10.18. In the simulations 
below, counter balancing of the strut only is incorporated. 
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10.4.2 Link reactions 
Of importance to the designer IS the effect of the ship motion on the reaction forces 
experienced by the links. The plots below demonstrate the significant increase in the 
magnitudes of the moments and reaction forces between the platform (l ink 3) and 
neighbouring links 2,4,8 and 12, which are the upper arms and strut respectively (c.f. figure 
9.2). 
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Figure 10.23 Reaction between link 2 
and link 3 with ship motion . 
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Figure 10.29 Reaction between link 3 
and link 12 with ship motion. 
A number of different rotary and prismatically actuated arrangements have been investigated 
with and without counter balancing. The three dof mechanism was investigated for 
completeness but the emphasis was on the two dof mechanism employed as an antenna tracker 
which requires only two degrees-of-freedom. It was found that the prismatically actuated VGT 
system had high static loadings, especially when then mechanism approached singularities . 
These singular positions were found to be well inside the working hemisphere for the two dof 
truss (c.r section 10.2.4) and close enough to the working hemisphere for the three dof VGT 
(c.r section 10.2.3) to cause very high static loadings . 
The rotary actuated two dof mechanism was shown to have very low torque requirements 
when counter balancing was used. Unfortunately upon observing the real robot, it became 
obvious that compliance in the links and clearance in the joints resulted in the stiffness of the 
antenna look angles being quite low in certain pointing directions (c.r section 10.3). In a 
private communication, Hunt [1973,1978] pointed out that while the mechanism is in the 
position shown in figure 10.18, the transmission angle is quite low and may drop to around 
30°. The two dof prismatically actuated mechanism (c.r figure 10.14) may be more suitable 
for antenna tracking since the transmission angle between the driving links and strut is always 
equal to or greater than 45°. 
The two dof prismatically actuated mechanism was subject to a ship mounted simulation 
with a stabilised platform and a set of results was shown to illustrate the effect of the ship's 
motion. There was a significant increase in the reaction forces between the links due to the 
motion of the shi p which will need to be taken into account when designing a mounting system 
for maritime use. 
It may be possible to do away with the stabilised platform completely if the compliance of 
the mechanism is satisfactory at low negative elevation pointing angles . Further analysis is 
needed in this area. 
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Conclusions 
A number of conclusions and recommendations for future research are drawn from both the 
mathematical modelling of the mechanisms and the real robot built at the university. 
Initially a number of spatial mechanisms were briefly investigated to see if they could be 
suited to beam aiming applications. Most suffered from over constraint and/or potential 
interference problems and therefore were deemed not suitable for beam aiming applications. 
There may be, and almost certainly are alternative mechanisms that may be suited to beam 
aiming applications that are not presented in this thesis. Future work may entail a more 
rigorous search for other candidate mechanisms. 
The forward and inverse kinematics were developed for the two and three dof mechanisms. 
Future work may entail developing more general models for the inverse kinematics for both 
mechanisms that do not rely on symmetry through the homo kinetic plane. A rigorous singular 
position analysis of the mechanisms has not been carried out in this thesis. Many singular 
positions are apparent from manipulating simple models but future work may entail a more 
detailed analysis of the singular positions for each mechanism. A static model was developed 
using traditional vector statics so that the more sophisticated models developed in Chapter 9 
could be verified. The results obtained by both methods compared well. 
Two large two and three degree of freedom robots were built at the university and both were 
used to demonstrate the feasibility of the mechanisms for beam aiming applications. The main 
problem is with platform compliance at certain low elevation angles as outlined in section 10.3. 
The mathematical modelling of the mechanisms in this thesis is unable to give a quantitative 
value for this compliance as only rigid body models were used. Future work should use flexible 
linked models using only the first mode (static deflections). Joint clearances could also be 
modelled. If these new variables are incorporated, a quantitative measure of the compliance can 
be gained. 
Because of this platform compliance, two truss like mechanisms were investigated that were 
derivatives of the two rotary actuated mechanisms built at the university. It was hoped that the 
truss like structures would provide extra stiffness. Although this is generally true, both truss 
structures suffer from singularities in the upper hemispherical work space and so would be 
unlikely candidates for beam aiming applications unless a reduced coverage is required. 
Finally a prismatically actuated mechanism based on the two dof rotary actuated mechanism 
was investigated. This mechanism would seem to be the most viable of the five mechanisms 
modelled for the following reasons. 
a) It has the minimum number of freedoms (2) required to track an object. 
b) The transmission angle is greater than in any of the other mechanisms. 
c) Since it is prismatically actuated, no expensive rotary gear box is needed. 
d) It is easily counterbalanced. 
The position of the platform should be fairly rigidly set since it is effectively cantilevered by 
the central strut. A question remains over the compliance of the platform orientation, since 
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three passive chains are used to restrict the orientation freedoms. To ensure reliable 
communication the platform compliance must remain less than the beamwidth of the antenna 
for all look angles. The mechanism must be stiff enough so that wind loading and inertial 
effects from ship motion cannot affect communication. Flexible linked models using only the 
first mode (static deflections) should be developed so that the compliance of the platform can 
be calculated. Further design is needed to ensure that the prismatic actuators attached to the 
strut do not interfere with the antenna when pointing at low elevation angles. 
No rigorous optimisation of the geometry has been carried out in this thesis. Future work 
should entail finding the optimum ratio between the link length, the strut length and 
base/platform size. This work would probably need to be done in conjunction with the 
stiffness/deflection modelling so that the best ratio can be found to minimise the compliance of 
the mechanism. 
In conclusion, the antenna aiming keyhole problem has been overcome by means of a two 
dof parallel robotic system. A number of papers have been published on the work presented in 
this thesis and several more are in preparation. Future work is needed ensure that the 
compliance of the mechanism can be reduced to an acceptable level and to optimise the system 
so that it can be developed through to commercial production. 
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Appendix A 
Engineering drawings of the robot components 
The design of the components has already been discussed in Chapter 3. In this appendix the 
detailed engineering drawings of the components are presented. 
Drawing No. A.I: Harmonic drive gearbox assembly 
Drawing No. A2: Harmonic drive gearbox components 
Drawing No. A3: Harmonic drive gearbox components 
Drawing No. A.4: Harmonic drive gearbox components 
Drawing No. AS: Hannonic drive gearbox components 
Drawing No. A.6: Harmonic drive gearbox components 
Drawing No. A.7: Harmonic drive gearbox mounting bracket 
Drawing No. A8: Base 
Drawing No. A.9: Support leg 
Drawing No. Al 0: Extension leg 
Drawing No. All: Floor mount for support leg 
Drawing No. AI2: Lower arm 
Drawing No. A.I3: Lower arm 
Drawing No. AI4: Upper arm 
Drawing No. A.IS: Upper ann 
Drawing No. A.I6: Revolute joints 
Drawing No. AI7: Platform 
Drawing No. AI8: Platform 
Drawing No. A.I9: Ball joint 
Drawing No. A.20: Home and limit switch mounting bracket 
Drawing No. A.2I: Buffer mounting brackets 
Drawing No. A.22: Buffer mould 
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Appendix B 
Kinematics 
8.1 Constants for the closure equations 
Listed below are the constants for the closure equations given in section 5.2.1. 
d[ = 2.a4J<..14·P 4. 
- 2·4.i.J 4·Pj. 
+ 2·4.iy .14·P 4y 
- 2.ll4y.l4·P 57 
+ 2·~ • .14·P 4z 
o 2.ll4rI4.P S. 
~ = - 2.I1, • .I,.P4• 
+ 2·1l5 • .IS·P 5, 
o 2.l1s,.Is.P 4, 
+ 2.ll,y.lS·P,y 
- 2.lls.·kP4z 
+ 2.ll5rIS·P5z 
d) = 2.14·n4.·P 4, 
- 2.14·n4.·P 5. 
+ 2.14·n4y·P 4y 
- 2.l4·n4y·PSy 
+ 2.14·n4 .. P 4z 
- 2.14, n4 .. P 5. 
d4 • 2.1s·ns.·P 4. 
+ 2.1s·os.·Ps• 
- 2J'j.n,y.P 4, 
+ 2.1,.05y-P Sy 
- 2.1,.nsz·P 4z 
+ 2.1,.njrP,. 
dS = • 2.84.· ll5 • .I4.1S 
- 2.ll4,·aS,J4.1s 
- 2.84%·I1s.·14.1, 
d6 = - 2.a5x·14.1,·n4x 
- 2·l1j,.l4.l,·n4, 
- 2.115 .. 14.15.04. 
d7 = - 2.ll41.l4.15·n5. 
- 2·!l4y.l4.iS·nSy 
- 2.114 .. 14.15.05. 
ds = • 2.14.1,.o4.-n,. 
- 2.14.\,·n4,·05y 
- 2.14.15·n4rD5< 
d9 = _e2 
+ P4.2 
o 2.P4 •. PSx 
+Ps.2 
+P4,1 
- 2.P4y·P5y 
+Ps/ 
+ P4%1 
.2.P4 .. PSz 
+ Psi 
+Ii 
+ 152 
hI 2.as • .I5·P.5x 
o 2.lI:5 • .I5.P6x 
+ 2.asy.lj'PSy 
- 2.Il".Ij .P 6, 
+ 2.a, • .Ij .P s. 
• 2.akI5·P6. 
h2 = - 2·ll(n.l6·P" 
+ 2·lJQx·4·P 6. 
2·lJQy.l6·P 5, 
+ 2·lJQ,.I6·P 6, 
o 2.1JQ • .I(j'P 52 
+ 2.1l6r16·P6z 
h3 2.15.nsx·P s. 
- 2.1S·oh ·P 6x 
+ 2.1s·nsy·P 5y 
- 2.1s·ns,·P6y 
+ 2.1s·nsz·PSz 
- 2.15·ns.·P6z 
h4 = - 2.16·D(i.·P 5. 
+ 2.1(j.n6z.P (jx 
- 2.16·n6y'P 5, 
+ 2.l6.n6,·P 6, 
- 2.1(j.D(i..P S. 
+ 2.16·n6rP 6. 
hS 2.ll5.·ll6z.l,.~ 
- 2.llSf·lJQy.lS·~ 
- 2.ll51·lJQZ.l,·~ 
ho 2·1JQ,.I,.I6·ns. 
2.lJQy.1,.~.os, 
2·1JQ • .I5·~·OS% 
h7 - 2·0.S..I5.16·n6z 
- 2.a5,.IS·~·~y 
- 2·115 .. I,.I6·°6z 
hg 2.15.16.n, •. n6x 
2.1S.l6·05y·~ 
- 2.1,.I6·n5rD6% 
~ -f2 
+ ps.: 
- 2.P~x,P6. 
+ P6.2 
+ Ps,~ 
2.Psy·P6y 
+P6l 
+ Ps.2 
- 2.PSrP6z 
+ P6." 
+ 152 
+ 162 
159 
It = - 2,1JQ • .I(j'P 4. 
+ 2·1JQ • .l6·P 6. 
• 2. lJQy.l& P 4, 
+ 2·lJQ,.I6·P 6y 
o 2.ll(n,~,P4 • 
+ 2·lJQr~·P6z 
12 2.ll4 • .l4·P 4. 
- 2.ll4,.I4·P 6x 
+ 2.ll4y-4·P 4y 
- 2.a47.l4·P6y 
+ 2.84z·4·P 4. 
- 2.a4z.l4·P6z 
13 = - 2.1(j.o(jx.P 4. 
+ 2.~.n6x'P6, 
- 2.16·n6y'P4Y 
+ 2.16·D(iy·P 6y 
- 2.1(j.n6rP 4. 
+ 2.16·n6z. P 6z 
14 + 2.14·04x·P 4. 
- 2.14·n4.·P 6z 
+ 2.l4·n4y'P 4y 
- 2.14·n4y-P 6y 
+ 2.14.042' P 4z 
2.14·n4z.P 6z 
15 = - 2.ll41·ll6z.l4.1(j 
- 2.ll4,·lIorI4·~ 
- 2·~ .. 1JQ • .I4.l6 
~ = - 2.a4 • .I4.~.06. 
- 2.84,.I4.16·06y 
- 2·114z.l4·~·n6z 
17 = - 2·ll6z.l4.l6.041 
- 2·lJQy.l4·~·04y 
- 2 .1JQ .. 14.16.n4z 
Is = - 2.l4.16·n4x.D(i. 
- 2J4·~·04y·"6r 
- 2.l4·~·n4z·06z 
19 =_g2 
+ p4x2 
- 2.P4.·P6x 
+ P6.2 
+P4/ 
- 2.P 4,.P6y 
+ P6/ 
+ P4.2 
- 2.P4rP6z 
+ P6z2 
+42 
+ 162 
160 Appendix B. Kinematics 
B.2 The intersect,ion of a circle and a plane using vector notation 
The following section solves for the two points of intersection between a plane and circle at 
any arbitrary position or orientation. 
,f 
, n norm,1 to plane 
M , 
y ;( n • 
o 
Figure B.l Vectors defining the orientation and position of the circle and plane (note, points 
tying in the plane are shown in red). 
The following parameters relative to some reference point 0 must be known to find the two 
intersection points Band B' of the circle and plane. 
n is the normal to the plane thus defining the orientation of the plane. 
P is the point at the centre of the circle. 
M is some point in the plane. 
y is a vector normal to the circle thus defi ning the orientation of the circle. 
t is the radius of the circle. 
The point S which is the point midway between the intersection points Band B' can now be 
found. The point S is the intersection of the vector (y x n) x y through P and the plane. The 
equation of the plane can be written as 
(B.1) 
The position vector S can be written in parametric form as 
s = P + j {(y x n) x y} (B.2) 
wherefis a scalar quantity obta,ined by combining equations (B. 1) and (B.2) and is given by 
n™ _nTp j ------
- n T {(y x n) x y} . 
B.2. The intersection of a circle and a plane using vector notation 161 
The vector SB can be written as 
SB=t(yxn) 
where t is some unknown scalar quantity. 
The position vector B, the position of the point of intersection between the plane and circle is 
given by 
The distance from the point P (centre of the circle) to the points B and B' (points of intersection 
with the homokinetic plane) must be length I. Hence 
or 
1:= IS+t(yxn)-pl. (B.3) 
Squaring both sides of equation (B.3) and rearranging gives a quadratic in the scalar quantity I. 
The solution for t is shown below. The intersection points B are then given by 
B S+t(yxn). 
t ~ ·(2.n(1).P(2).Y(I) • 2.n(2).P(J).Y(I) • 2.II(J).S(2).Y(I) + 2.n(2).S(3).Y(I) 2.n(1).P(I).Y(2) + 2.n(I).PIl).Y(2) + 2.n(J).S(I).Y(2) • 2.n(I).Sp).y(2) 
+ 2.1I(2).P(I).y(l) • 2.n(I).P(2).Y(J) - 2.n(l).S(1).y(J) + 2.n(J).S(2).yp)/(n(2)'.Y(I)'+ n(J)'.Y(J)l. 2.n(l),n(2).y(l).Y(2) + n(l)',Y(2r+ n(ll',Y(2)' 
• 2.1I(1).np).Y(I).Y(l) • 2.n(2).n(J).Y(2).Y(J) + n(li.Y(J)'+ n(zi·Y(J)2) 
±(2.(J2,n(2)2.Y(I)'+ J'.n(J)'.Y(1)'· n(2tP(I)'.Y(l)" n(J)'.P(I)'.Y{I)" n(2lP(2)'.Y(I)'· 2.n(2).np).P(2).P(3).y(l)" n(3)'.P(J)'.Y(I)' 
+ 2.n(2)'.P(I).S(I).Y(l)' + 2.Il(J)2,P(l).S(I).y(l)" n(2)2.S(l)2.yO)'· np)'.S(llY(1)' + 2.n(2)'.P(2).S(2).Y(I)' + 2.1l(2).n(J).P(J).S(2).Y(I)' 
• n(2)'.S(2)'.Y(I)' + 2.n(2).n()).P(2).Sp).y(li + 2.n(J)'.P(J).S(l).y(l)' - 2.n(1).n(J).S(2).S(J).Y(I)' - no)'.S(1)'.Y(l)' - 2J
'
.n(I).n(2).Y(Il.Y(2) 
+ 2.n(l).n(1).P(1)'.Y(I).Y(2)· 2.n(3)'.P(l).P(2).Y(I).Y(2) + 2.n(l),n(2).P(2)'.Y(I),Y(2) + 2.1l(2).n(J).P(I).P(l).Y(I).Y(2) + 2.n(I).n(l),P(2).P(l)·Y(I).y(2) 
- 4.n(I),n(2).P(I).S(Ij.y(l).Y(2) + 2.npi.P(2).S(l).Y(l).Y(2) • 2.n(2j.n(3).P(l).S(I).y(J).Y(2) + 2.n(I).n(2).5(I)'.Y(I).Y(2) + 2,nm' ,P(I).S(2).y(I).Y(2) 
- 4.n(I).n(2).P(2).S(2).Y(l).Y(2) • 2.n(1).n(l),Po)$(1).Y(l).Y(2) • 2.n(J)',S(I).S(2).y(I).Y(2) + 2.n(l).n(2).S(2)'.Y(I).Y(2) 
- 2.n(2).n(J).P(J).S(J).yO).Y(2) - 2.n(l).n(J).P(2).S(J).Y(l).Y(2) + 2.n(1).n(J).SO).S(J).y(l),Y(2) + 2,n(1).n(l),S(2),S(l).y( 1),Y(2) + J' .n(l)'.Y(Z)' 
+ J',n(l)',Y(2)" n(I)2,PolY(2),' n(ll'.P(l),.Y(l)' - n(l)'.P(2)"Y(2i 2.n(l),n(I).P(I),p(J),Y(2)l. n(l)l.Pp)',Y(2)' + 2.n(l)'.P(I).S(I).Y(2)' 
+ 2,n(l),np).P(3).S(l),Y(21' • n(l)'.Sm',Y(2)' + 2.n(J)'.P(1).S(2),Y(2)' + 2.n(J)2.P(2).S(2).y(21'. n(l)'.S(2)'.Y(2)'· n(J)2.S(2)'.y(zi 
+ 2,n(l),n(I).P(I),S(l),Y(2)' + 2,n(l)'.P(l),S(1).Y(21' - 2.n(l),n(1).S(I),S(3),Y(2)2. n(3)'.S(3)'.Y(lr, 2.P.n(1).n(J)·Y(I)·Y(J) 
+ 2.n(I).np).P(I)'.Y(I).y(J) + 2,n(2),n(l).PO),P(2)'y(J).Y(3) 2.n(2)1.P(I).P(3),Y(1)·Y(3) + 2.n( l).n(2).P(1).Pp).Y(I)·Y(l) + 2.n( 1).n(J).PptY(I)·Y(J) 
4,no),n(l).P(I).S(I).Y(I).yP) - 2.n(2),np).P(2).S(I).y( 1).yO) + 2.n(2)'.P(3).S(I).Y(I).Y(l) + 2.n(l).n(3),SoJ',y(I).yO) 
• 2,n(2).n(l),P(l).S(2),y( I). YO) - 2.n(1).n(2),Pp).S(2j,Y(I).yP) + 2.n(2),np).S(I).S(2).y(I).Y(1) + 2.0(2)' ,PO).S(J).Y(1).Y(l) 
• 2.n(I).nf2).P(2),S(J),y(I).Y(J)· 4.n(I).n(l).Pp).Sp).Y(I).Y(3) - 2.n(2)'.S(I).S(l)·YO)·Y(3) + 2.n(l).n(2),S(2).Sp).Y(I).Y(l) + 2.n(I).n(3).S(J)1Y(I)·YIJ) 
- 2.i'.n(2).n(l)'y(2).Y(3) + 2.n(I).n(3).P(I).P(2).Y(2).Y(J) + 2.n(2),n(3).P(2)'.Y(2).YP) + 2,n(l).n(2).P(I).P(3).ym.Y(l) 2.n(l)'.P(2).P(l)·Y(2).Y(J) 
+ 2.n(2).np).P(l)',Y(2).Y(J) • 2.n(l).n(J),P(1).SO)'y(l).y(1) - 2.n( 1).n(2).P(l).SO)'y(2).y(3) 2.n(I),n(l),P(I),S(2),Y(1).Y(3) 
- 4.n(2).n(l),Pm's(2).Y(2).y(3) + 2.n(I)',P(1)$(1),y(2).y(3) + 2,n(l).n(1),S(I).S(2),Y(1).Y(l) + 2,n(2).n(l),S(2,z,Y(2).Y(J) 
- 2.n(I).n(2).P(I).SP).Y(2).y(J) + 2.n(l)'.P(2).S(J).Y(2).Y(3) - 4.n(Z).n(1).Pp).S(J).Y(2),Y(l) + 2,nO),n(2).S(l),S(l).Y(2).y(l) 
• 2.noJ'.S(2).S(JJ.Y(2).yO) + 2.n(2).n(3).S(3)'.Y(2).y(J) + 1'.n(l)l.Y(l) 2 + J1.n(2)2.Y(J)" n(l)'.P(I)'.y(J)2. 2.n(J).n(2).P(I).P(2).ym' 
• n(2)2.P(2)l,Y(Ji· n(l)2.Pml.Y(Ji n(2r,p(3)1,Y(J)' + 2.n(l)2,Po).S(I).Y(J)' + 2.n(I).n(2),P(2).s(I),Y(l)2- n(1i.S(IJ',Y(3)2 
+ 2.n(I),n(2).P(I).S(2).Y(J)' + 2.n(2Y-.P(2).S(2).Y(J)2 • 2,n(1).n(1),S(I).S(2).Y(l)2 • n(2)'.S(l)2,Y(l)' + 2,nol,P(3).S(J).Y(J)l 
+ 2.n(2)'.Pp).Sp).Y(J)' - n(I),.S(l)'.y(l)' • n(2)''s(J)'.YOJ')(I1l1 )I(n(2)'.Y(I)' + nm'.Y(I)' - 2,n(I),n(2),Y(I),Y(2) + n(l)' .Y(2)' + n(ll'.Y(ll' 
- 2.n(I).n(l).Y(I).Y(J) - 2.n(2).n(J).Y(2).Y(l) + n(1)2Y(l)2 + n(2{Y(J)')/2 
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Appendix C 
Symbolic formulation of the Jacobian matrix for 
the rotary actuated three dof mechanism 
C.I The calculation of the pointing rates 
The Jacobian matrix J relating the pointing rates fJ2, fJJa of the platform to the actuated 
(independent) joint rates /I = (/11'/12,/1)) is found by differentiating the closed form solution 
of the forward kinematics developed in Chapter 5. The forward Jacobian matrix relating the 
platform pointing rates to the independent j oint rates for the three dof mechanism can be 
written as 
where 
J= 
afJ] 
aft} 
afJ3a 
aft} 
alDpl 
aft} 
afJ] 
aft] 
afJ3a 
aft] 
alDp/ 
aft] 
afJ] 
aj1) 
afJ3a 
aft3 
a/Dp/ 
aft) 
and the pointing rates are given by 
iJ = J/I 
Note, for beam aiming applications the distance between the centre of the base and the centre 
of the platform lop I is a redundant freedom. 
C.l.t Calculation of afJ2 
aft" 
Recall from section 5.2.3 that the platform pointing angle fJ2 can be written as 
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Partially differentiating {}] with respect to fl n (n = 1,2,3) gives 
and 
and 
= 
alopl 
afln 
Recall from section 5.2.3 that the platform position vector Op can be written as 
Partially differentiating 0 p with respect to fln gives 
iJOp = 2(aBt w + BT ow] lw + 2(BT W ) ow] 
afl" rJfJn] I rJfJn I I] rJfJn 
and partially differentiating the unit vector w] with respect to fln gives 
where 
Recall from section 5.2.3 that the vector w] can be expressed as 
w] = BIB] X BIB] . 
Partially differentiating the vector w] with respect to fln gives 
Partially differentiating the vectors B /B] and BIB] with respect to fl n gives 
aB/Bm _ aBm aBI 
afln - afln - rJfJn . 
m=2,3 
mechanism 
(C.l) 
(C.2) 
(C.3) 
(CA) 
(C.5) 
(C.6) 
(C.7) 
(C.8) 
Cl. The calculation of the pointing rates 
From section 5.2.1 the vector Bk can be expressed as 
Bk = °T/Bk • 
Partially differentiating the above with respect to jJ n 
tJBk = 0T tJ1Jk + tJ'1'k kB 
tJjJ n k tJjJ n tJjJ n k . 
where 
lk sinjJk 
tJkB 0 tJ"B 
__ k= for n=k and --"= 
tJjJn lie cos jJk tJjJn 
1 
k= 1,2,3 
0 
0 
0 
for n:;c k 
0 
and partially differentiating the transformation matrices o-rk with respect to jJn gives 
0 0 0 0 
tJo-rk = 0 0 0 0 
tJjJn 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
C.1.2 Calculation of tJfl3 ,. 
tJjJn 
Recall from section 5.2.3 that the platform pointing angle flJ ,. can be written as 
flJa = atan2(Op(2), Op(J)). 
Partially differentiating fl3a with respect to jJ n gives 
where 
tJ (0/2)) 
iJfJ" Op(J) = 
d rJOp(l). •• • (C 4) an -- IS gIven m equatlOn . . 
tJjJ" 
165 
(C.9) 
(C.10) 
(C. 1 1 ) 
(C.12) 
(C.13) 
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mechanism 
C.2 The calculation of the time derivative of the pointing rates 
The time derivative of the pointing rates can be re written as 
d2~i == ~ :! a~ dfJ j 
dt dt j=4 iJjl j dt 2,3a. 
Using the product rule the above can be rewritten as 
_ ±±(~(atJildjJl<)djJj + ± atJ; ~(·djJj)\ 
1<=1 j=1 ajJ I< ajJ; dt dt }=1 ajJ; dt dt 
=:!:! a2~ dfJk dfJ/ + :! a&; ~ (djJj 1. 
k=l j=4 ajJkajJj dt dt j=J ajJ) dt dt 
In matrix notation the time derivative of the pointing rates can be written as 
In a similar fashion, the time derivative of the rate lop I can be written as 
~(aIOpl) 
api ¥2 
~2 (00;;1) 
~(aIOpl) 
apl ¥2 
H j 
The three equations above can be combined and written as 
(j = jil + JjJ, 
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where the time derivative of the Jacobian matrix is given by 
The terms needed to formulate the Hn matrices are derived in the following sections. 
C.2.1 Calculation of ~ m t;: ) 
Partially differentiating :: with respect to jJ m gives 
-1 
= 
The term from equation (C.14) will now be solved. Differentiating 
equation (C.2) w.r.t. ~ gives 
ajJ", 
-
a 
ajJ", 
a 
ajJ", (C.lS) 
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mechanism 
The first term of equation (C.lS) is given by 
iJOp(3) 
a ajln 
~(iJOp{3))IO I _ alopl iJO/l) 
ajlm ajln p ajlm ajl" 
ajlm IOpl IOpl2 
h alopl. .. . (C 3) d were -- IS gIven III equatIOn . an 
ajl", 
(C.16) 
The first term of equation (C.16) is given by 
~(2(aBJ W +BTdW1)W )=2 dW1 (aBJ W +B TdW1 ) + 2w ~(aBJ W +BTdW1 ) 
ajlm ajl" I I ajl" I ajlm ajl" I I ajl" I ajlm ajln I I ajln 
and 
~.(~;: w,+Bi::l = ~.(:: w,) + ~.(B;::l (C.17) 
where the first term of equation (C.17) is given by 
T 
The terms tJW1 and aBI are given in equations (C.S) and (C.9) respectively and 
ajl m ajln 
~(aBl)=~(OTk akBk + aD>[k kBk) k=I,2,3 
ajl m ajl n ajl m ajl n ajl n 
= ~ (OT a"Bk) +~ (a ark kB ) (C.18) 
ajl m k ajl n ajl m ajl n k 
where the first term of equation (C.18) is given by 
~(OT akBk) = aOTk akBk + 0T ~(akBk). 
ajl m k ajl n ajl m ajl n k ajl m ajl n 
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The tenns aJ~ k and ao.rk are given in equations (C.lO) and (C.11) respectively and 
ap " ajJm 
-lk cos jJk 
a (akBk)_ 0 form=k 
ajJm ajJ" IksinjJk 
1 
The second tenn of equation (C. IS) is given by 
~(ao.rk kB ) = ~(ao.rk) kB + ao.rk akB k 
ajJ m ajJ" k ajJ m ajJ" k ajJ m ajJ" 
where 
~(ao.rk)= 
ajJm ajJ" 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 000 
000 0 
The second tenn of equation (C.17) is given by 
aB T ow 
=_1_1 
ajJrn ajJ" 
where 
The first tenn of equation (C.19) is given by 
OWl 
a ajJ" 
---
ajJm I wll 
_ OWl alwll 
ajJ" ajJm 
alwll 
WI----;;;-aPn 
I wIll 
The tenns al W II, OWl are given in equations (C.6) and (C. 7) respectively and 
ajJm aJl" 
~(OWI) = ~(B B X aB;ii; + aB;ii; x B B ) 
dll dll dll I 1 dll d ll I 3 
'Pm 'Pn 'Pm 'Pn 'Pn 
. (C.19) 
(C.20) 
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mechanism 
The first term of equation (C.20) is given by 
~(B B x aM) = aB;ii; x aM + B B x ~(aB;B;). d,Q J 2 d,Q d,Q d,Q J 2 d,Q d,Q 
'Pm 'Pn 'Pm 'P/1 'Pm 'Pn 
The terms ~ m [:J ~ m t::) are given in equation (C.1S). 
The second term of equation (C.20) is given by 
~(aBJB2 x B B ) = ~(aB;ii;) x B B + aBJB2 x aBJBJ 
aft", aft" J J aft", aft" J J aft" aft", 
where 
The term a; m t~;:) is given in equation (C.lS). 
The second term of equation (C.l9) is given by 
where the term al wJ I is given in equation (C.6) and 
aft" 
alwJI2 = 21w I alwJI 
aftm J aft", 
and 
(C.2l) 
C2. The calculation of the time derivative of the pointing rates 
where 
a (al wll) a 
--- --
ajJrn afJ" ajJ m 
= 
and 
The term ~(dwJ) is given in equation (C.20). 
ajJm ajJ" 
The second term in equation (C.16) is given by 
~(2(B; WI) <Ml) = 2 a(B; WI) <Ml + 2 BT W ~(<MI). 
ajJ m ajJ" ajJm ajJ" / 1 ajJrn ajJ" 
The term ~(<MJ) is given by equation (C.19) and 
ajJm ajJ" 
a(B; WI) _ a B; A BT <MJ ---'---'--~ - --W J + / -. 
ajJm ajJm ajJm 
The second term in equation (C.lS) is given by 
where 
and 
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where 
and 
a(riJOp ) iJO;'iJOp T a (iJOp ) 
aftm 0 p aft" = aft., aft" + 0 p aft m aft" . 
The first part of the second term in equation (C.14) can be written as 
-1 
where 
C.2.2 Calculation of a; m (~: ) 
Partially differentiating afJJa with respect to ft m gives 
aft" 
mechanism 
C. 2. The calculation of the time derivative of the pointing rates 
The term :J~ (Oi 2)) is given in equation (C.13) and 
dp" Oil) 
() 1 
where 
The second part of the second term of equation (C.22) can be written as 
iJOp(2} iJOp(J) 
a ( a (0,(2))) a 7jJ Oil) Op(2)T OJ " OJ " 
iJfJm iJfJ" Op(J) = iJfJm (Op(J))2 
iJOp(2) iJOp(l) 
() iJfJ" () Op(2) iJfJ" 
-
--
iJfJm Op(J) iJfJm (Op(J)y 
The first term of equation (C.23) can be written as 
iJOp(2) 
--
iJfJ" 
Oil) 
iJO (2) iJO (J) () (iJO (2)) The terms ~ ,+, --;;q- + are given in equations (C.4) and (C.16). 
OJ" dp m {)/'" m {)/'" " 
The second term of equation (C.23) can be written as 
173 
(C.23) 
(C.24) 
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mechanism 
where 
and 
Appendix D 
The kinematics of the platform 
D.1. The calculation of the angular velocity of the platform 
Plalli.mn dink:» 
Figure D.l The position and orientation of the platform frames ~2V1 W2 and g;; . 
In this appendix the angular velocity and acceleration of the platform (link 3) relative to the 
base frame ~ are calculated given the satellite motion. From section 5.2.3 the rotation 
matrices relating the coordinate frames Da and ~2V2W2 are given by 
Using the relationship between the frames Da and ~ v w above, the angular velocity of frame 
2 1 2 
'~2V2W2 relative to frame Da expressed in frame '~2V1W2 can be written as 
(D.l) 
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where 
lo s( - 6'3J -c( - 6'3a) S6'2] "2 So = 0 c( - 6'3a) s6'}s( - 6'3J . 1 0 c6'2 
The angular velocity of frame §,; v w relative to frame 9:c is given by 2 2 1 
since ltJo,c = 0 
in component fonn this becomes 
The angular velocity of frame ~ relative to frame ~ is given by 
ltJ 3,C = ltJ o,c + ltJ "1,0 + ltJ 3'"1 
= ltJ . 
-"1,0 , since ltJ = 0 
-3'"1 
in component fonn this becomes 
3 _ 3C "2 
ltJ3C - "ltJ" o' 
, 2"Z' 
Using equation (D. 1 ) equation (D.2) can be rewritten as 
(D.2) 
D.2 The calculation of the angular acceleration of the platform 
The angular acceleration of frame ~ relative to frame ~ expressed in frame ~ is found by 
differentiating equation (D.2) to get 
3 • 
C" =0. 1 
The angular acceleration of frame §,;2V2 W2 relative to frame ~ expressed in frame ~2V1Wl IS 
found by differentiating equation (D.1) to get 
where 
"2 m ="2 S iJ +"1 S ij 
[
-iJ3a ] [-ij3a] 
"1.0 0 2 0 2 
- iJ3ac ( - 6'3a) 
iJ3aS( - 6'3a) 
o 
iJ3a 93a 
- iJ3aS( - 6'3a )S6'2 - iJ2c (- 6'3JC6'2] 
iJ2C6'2S( - 6'3J ~ iJ3a S6'2C( - 6'3J . 
- 6'2S6'2 
Appendix E 
The global formulation for the two dof 
prismatically actuated mechanism 
E.I Introduction 
In this appendix the matrices used to formulate the dynamic equations for the two dof 
prismatically actuated mechanism are derived. A model of the mechanism is shown in figure 
E.I with more detailed models of the coordinate systems shown in the figures following. 
§ 5. 
I) A 
Figure E.1 Kinematic model of the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism. 
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E.2 Global inter body transformation matrix tJ 
The global interbody transformation matrix CJ for the mechanism (with the ship included) can 
be written as 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B'JA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B'JA e'JB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I crJc ~ 
- .-
- .. - -
- - -
I'JA I'JO 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2~ l'JB l'Je • l'iJ; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.1~ J'Jo J'Je : J'JI J'J2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'~ ''Jo ''Je I ''iJ; ''if, ''JJ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5~ 5'JO 5 'Je • J'JI l'if, 5'JJ J'J, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
'~ ''Jo 6'Je i ''J, ''J2 ''JJ ''J, ''J, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'J= R'JA M'J8 ''Je • ''iJ; ''J2 M'JJ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'~ ~'J8 9'Je I 9'J1 ~'J2 ''iJ, 0 0 0 '~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
to'JA 1°'J8 1°'Je 11O'J1 10'J] 10'JJ 0 0 0 10 'Ja 10 'J, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 'JA 12 'JB /2 'Je i 12 'JI 12 'J2 IZ 'JJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.1 'JA 1) 'JB IJ 'Je i IJ 'J1 1.1 'J2 /J 'JJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 'J/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IJ 'JA J! 'JB Il 'Je • IJ 'JI IJ 'J2 15 'JJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 'J1l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J6 ~ "'JB 16 'Je ," 'JI "'J2 16 'JJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1''J/2 0 16 'JIJ 0 0 0 0 
1/ 'JA 11 'JB 11 'Je i 17 'JI Jl 'Jz 11 'JJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 11'J12 0 17 'JIJ II 'J" 1 0 0 0 
19 'JA 19 'JB 19 'Je i 19 'JI 19 'J1 19 'iJ, 0 0 0 0 0 0 19'J12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
20 'JA 20 'JB 20 'Je i 20 'JI 20 'iJ; 20 'iJ, 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 'J12 0 0 0 0 10 'JI, 0 
21 'iTA 21 'J8 21 'Je i 21 'iJ; 21 'iJ; 21 'iJ, 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 'J12 0 0 0 0 21 'J19 21 'iJ;o 1 
The global interbody transformation matrix CJmc for the mechanism only is the partition that 
lies within the dashed lines. The interbody transformation matrices n+1 CJn are given by 
[""C -"·'C "p," ] n+/CJ = n n n,n+l 
n 0 n+1 C . 
n 
E.2.1 Rotation matrices n+l en 
In the following section the rotation 
Referring to figure E.2 below 
" 
matrices 
jl z, 
z, J A 
~ I 
"" x, 
n+lc 
n are formulated for the mechanism. 
~ 
XJ 
/If 
z"Zu 
;I iJ1 = (iJ2c \ 
~x" 
I iJ2b I 
\.iJla) 
Figure E.2 Coordinate systems for the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism 
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the rotation matrices used to model the three joints positioned at 0 1 , O} and 0 3 can be written 
as 
= [C~' o - S,8,] Ie 1 0 , C 
S/ll o e/ll [¢,' s/l2c ~]~" 2C = -sJl2c c(/2c 1 0 0 1 s/l2b 
r' 0 ~'l JC2 = 0 1 o . 
s/lJ 0 c(/J 
Referring to figure E.3 below 
!!}' 
"Jl'"l"'l W1 
0 
1 
0 
ZJ 
~,,][¢,. 5/12» 
o -sJll» c(/2» 
c/l1b 0 0 
ZJ.o $. ]Q 
x]. 
:.=, 
fls = ( fl5c 
q ( flSb 
\flS4 
n 
Figure E.3 Coordinate systems for the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism. 
the rotation matrices used to model the transformation from joint 0 3 to joint 0", can be written 
as 
where the matrices "2 C J and J»C"l are formed from 3-2-1 sets (c.f. section 5.2.1) and 
o -sJl4] 10. 
o c(/4 
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The rotation matrices used to model the two joints positioned at Os and 0 6 can be ,",Titten as 
r ejl Jr; sjl Jc O][¢lh 0 -#,,][ ¢,' sjlJa 01 5C 
= l.,r>c ¢" ~ S;5b 1 o -sjlJa cfl5a ~J 4 o 0 0 cfl Jb 0 0 
[¢. 0 ~ft.] 6c, = 0 1 0 . 
Sjl6 0 cfl6 
Referring to figure E.4 below 
z, 
Figure E.4 Coordinate systems for the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism. 
the rotation matrices used to model the transformation from joint OJ to joint 0 8 can be ,",Titten 
as 
where the matrices U2 CJ and JbC are formed from 3-2-1 sets (c.f. section 5.2.1) and u~ 
B _ r:jJB 0 -Sjle] 
CJb - 0 1 0 . 
sjl8 0 ejls 
The rotation matrices used to model the two joints positioned at 0 9 and 010 can be written as 
-sjl 9bl [cfl!Ja 
o -sjl9a 
ejl!Jb J 0 
E.2. Global interbody transformation matrix CJ 
~eftlO 0 lOC9 = 0 1 5ftl0 0 
Referring to figure E.5 below 
-sJI10] o . 
eftlo 
! 
III IJI 
ft13 = (;J IJc \ I ft13b I 
\(lIJa) 
Figure E.5 Coordinate systems for the two dofprismatica1ly actuated mechanism 
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the rotation matrices used to model the transformation from joint OJ to joint 012 can be 
written as 
12C = 12C Jec 
3 Je 3 
where the matrix Jc CJ is formed from a 3-2-1 set (c.f. section 5.2.1, note §.;" II' == /lI;c) and 2 2 2 
12C
3c 
= [cfJ;Zb ~ -5~11b][!,;::a ~::: ~1]' 
¢m 0 eft12 1; 0 0 
The rotation matrices used to model the joint positioned at °1) can be written as 
sJll)C 
eft13< 
o 
0] lcJlm 0 o 0 1 
1 5ftm 0 
-sJI1Jb] [cfJ lJa 
o -sJI13a 
eftm 0 
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Referring to figure E.6 below 
.~ ) J 
Figure E.6 Coordinate systems for the two dof prismatically actuated mechanism 
the rotation matrices used to model the joint positioned at 015 can be written as 
The rotation matrix used to model the joint positioned at °16 can be written as 
"e" - ~ ~ ~l 
The rotation matrices used to model the joint positioned at 017 can be written as 
[
CJl17c 
17 C16 = -S~17C 0] ~CJlJ7h 0 o 0 1 
1 sJl17h 0 
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The rotation matrices used to model the joint positioned at 0'9 can be written as 
"c" = r~" ~ ~"'][~~;d ~::: ~]. ~,8J9b 0 c,8J9b 0 0 1 
The rotation matrix used to model the joint positioned at 0 20 can be written as 
"c" = ~ ~ ~l 
The rotation matrices used to model the joint positioned at 0 21 can be written as 
E.2.2 Joint position vectors npn,n+l 
In the following section the joint position vectors are fonnulated for the mechanism. 
A PAR ~(~J 'P'J ~~J Up",,, =[~)+"c;,[ ~ l 
115 S 16.16 
»P.,c =(~). 
'P". =~J "p,." = ~J 
r Po =(n 3 30 - 303 , ~ 0 ) P3,8 = 8 12 - 0 
'p"'=n 
P12,19 - , 
12 +112 hookes 
'p,> =~} 
'P"" =~l "p,,~ =~~) + "c;, [ ~ l 19 S 20,20 
'P" =~J 
"P",>J = ~ l 3 30 - 303 , P3,12 = 12 
3 30 _ 30 
l 0 1 P 3,4 = 4 3 12p - 0 12,15 - , 
11 +112hookes 
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E.3 Global transformation matrix v 
The global transformation matrix V for the mechanism (with the ship included) can be written 
as 
'VA,A o 
o 
The global transformation matrix Vmc for the mechanism only is the partition that lies within 
the dashed lines. The transformation matrices n+JVn+l,n+1 are given by 
n+-I [1 
Vn+l,n+/::::; 0 
where the displacement vectors are given by 
for n ::::; B,C,I,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,1O, 12, 13,15, 17, 19,21 
and 
[
AI sin(ci t + ¢, )) I I I 
AS AA = A,] sin( C
" 
t + ¢,) (c.f. section 7.2), 
AI sin(c1 t + ¢, ) J J J 
lOS, 10 0 1 20,20 10 - 20' 
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E.4 Global projection matrix P 
The global projection matrix P for the mechanism (with the ship included) can be written as 
o 
p= 
o 
The global projection matrix P me for the mechanism only is the partition that lies within the 
dashed lines. 
The projection matrices used to model the ship motion and stabilised platform are given by 
where B S A and C S B are given in section 7.3. 
The projection matrices used to model the one dofrevolute joints are given by 
where k = 1,3,4,6,8,10. 
The projection matrices used to model the one dof prismatic joints are given by 
o 
o 
1 
Pk = 0 
o 
o 
where k = 16, 20. 
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The projection matrices used to model the three dof spherical joints positioned at °1 , 05 and 
Of) can be written as 
Pk =[k~ ] 
k-I 
where k = 2,5,9 
where the 3-2-3 Euler projection matrices are given by 
~o sjJ ke -ejl ke sjJ kb] k S k-l 0 ejl I.e sjl kbsjJ ke . 1 0 ejlkb 
The projection matrices used to model the two and three dof joints positioned at 012 and 
OJ] can be written as 
where the 3-2 Euler projection matrix is given by 
and 
where the 3-2-3 Euler projection matrix is given by 
~o sjJ 13 c -cfIn e sjJ 1Jb] 1] S 11 = 0 cjJne sjJ ms/l1]C • 1 0 ejlm 
The projection matrices used to model the two dof joints positioned at 015 and 019 can be 
written as 
where k = 15,19 
where the 3-2 Euler projection matrices are given by 
[
0 """5jl kb ] 
kSJ2=l 0 . 
o cflkb 
The projection matrices used to model the three dof spherical joints positioned at 0r and 
021 can be written as 
where k = 17,21 
where the 3-2-1 Euler projection matrices are given by 
~1 0 """5jl kb ] k S k-J = 0 cfI I.e sjl ke ejl kb . o """5jl kc ejl kc cjJ kb 
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E.5 The time derivative of the global interbody transformation 
matrix 
The time derivative g of the global interbody transfonnation matrix for the mechanism (with 
the ship included) is given by 
where 
000 000 
_8<;):' 0 0 0 0 0 
o _c9;. 0 0 0 0 
o 0 _/ r;Ic I 0 0 0 
o 0 0 1-'9; 0 0 
o 0 0 I 0 -'tJ; 0 
o 0 0 0 0 -'9; 
000 0 0 0 
00000 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 i 0 
o 0 0 0 
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000 
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The time derivative g;:c of the global interbody transformation matrix for the mechanism only 
is the partition that lies within the dashed lines. The time derivatives n+lgn of the interbody 
transformation matrices are given by 
n+l Cr n+la (n+l ® )T n+la-1 n+/ cr 
Vn = Yn+/,n+/ vn+1,n+l Yn+l,n+l VII' 
E.6 The time derivative of the global transformation matrix 
The time derivative (j of the global transfonnation matrix for the mechanism (with the ship 
included) can be written as 
o 
o 
o 
o 
q = 
o 
16d 
V(6,r6 
o 
lod 
V lO ,10 
o 
o 
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The time derivative rime of the global transformation matrix for the mechanism only is the 
partition that lies within the dashed lines. The time derivatives n+lrintl,n+l of the transformation 
matrices are given by 
IHlli = n+l,n+l 
[
0 _n+lwx ] 
Vn+l,n+l 0 0 . 
E.7 The time derivative of the global projection matrix 
The time derivative P of the global projection matrix for the mechanism (with the ship 
included) can be written as 
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The time derivative P me of the global projection matrix for the mechanism only is the partition 
that lies within the dashed lines. 
The time derivatives of the projection matrices used to model the ship motion and stabilised 
platform are given by 
where BS A and cS B are given in section 7.3. 
The time derivatives of the projection matrices used to model the three dof spherical joints 
positioned at °2 , 05 and 0 9 can be written as 
1\ = [k?] where k = 2,5,9 
SH 
E. 7. The time derivative of the global projection matrix 
where the time derivatives of the 3-2-3 Euler projection matrices are given by 
ft It, sft Itc sjJ Itb - ft kb cjJ Itc cJl kb] 
ftkbCjJkbsftk: + ftltcSjJkbCjJkc . 
-jJkbsflltb 
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The time derivatives of the projection matrices used to model the two and three dof joints 
positioned at 012 and 0u can be written as 
PI2 = [12~J 
where the time derivative of the 3-2 Euler projection matrix is given by 
and 
PJJ = [JJ~ 1 
SI] 
where the time derivative ofthe 3-2-3 Euler projection matrix is given by 
[
0 ft1JC cjJt:Jc ftuc sftHc sftm - ftlJb CjJ1JC cJlm] 
1JS12 = 0 -ftlJsftnc ftmcJlmSjJD,c + ftuc sftm CjJ1JC . 
o 0 - jJ1JbsjJ1Jb 
The time derivatives of the projection matrices used to model the two dof joints positioned 
at 015 and 019 can be written as 
Pk =[k'! 1 S/2 where k = 15,1 9 
where the time derivatives of the 3-2 Euler projection matrices are given by 
The time derivatives of the projection matrices used to model the three dof spherical joints 
positioned at 0/7 and 021 can be written as 
PA = [k?] where k = 17,21 Sk-I 
where the time derivatives of the 3-2-1 Euler projection matrices are given by 
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E.8 The global external force vector 'lExt 
The global external force vector for the mechanism (with the ship included) can be written as 
~:x, = 
mAAg 
AC~ A g 
k mk g 
kC;* g 
21 
m21 g 
21cx 21 ]/ g 
where k = B,C, 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9, 10,12, 13, 15, 16,17, 19,20. 
E.9 The global formulation of the vector v0Mv 
The global formulation of the vector v@Mv for the mechanism (with the ship included) can be 
written as 
where k = B,C, 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9, 10, 12,13,15,16,17,19,20. 
E.I0 Global mass matrix M 
The global mass matrix M for the mechanism (with the ship included) can be written as 
1M 
I 
M = 
o 
20 
M 20 
o 
21 
M]/ 
The mass matrices n Mn of the links are not shown in detail. For the simulations carried out in 
Chapter 10 the arms of the mechanism were modelled as uniform thick walled tubes, the joints 
as point masses and the counterbalance masses as point masses. 
Appendix F 
Robot control code 
The design of the control system has already been explained in Chapter 4. In this appendix the 
program used to control the two robots built at the University is presented. 
F.I Demkiwi I.c 
This is the main module used to instruct the movement commands for the three dof robot. 
F.2 Demcant I.c 
This is the main module used to instruct the movement commands for the two dof robot. 
F.3 Kiwi.h 
This is the header file used for the kinematics module for the three dof robot. 
F.4 Kiwi.kin 
This is the kinematics module for the three dof robot. 
F.5 Canttrk.h 
This is the header file used for the kinematics module for the two dof robot. 
F.6 Canttrk.kin 
This is the kinematics module for the two dof robot. 
F.7 Ph ifx.h 
This is the header file for the IFX driver module. 
F.8 Ph ifx.drv 
This is the driver module for the IFX motor controller. 
F.9 User.h 
This is the header file for the users module. 
F.lO User.c 
This is the users module for the robot control programs. 
F .11 Sysconfg.h 
System configuration file for robot control programs. 
F.I2 Robot.h 
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F.l Demkiwil.c 
I' DEMKIWII.C demo file for robol control roulines 'I 
#include "ROBOT.H" 
#indude <alloc.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <mat.h.h> 
#include <STDIO,H> 
#ioc1ude <CONIO,H> 
#include <DOS.H> 
#include <STDLlRH> 
lIinclude <CTYPE.H> 
ilinclude "PH~IFX.H" ;'should be removed'; 
lIincJude "'usech" 
#inctude llkiw:i.bff 
#ioclude Usysoon( g.h" 
lIdefineDEBUG 
void mainO 
I 
int RetCode = O,S; 
char Ch,Slr[ IOOJ, 
SPACECOORD PI,Orienl,Centre; 
float Lamdai,Lamda,Radius,Height,Omega,Alpha3,Alpha2, 
#if defined DEBUG 
extern FILE 'DebugFile; 
nendif 
.1 .. ",1): 
switch (RetCode ~ Init_.Rcbol() 
I 
ca;eNUI,L 
pflRtf("\n\n(nitiaJisstion suceesa.\nlO), 
break, 
case EIFXNOTREADY: 
do 
( 
printf("The IFX i. no. responding, (R)e"Y?In"); 
while(kbhi·Ol 
get.hO; 
while(lkbhitOl. 
Ch s.tehO; 
if Houpper{Ch) 1- 'R') 
",it(R.tCode): 
I while (iRetCode = Init~Ch.ckIFXO) == EIFXNOTREADY); 
if(!(RelCod. -lniUFX())) 
break; 
def.ulL 
pnntf( lI lnilialisation error: %d\n",RetCorle); 
exil(RetCode), 
II Sir = farmalloe(lOO'sizoo!lCON_CODE)): 
"".aundO; 
SetSpeed(2): 
RobDtwa~Cdist= 10: I· n deg, *J 
prinll\"O,b;tal tracking ,;mulat;on for k;wibotln"), 
n,;,.,I'I"\nP,." any key 10 home robot "); 
Homc(O,51; 
/1 Tbu only work& for IFX controllers. reply does not come back untjl the move is 
finished 
, IDStal("I !'R"). 
GelSta"'''', SI', DOASK). 
• IDSI.t("2PR"): 
GetStaws(s, Sir. DOASK); 
, lDSIlIt{"JPIl"); 
a.ISIaM{,. SU', OOASK); 
/' L_mdai 
Lamda 
Radiu. 
Height 
Omes-
AlphaJ 
Alpha2 
- ini,ial lIaning .n!llliar off.et (dega) 
-angle ofrOlation of tracked object (dega) 
- radius of circular path (m) 
- d;!"mc.ofarig'n of cirde from bID. (m) 
- angular velocity of tracked object (degsl') 
3 angle (% axi,) setting oriOOllltion of c1n:le\dess) 
- 2 angle (y axi.) (dega) 'j 
1/ Radius = 1000 
H.i~nt = 511 )0 des £1 
Lamdai =0; 
Lamda = 360: 
Radiu, = 1000; 
Heighl = 1000; 
OmCJlll 10; 
AlphaJ = 0; 
Alpha2= 0; 
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PlllhtrkK(Lomd.i,L"",da,Radius,Heighl,Omega,AlphaJ.Alpna2); 
KjwiHoldPos(O~). 
nOiOLIndQ: 
farfree(Str): 
F.2 Demcant1.c 
/' DEMCANTLC demo file for Canterbury Tracker '/ 
#include "ROBOT,H" 
.t.I.inciude ..... .alloc,h> 
#indude <string.h> 
#Jnclude <malh,h> 
.include <STDIO.H> 
#include <CONIO,H> 
#include <OOS.H> 
#include <STDLlRH> 
#indude <CTYPE.H> 
#includ. 'PH ~IFX.H" 
#include "Llser.b" 
#includ. ·canltrk.h" 
#include ·,y.confgN 
#defineDEBUG 
void rnainO 
in, RetCade = o,s; 
char Ch,Str[IOO]; 
SPACECOORD Pt,Oriem.CenIJ., 
float Lamdai.Lamd •. Radiu •. Heigh~ Omega.Alpha3 .AI ph.2; 
"if defined DEBUG 
exrem FILE 'DebugFile; 
#endif 
clrscrO: 
.wi.ch (Rereode = Init~ Rollot{)) 
( 
c .. eNULL 
printf("\n\nlnitialisation 5ucCesS.\n"): 
break; 
case EIFXNOTREADY 
do 
[ 
printWThe IFX is no. responding, (R)erry'In"): 
while{kbhitO) 
getchO; 
while{lkbhil(); 
Ch = getehO; 
if (toupper{Ch) != 'RC) 
exit(RetCode); 
) wrule((RetCode = Init~CheckIFX()) -- ElFXNOTREADY); 
if ('(Rereade = IniUFXOn 
break; 
,\ef.ul.: 
printf("Initialisation enor ~od\n" .RetCodc.t 
",,"(RetCade): 
II SIr ~ rarmalloc(IOO'sizoof(COS_CODE»); 
no.oundO; 
Se.Speed(I); 
Robotway~dist = 10; I' n deS' 'I 
printf("Orbital tracking simulation (or Canterbury Tracker,\n H); 
printf("~~~~~'~·-~·~~==~=In·); 
printf("\nPress any key to borne robot"); 
Wait; 
Home{O,2); 
/* This only works for IFX controllers. reply does nnt come back until 
the move 15 fmished t/ 
s = IOSUlt{" IPR '); 
GetS",,,,.(s, Str, OOASK); 
s = IOStat{"lPIl"); 
GetSt.otu.(s, Str, OOASK); 
j* Lamdai 
lamda 
Radiu.-
Height-
Omesa 
AlphaJ 
Alpha2 
- ini,ial.tartins angular off.et (degs) 
• angle of rotation of tracked object (degal 
w radius o( drculllJ' path (m) 
- distance of origin of drcle from base (m) 
•• n!llliar velocity of tracked objec, (degi/o) 
- 3 angle (I ax" ).elting orientation of circle (dega) 
- 2 angle (y axi.) (des.) '/ 
F.3. Kiwi.h 
Lomdai = 0; 
Lomda c 360; 
Radiu, = 1000; 
Heigh' ~ 1000; /I 45deg 
// Heigh' c 176.3; // to des 
// H.igh, = 0, 
// Om.sa = 3; 
Omesa = 15; 
Alph03 = 0; 
Alpha2= 0; 
P.'htrl<lC(Lamdai,Lomda.Radiu .. H.igh~Om.g .. Alph03,Alphal); 
Can<HoldPos(O.1 ); 
nOJOundO. 
rarfree(Stt); 
F,3 Kiwi,h 
, ...................................................................... . 
'\ 
KIWI.H 
Kinematics moduJe header for Ute KIWI robot, 
This doe9 not need to be expliciUy included in Ute robot conLrol 
program, although it must be present or the program will not rompiJe 
ir#deflO. KIWI ioused in SYSCONFG.H. 
See ROBOT.H for more infonna.lion. 
, ...................................................................... . 
./ 
,. Universal defines & typedefs "" 
,- Defines "" 
lIdelin. SPACEDIMEN '''' Number of coordinates necessary 10 
define a point in Lhe workspace "" 
#d.fine MOTOR_NUMBER '''' Number of actuaton "" 
lIdefine MIN SPEED 000001 '''' Minimum endpoint speed "" 
lIdefineHOME_ENDPT [0.0.0) 
#deline MOTR _ ENDPT [0.0, O} 
#define ROBOTSTRUCT _INIT ( SPHERlCAL. 
) 
#under EBASE 
VELO_MODE, 
.m. 
MAX_MOTOR_ACC. 
0.02. 
MOTR_ENDPT. 
HOME_ENDPT 
#d.fine EBASE EBASEKIN 
#d.fine EBADPOSIT EBASE + I '''' Sad demand position sent to InvKin -, 
,. Function is not available ., lIdeline ENOTAVAIL EBASE + 2 
/. Physical dimensions of kiwi bot ., 
//#define magOp 0.841 
#d.fine magOp 0.980 
#define Phil 0.0' Pi/ISO ,. rotalion about trarulaled Z axis ., 
~deline Theta I 0.0' Pi/180 ,. rotalion a.bout moved Y lIJ(is ./ 
#define PBi) 0.0 ,. rotation about moved X axis ., 
#define .1 0.2S033 /. displacement in X dir·' 
#define bl 0.0 ,. displacement in Y dir ./ 
#delin. el 0.0 ,. displacement in Z dir ./ 
#define Phi2 120.0' Pi/ISO 
fldefine The1a2 0.0 
#define Psi2 O.O'Pi/ISO 
#define al -0.5·0.2801J 
#define b2 (sqn(3.0)I2) , 0.28OJ3 
#deline a 0.0 
#define Phi3 240'Pi1J80 
#defin. The<a3 0 
#define PsiJ 
#define 03 -0.5·0.2S0JJ 
#defin. b3 -(.qn(3.0)12) • 0.2803J 
#define eJ 0 
#define II 0.1141 
#define 12 0.841 
#deline IJ 0.S41 
#define oxl oos(Ph i I)' oos(Th.<aI) 
#define nyl sin(Phi 1)'coo(Thetal) 
#defin. nzl -.in(Th .... l) 
#define ""I roo(Phi I )·.in(The<aI)· ,in(P,i I) - sin(Phi I)' "",,(P,i I) 
#define syl ,in(Phi I )'sin(The<aI)' ,in(P,i1) + cos(phi I)' eo.(P.i I) 
#deline szl cos(Theta I)' .in(psi I) 
#define axl co,(Phil)' ,in(ThetaI)' cos(P.il) + ,in(Phil)' .in(P.il) 
#define ayl .in(PhiJ)· .in(Thetal)' _(psi I) - cos(Phil)' .in(P,il} 
#define az\ cos{The<aI)' cos(P.il) 
lIdelin. Pxl .1 
#define Pyl bl 
#define Pzl cI 
#deline nx2 eo.(Phi2)· eos(Thela2) 
#define ny2 .in(Phi2)' ro.(The<al) 
#deflne nz2 -.in{Theta2) 
#define 5x2 cos(Phi2)' sin(Theta2)' ,in(p.i2) - .in(Phi2)' eo.(Psi2) 
#define .y2 ,in(Phi2)' .in(Thetal)' .in(P.i2) + co.(Phi2)· oos(Psi2) 
#define .z2 co.{Thela2)' ,in(P.i2) 
#define .. 2 c:o.(Phi2)· .in(Thela2)' coo(P.i2) + .in(Phi2)· .in(P.i2) 
#define ay2 sin(phi2)' sin(Theta2)' coo(Psi2) - cos(Phi2)' sin(Psi2) 
#define az2 coo(Thela2)' _(psi2) 
#define Px2 a2 
~defin. Py2 b2 
iIIdefine Pz2 e2 
#define ox3 coo(PhiJ)' eos{TheroJ) 
#define ny3 .in(Phi3)· eos(Theta3) 
iIIdeftne n.3 -.in(ThctaJ) 
#define .x3 roo(phi3)' .in(ThctaJ)' ,in(P,;3) - .in(Phi3)' co,(P.i3) 
#define sy3 .in(PhiJ)· ,in(The<a3)' 'in(Ps;) + "",,(PhiJ)' cos(Psi3) 
#delin. .zl eos(ThctaJ)' .in(Psi3) 
~d.l1ne ax3 eos(Phi3)' sin(ThetaJ)' eo.(Psi3) + sin(Phi3)' .in(p.i3) 
Nddim: ay3 sin(phiJ)' sin(ThetaJ)' cos(P.iJ) - cos(PhiJ)' ';nlP,iJ) 
#define ad "",,(ThctaJ)' co.(Psi3) 
#deflne Px3 oJ 
#define PyJ b3 
#define Pzl e3 
/' Formul.te IrlUU matrices TxlJC, Tx2JC, Tx)X'/ 
#define TxlX (nx\,nl,axl.PxI;nyl •• yl,ayl,Pyl;nzl,lZl,azl.P.l;O,O,O, I) 
#deIine Tx2X (nx2,sx2,ax2.Px2;ny2 •• y2,ay2,Py2;nz2,sz2,az2.Pz2.0.0.0.1) 
#delin. Tx3X [ox3,sx).ax3.PxJ.nyJ,syJ,ay3.Py3;nd.szJ,az3.Pz);0,0.0.1) 
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/' T ypedeF. '/ 
typeder 110at 
Iypederfloa< rar • 
typeder floa' 
typcderl100t rar • 
SPACECOORD[SPACEDlMEN]; 
IpSPACECDORD; 
ACTCOORD[MOTOR_NUMBER]; 
IpACTCOORD; 
r Space coordinate structure·' 
/. Proto'yp .. ·/ 
.. 'em int Invkin(lpSPACECDORD, IpACTCOORD); 
e"ern in' Dirkin(lpACTCOORD, IpSPACECDORD); 
int KinHome(l1oat); 
F.4 Kiwi.kin 
/. Poinler to SPACECOORD '/ 
,. Actuator coordinate :-Itruclure·' 
/. Poin<er 10 ACTCDORD ./ 
, ........................................................................ \ 
KIWI.KIN 
Kinema.tic.,: module for the KIWI robot 
This doe, not need to be explicitly included in the robot controJ 
program, alfhouSh it must be present or the program \\-iII not compile 
if#define KIWI i. used in SYSCONFG.H. 
See ROBOT.H for more infonnation. 
, ........................................................................ , 
#define KINEMATICS_LOADED 
,. The following program is wed to compute the in\'erse kinemalica '" 
/. ror ,h. KIWIBOT. Zero ror ann ansi .. (be<a) laken rrom vertical ./ 
/. Note - uses older vector notation (\'iUiabJes d elc)·' 
Nindude <stdio.h> 
iIIinciude <math.h> 
#include <alloc.h> 
#i nclude <conio h> 
#i",lude "SYSCONFG H" 
~include "KIWI H" 
#includ. ·USER.H" 
#includ. """,lib h> 
#includ. "phjrx.h" 
inllnvkin(lpSPACECOORD.lpACTCOORD); 
void .nn_end"pl_coords(in' annNo,no", Op[3].l1oa, B.[4],l1oal Bb[4]); 
in' Dirkin(lpACTCDORD,lpSPACECOORD); 
void Di""plane "p,(110", p[3].noa' MP],l1ool Op[3].l1ool 'm.sd); 
void CalcF(l1oa' Op[3].l1o.t M[3].l1oo' p[3],no.t y[3].l1oa' d[3],l1oa' 'f); 
void CalcS(lloal P[3],110.t r.l1oat y[3J.l1o", d[J],l1o", S[3]); 
void C.k,B.Ujn'..JlOStn(l1oa, 1.110al P[J],l1oa' S[3],l1o.t y[J].110.' d[J].l1oa' Ba[41,l1oat 
Bb[4]). 
void ann_onsl .. (int annNo.l1oa' Ba[4].l1oa, Bb[4],l1oal ·be ..... 110.,·be'ab.110.t BIIXyz[4],flo., 
Bbxya[4]); 
void ann _ Bngleprac(in< annNo.l1oat B""yz[ 4].l1oat Bbxyz[ 4],l1oa, be<aa.l1oal 
belab.lpACTCDORD bera); 
inllnvkin(lpSPACECOORD <h .... lpACTCOORD be<a) 
{ 
int armNo~ 
110.t phi.xi,Bo[4],Boxya[4].Bbxyz[ 4].Bb[4].b ..... berab.Op[J]; 
phi - <he<a[2]; 
xi - 'heto[ 1]/2; 
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/- Top platform position -/ 
Op[O] ~ m.gOp'sin(xi)'cos{phi); 
Op[l] ~ m.gOp',in(xi)'.in(phi); 
Op[2] ~ m.gOp'"".(xi); 
for(armNo= I ;armNo<=:l;armNo t+) 
( 
} 
/- calc possible arm end pt coords -/ 
arm_end_p,_coord,(armNo,Op,B',Bb); 
/- calc possible angles [or arms tI/ 
arm _ angles(.rm NO,Ba,Bb,&be, .. ,& bel.b,Baxyz,Bbxyz); 
/- Routine [0 test which arm angle is used in practice -/ 
.m,_angleprac(.rmNo,Baxyz,Bbxyz,betaa,betab,belll); 
relurn(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
void .rm_end~,_coon:t,(int.rmNo,float Op[J],float So{4],l1oat Sb[4]) 
( 
float P[l],y[J J,M[l],I,half,magd,d[3 j,f,S[J J; 
,wiU;h(armNo) 
( 
case 1: 
/- Arm origin positions in principal XYZ coord syslem -; 
P[O] ~ al; 
P[I] ~ bl, 
P[2] ~ el; 
/. veclor nomlals of circles described by am19 ./ 
y[OJ ~ 'XI; 
y[lJ ~ 'yl; 
y[2] ~ "I, 
I' Arm length 'I 
I II; 
break.; 
case 2: 
/. Arm origin posilion" in principal XYZ coord system ./ 
P[OJ ~ a2; 
P[I] ~ b2, 
P[2] ~ e2; 
/. vector nDrmals of circles described by arms ., 
y[O] ~ .. 2; 
y[IJ ~ sy2; 
y[2J ~ sz2; 
I' Arm length 'I 
I ~ 12; 
break; 
case J: 
, .. Arm origin positions in principal XYZ coord syslem -/ 
PIO] ~.l; 
P[I] ~ b3; 
P[2] ~ e3; 
y[O] ~ ,,3, 
y[1J ~,yl, 
y[2J ~ ",,3; 
/' Arm Length .. / 
I ~13; 
break, 
default 
break, 
half- 0.5; 
MullSe.IVec(ltalf,Op,M); 
/. distance between the points Pn and Qn (see Ihesis for defn) -/ 
I' Caleulate magd ~ (P-M).OplmagOp 'I 
Di,t_plane~r(P,M,Op,&magd), 
j. vectors between poinb Pn and Qn (see thesis for defn) -/ 
,. Calculate the vector d -/ 
MuIlSeaIV",,(masd,Op,d); 
j. cal«:; fn (see thesis for defn) -/ 
/ .. Caltulate the scalar quantity f·/ 
Calef(Op,M,P,y,d,&f), 
j- calc Sn (see thesis fordefn)-/ 
/- Calcuht.te the scalar quantities 51 and s2-/ 
CaleS(P,f,y,d,S); 
/ .. Calculate Lhe IINO intersection point!! -, 
Calc_Balljn'Y"stn(I,P,S,y,d,B.,Bb); 
Appendix F. Robot control code 
j. Dirkin & converts a set of actuator coordinates to a set ofspaliai coordinales .j 
in' Dirkin(lpACTCOORD AI, IpSPACECOORD P,) 
( 
/. Use Al & Pt to avert warning mesSiBBe til 
AI~AI; 
p,~Pt; 
retum(ENOTA VAIL); 
,. KinHome ~ performs any movements necessary to mak.e the robot ready 
for safe homing procedure·/ 
int KinHome(float andy) 
( 
retum(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
void Di,t_pl.ne~t(flo., P[J],lloat M[l],l1oat Op[3],float 'magd) 
( 
,- magd·/ 
float sca11,v«IPI; 
SubtraClVector(M,P, veel); 
DotProdVeetor(Op,vecl,&.e.II); 
'rnagd ~ fab,(scall/magOp); 
void Calef(floal Op[l],l1oat M[1],noat P(J],110al y[J],float d[3j,l1oot 'f) 
( 
l10at scalI ,,00l2,90al3,seaI4, vee I [l],vec2(J]; 
DotProdVeetor(Op,M,&,cal I); 
DotProdVeelor(0p,P,&,caI2); 
,eall ~ seal I - sc.12; 
Cros,pnodVec(y,d, veel); 
CrossprodVec(ve(: I ,y, "eel); 
DotProdVector(Op,vec2,&'eaI4); 
-f = scaI3j$CaI4~ 
wid C.leS(flo.t P[3j,float f,l1oat y[3],float d[lJ,l1oal S[l]) 
{ 
110.t vee 1[3 J,vec2[l j,vee3[l]; 
Cro"prodVec(y,d, vee I); 
CrossprodVee( vee I ,y ,vecl); 
MultSoalVee( f, vee2, vee3); 
AddVeclOr(P,vecl,S), 
void Cale,.BalljntJ1OStn(f1oat 1,1I0at P[lJ,l1oat S[l],l1oat y[JJ,noat d[J],float BalAJ,l1oat Bb[4j) 
( 
110.t a,b,t,vecJ[l],ve02[l],yd[l]; 
I' Cole yxd 'I 
Cro .. prodVee(y,d,yd); 
/- calculate l (see thesis for defn) ./ 
a ~ P[O]'yd[OJ - S[O)'yd[O] + P[IJ'yd(J] 
- S{lj'yd[l] + P[2J'yd[2]- S[2J'yd[2J; 
b ~ -(po..(P[lJ,2)'pow(yd[0],2») - pow(P[2],2)'pow(yd[0],2) 
+ pow(l,2)'pow(yd[0],2) + 2'P[IJ'S(J]'po..(yd[0],2) 
- pow(S[1],2)'pow(yd[0],2) + 2'P[2]'S[2]'po..(yd[Oj,2) 
- pow(SP],2)'pow(yd[0],2) + 2'P[O]'P[I]'yd[0]'yd[l] 
- 2'P[I]'S[0]'yd[O]'yd[lJ- 2'P[OJ'S[I]'yd[0]'yd[l] 
+ 2'S[0]'S[ 1]'yd[Oj'yd(lJ - pow(P[OJ,2)'pow(yd[ 1],2) 
- pow(P[2J,2)'po..(yd[I],2) + pow(I,2)'pow(yd[1J,2) 
+ 2'P[OJ'S[0]'pow(yd[J],2) pow(S[O],2)'pow(yd[l J,2) 
+ 2'P[2J'S[2]'pow(yd[IJ,2) pow(S[2J,2)'pow(yd[l],2) 
+ 2 'P[OJ'P[2J'yd[OJ'yd[2J - 2'P[2J*S[O]'yd[OJ'yd[2J 
• 2'P[OJ'S[2J'yd[0]'yd[2] + 2'S[OJ'S[2J'yd[OJ'yd[2] 
+ 2'P[IJ'PP]'yd[I]'yd[2J - 2'P[2]'S[IJ'yd[IJ'ydP] 
- 2'P[I]'S[2J'yd[IJ'yd[2] + 2'S[I]'S[2]'yd[1 J'yd[2] 
- pow(P[OJ,2)'pow(yd[2],2) - poW(Pll],2)'pow(yd[2J,2) 
+ pow(I,2)'pow(yd[2),2) + 2'P[0]'S[0]'pow(yd[2],2) 
- pow(S[OJ,2)'pow(yd[2],2) • 2'P[ I)'S[ 1]'pow(yd[2],2) 
- pow(S[I],2)'pow(yd[2J,2); 
t ~ pow(a+b,O.5)1(pow(yd[OJ,2) + pow(yd[l],2) + pow(yd[2J,2»; 
/- arm end point positions-j 
MuItSeaIVec(t,yd,veel ); 
AddVeetor(S,vec I ,Ba); 
Sublr.etVector(veo I ,S,Sb); 
S.[3] ~ 1.0; 
Bbl3J ~ 1.0; 
F. 5, Canttrk. h 
void arm _lIIlSI .. !;"! onnNo,float Ba[4J,floa! Bb[4],floal ·betaa,float 'belab,noat 
Oaxyz[4J,float Obxy1(4]) 
I 
float TXxl[4][4],TXx2{4j[4j,TXxl(4j[4]; 
TXxI[OJ[OJ-n.l; 
TXxI[OJ[I] - oyl; 
TX,IIOJ[2]-nzl; 
TX,I [O][l] -{nxl'Pxl+oy I'Py l+nzl'Pzl); 
TXxl[IJ[O] .. I; 
TXxl[l](l] .yl; 
TXxl[I][2] .. I; 
TXx I [I][)) ,(.xl'PxI+.yl'Pyl+szl'PzI); 
TXxl[2][O]-axl; 
TXxI[2)[1] = uyl; 
TXxt[2)[2] - ... 1; 
TXxl[2J[J] = -(axl'PxI+uyl'PyI+azl'Pzl); 
TXxI (3J[O] = 0; 
TXxl[))II] - 0, 
TXxI [3J[2] 0; 
TXxI(JJ[3] I; 
TXx2(O)[O] - nx2; 
TXx2[OJ[ I] - .y2; 
TXx2[OU2) - oz2; 
TXx2[OJ[J] - -(nXl'Pxl+nyl'Pyl+nzl'Pzl); 
TXx2{IIlO] - •• 1; 
TXx2[1]11] =.y2; 
TX.2[1][2] = .. 2; 
TXx2[I][J) = -(sx2'Px2+,y2'Py2+.zl'Pzl); 
TXx2[2](O] ax2; 
TXx2[2][ I] uy2; 
TXx2[2J[2J = az2; 
TXx2[2][J) - -(ax2'Px2+ay2'Py2+az2'Pzl); 
TXx2[J][01 = 0; 
TXx2[JJ[I]- 0, 
TXx2[J][2) =0; 
TXx2[JII1] I; 
TX.l[OJ[O] .. 3; 
TXxl[O][I] 
TXx3[0][2] 
TXxl[O][)] = -(nx3'PxHnyl'PyHnzl'PzJ); 
TX.l[lllO] =.x3; 
TX.l[Il[I) 
TXxl[IJ(2) 
TX'l[1 )[l] - -(sx3'Px3+syJ'Pyl+.zJ·PzJ); 
TXxl[2j[O) = axl; 
TXxl[2)[1] - ly3; 
TXxJ[2J[2] = azJ; 
TXxJ[2J[l] = -(axl'PxJ+ayl'PyJ+az)'PzJ); 
TXx3(J](0] = 0; 
TXx3[3](1] =0; 
TX.l[l][2] = 0; 
TXxl[3](1] - I; 
f' The points O. &; Ob are .. pr~ in lhel'rinei,..1 _minlt< f'lUIle 'f 
owitch(onnNo) 
! 
cue I: 
MullMalVec4(TXx I,Ba,O""yz), 
MullMalV0c4(TXx 1 ,Bb,Bbxyz); 
brea1<; 
cau2: 
MullMatV0c4(TXx2,Ba,Saxyz); 
MullMaIV..,4(TXx2,Bb,Bbxyz); 
break; 
cllSe 3: 
MullMaIV0c4(TXxl,Ba,B .. yz); 
MultMaIV..,4(TXxJ,Bb,Bb.yz), 
break; 
defAult: 
break; 
·b .... = ."",,((Ooxyz[2])! 
(sqrt(Ooxyl(O]'Baxyz.[Q] + Baxyz[I)'Baxyz.[l] + Bnyz[2]'Saxyz.(2]»); 
"bOlllb ........ (Bbxyz/2J)I 
("Irt(Bbxyz.[O]'Ubxyz.[Q] + Bb.yr.[I]'Bbxyz[l] + Bb.yz[2]·Bb.yz[2]))); 
" Routine to lest which arm angle is used. in practice */ 
void arm_anglo,,,r.e(in! armNo,floa! Baxyz[4),lloa! Bb,yz[4],lloll betaa,llo.t 
betal:>,II'ACTCOORD betl) 
I 
;" check ifllngles negative '" 
if (Buyz[O]" 0) 
betaa = -betaa; 
else 
belD - betaa, 
if (Bbxyz[O] " 0) 
betal> = -belab; 
01", 
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be .. b - be .. b; 
/" choose appropriate angle "I 
if(betaa> b ... b) 
be .. [ arm No-I J - bew; 
else 
beIa[armNo-l]- betab; 
F.5 Canttrk.h 
, .................................................................. " ..... \ 
CANTTRK.H 
KinematiCs module header for the Canka'bury Trat;:ker mbot 
This doe! nOI n""" (() b. explicitly Included in the robot control 
program. although it must be present or the program will not compile 
if Mefine KIWI i. u.ed In SYSCONFQ,H. 
See ROBOT.H for more information. 
, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••• , 
I' Unive, .. 1 delines & typeders 'I 
1* Defines ,,/ 
#define SPACEDIMEN ) " Number of coordinate! nea::s-sary to 
define a point In the \Ir1Orkspace-' 
#defin. MOTOR NUMBER. J 
IIdefine MlNSPEEo 0.00001 
" Number of actuators *, 
,,, Minimum endpoint speed -, 
ildefine HOME ~ENDPT {a,O,O} 
IIdefine MOTR_ENDPT 10, 0, 01 
#defineIlOBOTSTRUCT ~lNIT I SPHERICAL, 
VELO MODE, 
,02, -
MAX=MOTOR~ACC. 
0.02, 
Mon ENDPT, 
HOME-ENDPT 
) -
#Undef EBASE 
#deline EBASE 
IIdeline EBADPOSIT 
IIdefine ENOTAVAIL 
EBASEKIN 
EBASE+ J 
EBASE~2 
I" Bad demand position sent to InvKtn t/ 
I" Func.tion is not available'" 
It in!lert enor codes here ", 
It Physical dimensions ofKlw.oot -, 
lI#define m.sOp 0.841 
ildefine magOp 0.900 
#define Phil 0,0' PI/ll!O ," rotllion abouUranslated 7. uis -, 
Meline Thml 0.0' Pili SO I" rotalion about moved Yaxis ", 
#define Psi! 0.0 ,- rotation about moved X axis ", 
IIdefine .1 0,28033 /* djspJacement in X dir ,,; 
#define bl 0,0 ,. displacement in Y dir ", 
#define cl 0,0 ,. displacement in Z dir -I 
Mefine Phi2 120,0" PUISO 
IIdefine Theta2 0,0 
#define Psi2 O,O'Pi/IRO 
IIdeline al ,(),S"O,280JJ 
#define b2 ('qrt(3,0)l2) "0,28031 
#deline e2 0.0 
#deline Phi) 240"Pil180 
#define TheIaJ 0 
#define Psi3 0 
ildeline a.] -D.S·O,28QJJ 
#define bJ -{"Irt{lO)I2) '0,28033 
IIdefine c) 0 
ildefine II 0.841 
#define 12 01141 
ildefine lJ 0,841 
#define .. I cO!I(Phi I )""",,(TheIB I) 
#define nyl sin(Phi I )'"",(Thetlll) 
#define nzl -,;n(ThetaJ) 
#define .. I cosiPhi 1)',in(Theta I)' .in(Psil) - .in(Phl I)' co.(P,i J) 
#define syl sln(Phi 1)',ln(Theta I)' ,in(p,iI) + oos(Phi 1)" oos(p,j I) 
#deline .. I oos(Theta I)' .in(P,i1) 
IIdefine axl co.(Phil)' sin\1'heta I)" """iPsi I) + .in(Phi I)' .in(Psi I) 
#define .yl sin(Phil)' ,in{Thellll)' "".(Psi!) - "".(Phil)" .in(p.i I) 
#dcfine azl cm(Thellll)' "".(p.i 1) 
#define Pxl a1 
IIdefine Pyl bl 
#define Pzl el 
Mefin. nx2 oos(PhlW oos(Theta2) 
IIdefine ny2 sin(phi2)' cDs(Theta2) 
#define nzl -.in('1'"heu2) 
ildefine ox2 "",,(Phi2)' .in{Theta2)' !in(Ps]2) •• in(Phi2)" cos(Psi2) 
#define 5y2 sin(Phi2)" .in(Tlteta2)' .in(P.ill + _(Phil)' _(Psi2) 
IIdefine .zl oos(Theta2)' ,]0(',i2) 
Mefine ax2 oos(Phi2)' sin(Theta2)' ws{Psi2) + ,in(Phi2)" ,iniP.i2) 
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#define ay. sin(Phil)' sin(Thela.)' tos(P,il) co,(Phil)' .in(Psi.) 
#define .. 2 cos{Thetal)' co.(P,il) 
#define Px2 a2 
IIderlne Py2 b2 
#define Pz2 cl 
#define .. 3 eos(Phi3)' ""'(ThetH3) 
#define ny3 sin(Phi3)' "".(Theta) 
#define nz3 -,in(Thet.3) 
#define ,.3 ",s(Phil)' sin(Thela3)' sin(Psi3) - sin(PhiJ)' cos(P,i3) 
#define sy3 sin (Phil )' sin(ThetoJ)' .in(Psi3) + cos(Phi3)' co.(P.i3) 
#define szl "".(Thela3)' sin(P,i3) 
#deftne axJ eo.(Phi3)' sin(ThetaJ)' eo.(P,i3) + .in(Phi3)' ,in(P,il) 
#define ayJ ,in(Phi3)' sin(ThelaJ)' oos(P.i3) - eo.(Phi3)' .in(Psi3) 
#define OI3 cos(Theta3)' ",s(P.i3) 
#define Px3 aJ 
#define Py3 b3 
#define Pz3 e3 
J. Formulate trans rnatrices TxlX,Tx2X,TxJX ,,; 
'define Tx IX Inx l,sxl.axl,Pxl;ny I ,sy I,ay I,Pyl;nzl,szl,OII,Pzl,O,O,O, I, 
'define TxlX Inxl,sxl,ax2,Pxl;ny2,sy2,ay2,Pyl;nz2,sz2,az2,Pz2;O,O,O, I, 
#define TxJX I n<3,sx3,ax3,Pxl;ny3,.y3,ay3,PyJ;nz3"z3,az3,PzJ;O,O,O, I) 
j' Typedef. 'j 
lypedef noat SPACECOORDISPACEDIMEN]; 
§'truclure ,,; 
typedef noal far ' IpSPACECOORD; 
SPACECOORD 'j 
typedef noat ACTCOORDIMOTOR_NL:MBER]; 
structure "; 
typedef nQat far ' IpACTCOORD; 
ACTCOORD 'j 
J" Prototypes "/ 
extem inllnvkin(lpSPACECOORD, IpACTCOORD); 
extern inl Dirkin(lpACTCOORD, IpSPACECOORD); 
im KinHome(float); 
F,6 Canttrk.kin 
J" Space coordinate 
J. Pointer to 
J. Actuator coordinate 
;. Pointer 10 
; ........ "' ............................................................. . 
'\ 
CANTTRK.KIN 
Kinematics module fDr the Canterbury (racker 
This does not need to be explicitly included in the robot control 
program, although it must be present or the program will not compile 
if "define KIWI i, used in SYSCONFG.H. 
See ROBOT.H for more information. 
, ...................................................................... . 
'j 
#define KINEMATICS_LOADED 
;. The fol Jowing program is used to cornpute the imferse kinematics .; 
;. for the KIWIBOT. Zero for arm Ingles (beta) taken from venica) ./ 
;. Note - uses older vector notation (vDrlables d etc) .; 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math,h> 
#includc <alloc.h> 
#include "<conlo,h> 
#include "SYSCONFG W 
#include "CANrrRK.H" 
#include 'USER.H" 
#jIlciude <stdlib,h> 
#include ·phjfx.h" 
int Invkin(ipSPACECOORD,lpACTCOORD); 
void arm_endyt_coords(inlarmNo,flQat Op(3),float Ba[4],floal Bb[4J); 
int Dirkin(lpACTCOORD,lpSPACECOORD); 
void DislJllaneyt(noal P[3],float M[3],lIoal op[3],noat 'magd); 
void Calef(float OpI3],float MP),float P[3],floal y[3 J,float d[3],floal 'I); 
void CaleS(noat P[3],float f,float y[3],float d[3],noal S[3]); 
void Cale_BalljntJlOstn(lIoal I,float p[J],noat S[3],noat y[J],noal d(3],float Ba[41,float 
Bb[4]); 
void ann _anglesOnt "mNo,float Ba[41,float Bb[4],float 'bellla,float 'betab,noal 
BaxYz/41,float Bbxyz(4]); 
void i.UTIl_angleprac(int armNQ,flolit Baxyz[4],tloat Bbxyz[4J.flo9t be1i1B,float 
belab,lpACTCOORD beta); 
int Invkin(lpSPACECOORD thela,lpACTCOORD bela) 
I 
int annNo; 
floal phi,xi,Ba[4],Baxyz[4],Bbxyz[4],Bb[4],betaa,belab,Op[3]; 
phi ~ theta[2], 
xi ~ thela[I]!2; 
;. Top platform position .; 
Op[O] ~ magOp'sin(xiJ,w.(phi); 
Op[1] ~ magOp'sin(xi)'sin(phi); 
Op[2] ~ magOp'oos(.i); 
Appendix F. Robot control code 
fore armNo-= I ;amINo<.=2;amlNo++) I· arms I to 3·; 
{ 
;. calc po5sible IU'111 end pi coords .; 
ann_endJl'_ooord.(annNo,Op,Ba,Bb); 
i· calc possible angles for arms .; 
arm_angles(armNo,Ba,Bb,&bellla,&belab,Baxyz,Bb,yz); 
;. Routine to lest which arm angle i5 used in practice·; 
arm _ angleprac( annNo,Baxyz,Bbx yz, betaa,belab,bela); 
beta[l] =(); j j Sel 3rt! arm to 0 des 
retum(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
void arm_endJlt_coords(int onnNo,float Op[J],float Ba[4],noat Bb[4]) 
I 
float PI3],y[3],M[3],I,half,magd,d[3],f,S[l]; 
switch(annNo) 
{ 
case I: 
;. Arm origin positions in principal XYZ coord syslem ./ 
P[O]~ al; 
P[I]~bl; 
Pll] ~ cl; 
;. vector normals of circles described by arms .; 
yeO] ~ sxl; 
YII] ~ syl; 
y[l]~ .. 1, 
;. Arm leng1h -; 
I~II; 
break; 
case 2: 
;. Arm origin positlon5 in principal XYZ coord sY5tem·; 
PIO]-al, 
P[!] ~b2; 
P12] ~ cl, 
;. veclor normals of circles described by arms .; 
ylO] ~ sxl; 
y[l] ~ sy2; 
y[2] ~ .. 2; 
j' Arm length 'j 
I ~ I.; 
break; 
default: 
break; 
half~ 0.5; 
MuItScalVec(h.lf,Op,M); 
;. distance between the points Pn and Qn (see thesis fOt" defn)·; 
j' Calculate magd - (P-M).OpjmagOp 'j 
Dist_planeJlI(P,M,Op,&masd); 
;. vectors between points Pn and Qn (see thesis for defn) .; 
;. Calculate the vector d .; 
MuIL~caIVec(magd,Op,d); 
;. calc fn (see thesis for defn) .; 
;. Calculate the scalar quantity f .; 
Calcf(Op,M,P,y,d,&I); 
;. calc Sn (see thesis for defn) -; 
;. Calculate the scalar quantities s I and 52 .; 
CalcS(P,f,y,d,S); 
;. Calculate the two intersection points .; 
Calc _Ball jn IJlOstn( I,P,S,y ,d,Ba,Ilb); 
;. Dirkin - converts a set of a.clUalOr coordinates to a set of spalial coordinates .• ; 
inl Dirkin(lpACTCOORD AI, IpSPACECOORD Pt) 
{ 
;. Use AL & PI to livert warning message .; 
AI ~A1; 
Pt=Pt; 
retum(ENOTAVAIL); 
;. KinHome - performs any mo,femenl5 necessary to make the roool ready for safe homing 
procedure ./ 
inl KinHome(tlollt andy) 
{ 
retum(EXIT_SUCCESS); 
F. 7. Ph ijx.h 
void Dist"plane..pt(lIo81 PP],float M[J).floa' Op[lJ.float 'magd) 
( 
/' magd'/ 
float .call,ve<:I[JI; 
Subtra<tVector(M.P, vee I); 
Dol1'rodVeelOr(Op,vecl,&scall); 
'magd = (abs(.calllmagOp), 
void Calcf(float Op[J],floal M[ll,floal P[J],floal y[3J.noat dP),float 'I) 
I 
Jff r.j 
floal.call.8call"caIJ,scoI4,vec I [J).veclIJ]; 
DolPmdVector(0p,M.&scall); 
DotProdVeclOr(Op,P.&scaI2); 
scalJ "" scalI .. Beal2; 
Cros8prodV «(y ,d. vee I); 
CrossprodVee( V"" I ,Yo vee2), 
DolProdV""tor(Op,vee2.&:scaI4); 
'f = scal3lscal4; 
void CalcS(float PIJI,float (,floa. y[3),float d[3).1l081 S[ll) 
( 
float vee I [3], vec2[J], veel[)}; 
Croa.pmdV ec(y,d, vee I), 
CrossprodVe<;(vecI ,y.vec2); 
MullScalVec(f, vee2, veel); 
AddVector(P.vecJ.S); 
void Calc,BalljntJlO'ln(fl"", I,floal P[Jj,floal S(3].floal y{J).lIoal d[l], 1I0ai 
Bo[4],flool Bb[4]) 
! 
float .,b,t, "tt I p),vec2[3),yd[J); 
I' Calc y.d 'f 
CrossprodVec(Y,d,yd); 
/* calculate t (lee thesis for defn) */ 
p P[Oj'yd[O). S[O)'yd[O) + Pllj'ydll] 
- S[l]'yd[ Ij + P[2)'yd[2J- S[2j'yd[21; 
b = '(poW(P{lj,2)'pow(yd[O).1)). pow(P[2),2)'pow(yd[O).2) 
... pow(I.2)'pow(yd[Oj.2) + 2'P[I)"S[I)'pow(yd(OI.2) 
• pow(S[ll1)'poW(yd[Oj.2) t Z'P[lj'S[1)'pow(yd[O),2) 
• pow(S[2),2)·pow(yd[O].2) + 2'P[O]'P[I)'yd[O)'yd[l) 
• Z'P[I]'S[O)'yd[Oj'ydlll· 2'P[Oj'S[J)'yd[O)'yd[l) 
+ 2'S[Oj'S[I]'yd[O)'yd[ I). pow(P[0).2)'pow(yd[I),2) 
• pow(P[21.2)'pow(yd[IJ.2) + pow(I.2)'pow(yd[I).2) 
+ 2'P[O]'S[O)'pow(yd[I).2) - pow(S[OJ.2)'pow(yd[I),2) 
+ 2'P[2)'S[2)'pow(yd[I).2). pow(S[2J.2)'pow(yd[I],2) 
+ Z'P[0]'P[2j'yd[O)'yd[2]. 2'P[2)"S[Oj'yd(Oj'yd[1.) 
- 2'P[O)'S[2)'yd[O)'yd[2) + 2'S[O)'S[2)'yd[O)'yd[2J 
+ Z'P[I]'P(2)'yd{1)'yd[lJ- 2'P[2)'S[l)'yd[I)'yd[21 
- Z'P[I)'S[2)'yd[1)·yd[1.) + 2'S[l]'S[2]'yd[I]'yd[2] 
• pow(P[Oj.l)'pow(yd[2].2) pow(P[ I ),2)'pow(yd[1.],2) 
+ pow(I.2)'pow(yd[Z),2) + 2'P[O]·SIO)'pow(yd[2J.2) 
• po",(S[O).2)'pow(yd[2),2) + 2'Pfl)'S[I)'pow(yd[2],1) 
• pow(SIl],2)'pow(yd[1.J.2); 
In pow(a+h.O.5)J(pow(yd[O),2) + po,.,(yd[l].1.) + pow(yd[2).1»; 
;- arm end point positions -, 
MU]IScaIVec(I,yd. "ec I); 
!\ddV<I:IOr(S, vee LB.); 
SubtraaVector(veel.S,Bb); 
Bam - 1.0; 
BbfJ) - 1.0; 
void "",,_ansles(inl """No,noal BO[4].Ooo' Bb[4J,f1oat 'belaa.f1oat 'betob.floot 
Baxyz(4).lIoot Bbxyz[4]) 
I 
floal TXxl(4)[4),TXx2[4j[4); 
TXxl[a)[O)-nxL 
TXxl[oJ[l) = oyl; 
TX.I[OJl2] = nzl; 
TXxl[O)[J) = (nxl'PxI+ny I'Py l+nzl'Pll); 
TX~l[l ][0) - .xL 
TXxI[IJI1] = .yl; 
TXxl[11I2j-szl; 
TXxI[ IJ(3) = -(ul 'P,I+<Jy I 'Pyl+szl 'PlI); 
TXxI (2)[0) ~ ax]; 
TX .. I[Z)[lj =ayl; 
TX,I[1)[2j- ""I, 
TXd[Zj[J) = (IIXI'P>tI+ayl'Pyl+a:z]'Pzl); 
TXxl[J)[O) =0; 
TX~I(3)[1) - 0. 
TXxI[J)[Z) =0; 
TXxI [J)[3) = I; 
TX'Z[O][OJ = nx2; 
TX'Z[O][lj = ny2; 
TXxZ[0)[2) • nz2; 
TXx2[O)[J] = (nxl'P>t2+ny2'Py2+na'pa); 
TXx2[ 1110] = .x2; 
TXx2[l][l) =syl; 
TXxZ!IJ[2] = sa; 
TXx2{I)[JJ - ·( .. Z'Px2 t ,yZ'py2+sa'pa); 
TXx2!Z][Oj - ",,2; 
TXx2{llll) - ayZ; 
TXxZ[2112] = BZ2; 
TX,Z(Z][J) = (",,2 'Px2+oy2'Py2+az2'pa); 
TXx2(3)[Oj.0; 
TXx2(3][lj = 0; 
TXx2(JJ[2] = 0; 
TXx2[3J[3J = I; 
/' The points Da &, Bb are t.Kpn::ased ~n the principal coordinate frame-I 
.witch("""No) 
( 
case I; 
MuILMatVec4(TXx I.B.,Bo.xyz); 
MulLM.tV ec4(TXx I ,Bb.Bb,yz); 
br .... ; 
cue 2: 
MuILMatVec4(TXx2,B .. B""yz); 
MuILMlIVec4(TXxZ,Bb,Bb.yz); 
br .... ; 
default 
break; 
'betaa = a<oS«Baxyzl2]V 
(sqrt(BllXyz[Oj'Baxyz{O! + Baxyz[l],BaxyZ{ 1 I + Baxyz[21'B""yz[2J))); 
·b.tab = I!alII(Bbxyz{21)J 
(sqrt(BbxyzlOI'Bbxyz[OI + BbxyzIl)'Bb,yz[I] + Bb>yz{2]'Bb>yzl21J)); 
/* Routine to test which arm angle is used in pracou '! 
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void """_insleprac(int """No,floBI Baxyz(4].float Bbxyz[4l,tloat botos.lloal 
betab,lpACTCOOIlD beta) 
( 
,. Check if angle. negative " 
if (Baxyz[O] '" 0) 
betaa - ~ .... ; 
el •• 
betaa· bell\ll, 
if (Bb>yz(O) '" 0) 
bo .. b - ~etab; 
else 
betab = betab; 
" choose appropriate angle ,; 
if (bell\ll " betab) 
beta[annNo-I) = beta.; 
eltie 
beta[armNo·l]· betJlb; 
F,7 Ph ifx,h 
; ......................................................................... \ 
PH IFX,H 
Motor driver header for robol eontrol prtlglams, 
PARKER-HANNIFIN Digiplan IFX molOr driver, 
This does not need '" be ",,!,Iicitly included in the !'\loot ro.,rol 
pmgram. II should be .pacified in u.. Motor Driver section of 
SYSCONFG.H. In addition the variable BASEpOllT should be specified 
.. mOO COM I or COM2 de""nding on the .... i.l port that th.lfX 
is at:I.Itf;hed 10, 
Othe, p ... amet .... Ihat should be included in SYSCONFG.H 81e: 
EBASEf)IUVER -,tart of driver error codes 
GEAR_I!.A TIO -reduction ratio of speed reducern. 
MOTOR_RES •• tep per rev. resolution ofmolors, 
SLOW,MEDIUM,FAST ·.Iand ... d borninS sp<:<:ds (rev/sec), 
MAX_lIOM]U~A IE -m""imum borninS .peed (revlsecl. 
MAX_MOTOIt_ VEL -maximum allowable mOlOr.peed (rev/.ec). 
MAX MOTOR ACC -m""imum allowable motor acceleration (revl,eey) 
MOTOR_OFFSETS -Off",t from home position to kinematic d.UJm 
in motor .leps (I .< n =< 8), Ottine as, 
lidefine MOTOR_OFFSETS [nnnn,nAnn,nnnn, - ,nnnn) 
No .... 
:> The lFX stetu! wmmand nWI hu not been implemented i11 !hll 
driver because it breaks the general ,ynlllx rules for X code, U,ing 
il may .dv ..... ly alfecl theda .. transmi.oslon process. 
, ........................................................................ / 
#include ·SYSCONFG.ll" 
/ .......................................................... , 
Univ.rsal delin'" 8< typedefs (all drivers have thO'e) 
\ ......................................................... / 
Iypedefun.igned char 
typedef unsigned char f ... ' 
CON CODE; 
IpCO'i(CODE; 
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, .................................... , 
Parker Hannifm IFX c.onstants 
\ ................................. ; 
#define IFX _VERSION 
#define EMER(; STOP STRING 
lIdetine IFXTlMEOUT -
"92·7B I B·0IA5" 
"KKKKKKKK" 
/' W.ittime ('l for IFX 
10 reply on lnlt *' 
#define XCODE_MAXLEN 
XCODE reply or comma.d '{ 
#define MAX_STATUS 
c.ommands supported ./ 
15 /' M .. , Iengthof 
20 f* Number of stahl$ 
lidefine MAX MOTOR NUMBER 
Ih.tlFX suppOrts '; -
#deline DELIMITERS " Ir' 
(Spoce)(Rerum) '/ 
/ldef,"e CTRLCODE_LENGTH 200 
/ ................................ \ 
Buffer Maintainance Rouline~ 
\ ................................ / 
/* Ennr Codes *j 
#undef EBASE 
#deline EIlASE 
#deline EBUFFUl. 
lidetine EBUFEMPTY 
#deflne EINITCOM 
error */ 
EBASEoRIVER 
EBASEDRIVER + I 
EBASEDIll V~;R + 2 
EBASEDIUVER + 3 
#deline ESENDBUF EBASEDIUVER + 4 
ReadBuffer(&:C,SEND _BUFFER) 'I 
#defl"" ESENDBUFMT EBASEDRlVER + 5 
emply 'f 
#deflne ERECVBUFFUL EBASEDRIVER + 6 
full *1 
#deli.e EBADCHAR EBASEDR""ER " 7 
character *' 
#deline EIFXNOTREADY EBASEDRIVER + 8 
'I 
#defi •• EIFXIlADREPL Y EIlASEDRIVER + 9 
'f 
#delin. ENOTSTATUS EBASEDRlVER + 10 
index -/ 
#delin. ETOOF AST 
'/ 
#define ENOENABlE 
'I 
E8ASEDRIVER + 12 
E8ASEDRlvr:R + I) 
/' Buffer oontrol codes (define Itlatus codes last) "/ 
/" Max, number of mOIDn 
'" Xcode delImiters 
/' Length of Xcode •• ring 
/" BiJ ffer is full '" / 
/* BuiTer is empty" / 
/" Communications initialisalion 
/" Can't 
;* Transmit while send buffer is 
/" Trying to reev while fee'" buf 
f' Attempt 10 .ond noo Xcode 
/. IFX c:antroller not responding 
1* IFX echoes incorrectly at ioit 
/* Not a volid status structure 
ft Max mO[or velocity C!')(ceeded 
;* Not able to enable movement 
#def,ne BC BASE 200 
#defineBC-STAT BASE 201 
#define 8< • PAUSE 
#define 8<~B 
;* Pause sending data ,,; 
#def .. e Be - BS 
#deline BC -IS 
#defineBC -R 
#defineBCM 
#deline BC -RB 
#deline BC RC 
ildeflne BC =RS 
#define BC_TS 
#define8C_WJ 
.define Be XSR 
#deline Be - FR 
#deline BC-PR 
#detineBC)X 
#define BC _R V 
fldefine BC_STM 
#deline BC_XC 
"defme BC_XSD 
~def,"e Be _ XSP 
#define BC XSS 
#defme NO=STAT 
/, [)refines &. typedm • j 
fdefme SEl'<1) BUFFER SIZE 500 
!* 'S' Xcode status command prefi-x ./ 
/' 'BS' '/ 
/. 'R' */ 
ft'RN*1 
I"'RB' ./ 
/" 'RC"/ 
!"RS' 'f 
,*'W)'''; 
j"XSR' '/ 
;. 'FR' '/ 
/' 'PR' '/ 
j"PX"/ 
I' 'RV' '/ 
/"'STM"/ 
r' 'XC'·I 
I"'XSD'''; 
j" 'XSP'·i 
!"XSS"j 
,. No status commands are pending .: 
#define RISETIME MAX_MOTOR_YElIMAX.MOTOR _ ACC 
r DOASK &: NOASK are G.tSlalUS bit porom. '/ 
#Define DOASk I /. As.k controller fOf status tnformation '/ 
fidefine NOASK 2 ,. Do not ask conlroHer for StaDJS infonnatlon ./ 
fldefine NOW AIT 
I" EnableM,GetStlJtus bit pnram. Do not wail for current transmiliSion to end if 
NOWAIT ... '/ 
#ifndef Bufferdef 
#define Bufferdef 
lypedefvolDlile char huge 'BUF PTR, 
lYpedef "ruel 
BUF f'TR 
BUF=PTR 
unsigned long 
BL'F f'TR 
BUF_f'TR 
BASE; 
TOP; 
SIZE; 
IN~ 
OUT; 
ft Base of buffer */ 
j' Top of buffer ., 
/' Size of buffer *1 
;, Input poJntef of buffer'! 
/' Output pointerofbufTer *j 
Appendix F. Robot control code 
volatileinl ST A TUS; 
NORM,EIlUFFUl.,EBUFEMPTY 'j 
I BUFFER; 
#endif 
/' Status of buffer 
/ ........................................... \ 
Low level serial communication routines 
\ ............................................ / 
1* Defines ,; 
#defineXON 
'{ 
#deline XOFF 
/' Word Size */ 
#de:f'ine BIT1 
only" 
#d.line BITS 
/* SlOp Bits */ 
#define STOP1 
only'/ 
#delineSTOP2 
/. Parity '/ 
#defineNONE 
only'/ 
#delineODo 
#deli .. EVEN 
/' Baud Rate .. / 
#define B 1200 
B%OOonly'} 
#define B1400 
#define B4BOO 
#deline B9600 
10 
2lJ 
2 
24 
96 
48 
24 
12 
;* Serial trnnsm!j~ion .constants 
I' No,e:PH_IFX .... STOPI 
/' NOle:PH)FX use, B1200 • 
#define BAUD RATE 
#define PROTOCOL 
B9600 /. Oe(lOe the baud rate *; 
BITBISTOPIINONE /' Port prolocol 'f 
#ifndef BASEPORT 
#error No valid COMpondelined, Check SYSCONFGH 
#endif 
#if(BASEPORT~= COMI) 
#define COM PORT 
#define COM - INT 
#define ENBL IRQ 
(J 
OxC 
OxEF 
#define MASK-_IRQ Ox 10 
#define COM PRIOR 0.0 
'/ 
#endif 
#if(BASEPORT = COM2) 
#delin. COM_PORT 
#deline COM INT 
#define ENBL IRQ 
#define MASK- IRQ 
#define COM_PRIOR 
OxB 
OxF7 
ChtOB 
'/ 
#endif 
j" 8250 UAAT registers-/ 
OxC2 
#define BAIJDlO BASEPOR T 
#define DATAPORT BASEPORT 
#define BAL1)HI BASEPORTTI 
#define IER BASEPOR T + I 
#define IlR BASEPORT+2 
#deline lCR BASEPORT+J 
#deline MCR BASEPORT+4 
#define LSR BASEPORT+5 
#detlne MSR BASEPORT+6 
/. 8250 values *1 
#deline COMTIMEOUT 
bioscom ./ 
ih<81JOO 
/' M""k '" ",m on IRQ4 ,/ 
i' MlDk 10 rum off IRQ4 '/ 
/* Makes: COMl highest priorily inl 
/' Mask 10 turn on IRQ3 '! 
/' M""k to "'m off IRQ] '} 
," Makes COM2 highest prrority lnt 
lit [)es<:riplion ./ 
I" Isb baud rate reg. */ 
;. lransmitlreceive data pan */ 
/. m&b baud rate res. ./ 
I' interrupt enable reg, "! 
j. reuon for interrupt .; 
r line wntrol register .! 
/* modem conUOi register'; 
,. line status regi~te.r *1 
/* modem status register */ 
/' Timeout (bil IS) returned by 
#defin.olAB Cht80 /' lCR, Enable divisor I.,<h '/ 
#define oun 0.08 
/, MCR Aux, output 2 latch (aIiOM a2S0 10 ,end interrupts 10 ,ystem), '/ 
#define XMlTRDY 0.20 /' LSR. Able 10 ,end charncter '/ 
... 8250 intenupt enable values *' 
_define ENBl_DRDY I 
#define ENBl TROY 2 
#define ENBL).STA 4 
#deline ENBL_MSTA 8 
'* 8250 interrupt cauSts "/ 
#deline rNTMS 0 
#deflne INTTX 2 
#define INTRD 4 
#define INTLS 6 
#deline MASK_IIR ih<6 
;. 8259 ports and va!ues *1 
'define IMP.. Ox21 
#definelRR 0,20 
#deflOe Eo/ 0.20 
#ifndef Srrucldef 
I' data ready interrupt */ 
r* transmit read}' interrupt • / 
," Hnestatu5 chang-e' interrupt-/ 
I' modem status: change inteffiJpt */ 
/* int caused by modem status ., 
j* int caused by transmit ready *; 
/t tnt caused by receive ready .1 
j' int caused by line st&tus t/ 
I~ Mask off.1I b"t bils 1.2 ofllR ,/ 
" InletllJPI MlDk Register (8259) 'I 
/' lnlenupt Control Resister (8259) '/ 
I' Non •• pecific End Onnlerrupt 'f 
#define Stnlctdef 
I' TypedefJ 'I 
typedef volaLile union 
struct 
{ 
DIlDY: 1; 
TIlDY: I; 
lllDY : I' 
MIlDY: I; 
REST: 4; 
! bit; 
unsigned char val; 
IIER_BYTE; 
typedervolatite union 
! 
"rue, 
Pending I; 
ID :2; 
NotU.ed 5; 
I bit; 
unsigned char val; 
IIIR_BYTE; 
typedervolBlile !!ruel 
I 
int Send; '''' Tr8.Mmit-if-able status */ 
in. Ellltrg; /' Emergency type (if any) '/ 
int SledD; /* Storage of SlBbJs identifier *' 
inl MoIICn.; /' Number of oompl«e mova buffered in SEND BUFFER 'I 
I COM STATUS STRUCT; -
,;endif 
,. Enable IDliAble mattOs *; 
Itdefine E~ableT /. Data I.tansmisssion "'/ \ 
if (!ComSta .. Elllerg) 
I 
ComStatSend - ON; 
lEReg.bitTIlDY = TRUE; 
oulportb(IER,IEReg val); 
Itdefme Di5l1bleT /* DeLa transmission "'/ \ 
\ 
lERel!.bitTIlDY = OFF; 
""'portb(lER,IEReg.val); 
#define EnableR ~ Data reception '/ 
( 
IERegbiWIlDY 4 TIllIE; 
oulportb(IER,lEReg. val); 
N-deline DisableR/- Dara reuJption "'/ 
I 
IEReg.bit DIlDY m OFF, 
outportb(IER,lEReg. val); 
/' Emergency.top mll<:ro 
lIdefine EmerfLSIOp(ErrJ 
( 
ComStatEmerg = Err; 
C'AlmStatSend = OFF; 
Di.obleT, 
Se.dlmmediBtely(EMERG_STOP_STRING); 
; ......................... , .................................................. , 
Motor driver f(lr robot control programs 
J>ARKER-HANNlFIN Digiplan IFX molOr driv .. ~ 
This doe> not need 10 be ""plicilly included in the robot control 
program. It should be specified -in tile Motor Driver section of 
SYSCQNFG.H 
, ............... , ............................................ , ............ / 
lI#define DEBUG 
lIioclude <bios.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
Ni .. lude <<:lype. h> 
~include <dos.h> 
l#ineJude <.errno.h> 
'include <;Idio.h> 
#include <!ldlib.h> 
~i .. lude <.!ring.h> 
., 
#define Wlil while(kbhit()) 
getcb(); 
while(!kbbit(); 
, ................................... , 
ProlOlypes and Global Variabl .. 
, ................................... / 
I·············· .. ·······························,······ ...... , (Sy.l .... Level) Low Level Seri.1 Cammunia!;o"" Routines 
, ................................................. "'''' .... ····"l 
inl Sendlmmedi81ely(chBr .tr[]); 
/ ............. "'''' .... ''' 
Level I Routines 
, ..................... / 
/. Buffer Maintenance Routines·/ 
""tern BUF PTR Pred(BUFFER ',BUF PTR); 
exlern BUF :PTR Succ(BUFFER '. BUF:PTR); 
exlern inl Buffer(CON_CODE, BUFFER 'J; 
•• lern inl ReadBulfer(lpCON_CODE, BUFFER 'j; 
extern un.igned FreeBufSpace(BUFFER '); 
.. tern un.igned UsedBufSpace(BUFFER '); 
,. Character 1ype checking rooline.s .j 
exlem in. iodelim(CON_CODE); 
",,10m inl j,Xoode(CON _CODE); 
, .................... *\ 
Level 2 Roulin .. 
"" ................... , 
/. Buffer Maintenance Routines ./ 
extern BUFFER 'IniUluffer(un,igned); 
elItern void FhlJh_Buf(BUFFER .); 
exlem int SrrBulfer(char sulJ, BUFFER '); 
.. tern inl SIrReadBuffer(ehar Str(J, BUFFER 'j; 
""tern 'n1_StrReadBulfer(charStr(], BUFFER '); 
/' Statu. SUUClUte Moo'Hement ./ 
.xt .... int IDStat(cbar SUm, 
_m int GetStalu9(in~ehar Strll, 100H); 
'* MisceUan(::lOUS ,,/ 
ext .... intlnil Ch..,kIFX(void); 
extern inllni.)FX(void); 
, ..................... , 
Level J routines 
\ .................... , 
extern inllnit_Robol(void); 
rn ••••••••••••••••••••• , 
Interf_ functions 
\ ....................... / 
extern inl GenCtriCode(lpACTCOOllD,char CIrIO"I.(]); 
""tern int S •• dCtrICode( char ClrICode!D; 
""tern inl DrvHome(llo.t); 
.. tem inl EnobleM(long); 
j •••••••••••••••••••• \ 
Global V.riabl"" 
\ .................... / 
""Iem COM STATUS STIlUCT ComSt.l; 
.. Iem IERjiYTE IER;Il; 
""tern BUFFER 'SEND _BUFFER; I' Point.r to send buffer " 
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~incJude <mntn.h> 
#include "SYSCONFG,H" 
#include GEOM SOLN HEADER 
#include "USER~H" ~ 
/. Header file for geometric solution "/ 
1* User (evel defines and prototypes. *; 
#include "PH)FXU' 
, ...................... ,,'" 
Function Prototypes 
\ ......................... / 
#ir defined DEBUG 
FILE'lJebugFile, 
#endif 
;* System Level R.outin~ */ 
inllnit~Com(voidJ; 
void interrupt ComJnUlandler(voidJ; 
f* I.evel 1 Roulines" / 
/" Buffer Maintenance Routines II; 
BUF PTR Pred(BUFFER', BUF PTR); 
BUF)TR Succ(BUFFER', BUF~PTR); 
int BufIe!(CON~CODE, BUFFER 'J; 
int ReadBufIer(lJlCON CODE, BUFFER 'J; 
unsigned F re.BufSpa.,;{B UFFER 'J; 
unsigned UsedBufSpace(BUFFER '); 
'* Character Type Checking Routines II; 
int isd.lim(CON~CODE); 
in. i'Xcode(CON~CODE); 
;" Level 2 Routines */ 
;* BufTer Maintenance Routines III! 
BUFFER 'Inil~Buffer(unsignedJ: 
void Flush",Buf\BUFFER '); 
in' StrBufIer(char Sltlj, BUFFER '): 
inl SlrReadBulTer(char S'r[], BUFFER 'J: 
intStrReadBuffer(char Strll, BUFFER 'J; 
/ .. StRlU!I Structure Management ,,; 
I/in. IDStat(IJlCON~CODE); 
int GetStatus(int,ch.r Slr[J, long); 
/. MisulianetJw ., 
int Init~ChecklFl((void); 
im lniUFX(void); 
int GenXcode(lpACTCOORD Motor ~ vel, long 'Incr ~SIeP', char CtrlCtrdelll, 
in,C!licArmVel(lpACTCOORD, long', ,",all; 
/* Level J Routines */ 
inllnil~Robot(void); 
att<iu E.i!~Robc!(void); 
1* Interface functions -; 
liin' GenCtrICtrde(lpACTCOORD, IpCON_CODF[]); 
Ilint SendCtrlCode(lpCON CODE[]), 
int DrvHome(!1oat); ~ 
int EnableM(long); 
jilt Global variables for buffer roulines -/ 
BUFFER 'SEND BUFFER: 
BUFFER 'BS_STRING: 
BUFFER 'STAT"BUFFER[MAX~STATUS'MOTOR~NlJMBEIl+MOTOR~NUMBER1; 
int STAT~BUFFER~SIZE[MAX_STATUS) ~! l, 
10, 
12, 
l, 
3, 
), 
), 
3, 
4, 
10, 
2, 
9, 
12, 
i· fi "/ 
/'BS '/ 
/' IS '/ 
/' R '/ 
"RA '/ 
I'RB 'j 
I*RC '/ 
/' RS '/ 
;4 TS '/ 
I'W) 
" /' xSR', 
j' FR '/ 
;. PR 'I 
B, /' PX 'I 
18, /' RV '/ 
3, /' STM" 
4, 1* XC '/ 
2, j' XSD '/ 
2, ;' XSP '/ 
21; ;, XSS'; 
in! MolorOtf'.I(MOTOR NUMBER]- MOTOR,OFFSETS; 
,- Global variables for communications rootina *; 
IFR,BYTE 1ERei, 
IIR~BYTE IlReg; 
COM_STATlJS~STRUCTComSt.! = (NORM, NORM, NO~STAT ,01; 
oon .. CON~CODE BS~String[51 IBC~BS:I':B','S': '10 
void inlemlpt('COM~ VEcn 0;" Old COM port interrupl vector '/ 
'* Emergency stop .. J 
void Emerg,. SlOp(iol Err) 
{ 
CamSt8Lcmerg .. F.rr, 
ComStaLSend = OFF; 
Appendix F. Robot control code 
/. Pointer to send buffer *' 
,. Pointer to dummy hurTer -/ 
,. Pointer to status reo:ive buffer ., 
Di,obleT: 
Sendlmmediately(EMERG STOP STRING): 
/I prinlf{"lnEnor %d".EIT); - -
} 
; ................................... , 
System Level Routines (Level 0) 
, .................................... ; 
; ......................................................................... , 
Low level serial communication routines 
(Only COMI & COMl are implemented) 
, ......................................................................... ; 
/' This routine initializes both the 8.2S0 COM chip regillers and lhe 8259 interrupt controller registers.-; 
inllniL_ ComO 
( 
di.ablt(); 
;, Set up interrupt vector '/ 
COM_ VECT ~ g""'ect(COM_INT); /' G$ in1enupt vector, Rerums a 4 byte value to be !Jtorcd in the '/ 
/' intcnuPl vector COM_ VEeT. ,/ 
setve<:t(COM_INT,Com_Int_Handler); /' SetA intenupt va:1or entry, Com_lnt_Handler points to a function .; 
/11 that will be called when intermpt COM_INT oCCuJ'3 II/ 
outportb(MCR,inportb(MCR) I OUT2): /111 Set up 8250 to generate inlenupt requests to int controller -; 
/. read MCR, bitwise OR with OlIT2 (Sbin), when bit] ofMCR i.... "/ 
/. high the connection b_cen the OlIT2 pin on the 8250 and the IRQ] ./ 
;- pin an the 8259 I!J enabled -; 
outponb(lER,NULL); ;- Initially no inr:enuptl enabted at 8250. -/ 
/- Set pon protocol and baud rate -/ 
outponb(LCR, DLAB); /" Set DLAB for BAUD access"/ /. Set the diviJOr IlI1ch access bit in the LCR regi,ter high ./ 
"/ 
./ 
outponb(BAUDLO, BAUD_RATE & O.FF); 
ou'ponb(BAUDHI, (BAUD _ RA TE»S) &. OxFF); 
/. send I.b BAUD RATE"/ /. thUg chanJing the multifunction register> OxJF8 and OxJF9 to 
;. send msb BAuD_RA TE .; ;- set baud rale mode. Then send appropriate bilS to resisten 
oulportb(LCR,PROTOCOL ); 
IIReg.val ~ inponb(IIR); 
;. While bit 0 of the lfR register is low clear pending intenupli -; 
while (!IIReg.bit.Pendins) 
( 
.witch(abs(IIReg. bit.ID» 
( 
;. Switch on bits 1 & 2 (Id of active -; 
/. intcITllpt) ofIIR "/ 
J 
case 0: inponb(MSR); 
case I' outponb(DATAPORT,O); 
case 2: inportb(DATAPORT); 
case J: inportb(LSR); 
break; 
break; 
break; 
broak; 
IIReg.val ~ inponb(IIR); /" Reread value of IIR ./ 
ou'ponb (IRR,COM _PRJ OR); 
outponb(lMR,inponb(lMR) & ENBL_IRQ); 
enablt(); 
;- Get value ofiER rcgi5tcr for Later use ,; 
!EReg.val • inponb(lER): 
retum(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
;- Set data bits, stop bill and parity and also reset DLAB to 
;- original value. 
;. Clear any pending interrupti from 8250 
;- Re~prioritjJe intenupts so thai Com pon has the highest priority 
;. Set up interrupt controller to recognise interrupts. Read Interrupt 
;. mask register, set bit 3 or 4 (lRQ3;4) low ~> on 
./ 
"/ 
./ 
"/ 
"/ 
"/ 
;* void intem,Jp~ Com_I nt_Handler ~ Hooked to the communications interrupt (IRQ) or 4) Places received charaClen in specified buffm 
STAT_BUFFER[bulTer Id] and send. characters from the SEND_BUFFER. AI.o di ... bl .. sending if BC_PAUSE i •• ncounterd or if a Statu. command is sent. ./ 
static struct I ;- Simulated Xan/Xoffvariabla -/ 
int Request; 
intOnOIT; 
intent; 
J X = ( XON. XON. 0 ); 
void interrupt Com_lnt_Handler() 
( 
register unsigned char Ch; 
BUFFER ·Buf; 
di.able(); 
sound(110); 
IIReg. val = inportb(lIR); 
do 
( 
,witch(IIReg.voi & MASK_IIR 
( 
caselNTRD 
",und(IIO); 
Buf ~ STAT _BUFFER[ComSlat.SlatID1. 
Ch = inponb(DA T APORT); 
.witch (Ch) 
( 
case' , 
Buf->IN ~ Buf->BASE; 
;- Switch an eiLher a receive or transmit intenupt 
;- Receive a character 
;- Use specific buffer to store received characters 
;- Get character from com port 
;- Switch on received chBIaGter 
;- If character 15 a space then reset Buffer IN pointer back to the BASE 
;. of the buffer. That is· clear the buffer because what we have 
./ 
./ 
"/ 
"/ 
"/ 
"/ 
./ 
201 
202 
// 
II 
Appendix F Robot control code 
brcllk~ 
case '\r' 
if(ComStal.StatlD == I 'MOTOR_NUMBER) /' Duf. ,talUs req ,/ 
I 
switch ( ·Buf->llASE) ,. switch on MSB is lOS reply ./ 
I 
CMe '0' 
case '" 
case '2' 
X.Request = XOFF; 
break; 
I'case '2' .; 
case '3' 
;. break; ., 
case '4' 
case '5' 
X.Request = XON; 
break; 
defaulr· 
EmerLStop(6()O); 
Buf·>STATUS = EBUFFUL; 
Buf·>OUT = Buf->BASE; 
CornStal.StatlD = NO_STAT, 
DisableR; 
il"(CornStal.Send == ON) 
En.bleT; 
;. Note: no break, puts \r in butTer '; 
default 
"'nuf~:>INTT = Ch; 
if(Buf->IN> Buf·>TOPl 
I 
Buf·> IN = Buf.>BASE; 
break; 
break., " Receive a character·' 
case INTTX ;' Transmit a character .; 
,witch (X.OnOff) 
I 
case XON 
Buf = SEND_BUFFER; 
if (Buf->ST ATUS == EBUFEMPTY) 
I 
) 
Emerg_ Stop(ESENDBUFMT); 
break; 
Ch = 'Buf·>OUT++; 
Buf->OUT = (Buf.>OUT > Duf->TOP? Buf·>BASE Buf.:>OUTl; 
" Sel the buffer slaluS word " 
j' ALI :lit.aNS replies from the lFX are terminated with 8 \r, 50 if\r is 
;' recei"ed the previous steins of Ch8I1lCleTS should be 8 Slaws: repl~" 
/' Check to see if a BC_BS (IFX buffersize) status command had been 
j' sent. If so lest lhe most significant character to see how much IFX 
;'" buffer apace hu been u:led to the nearest hundred. 
I'" IFX ButTer nearly full so request sending to be temporily stopped by 
;. the lransmit part of the Com~Int_Handler. N01e-this is only a request 
/. for the sending to be stopped, as it ill possible only pan of a 
;. command has been sent. This will allow send ins lO continue until the 
/. entire command has been Bent 
/' IFX Duff ... okay, do ne. request any cltange in sending 
'''' IFX Duffer nearly ernpty. Request that sending restuted 
;'" Unexpected condition 
;. Reset buffer for reading 
" If a \r has been received. reset (he current S1atuS JD and disable 
" reception. 
''''Ifno BC_PAUSE has been encountered enable transmission 
'''' Store char in specific butTer specified by CcrnStat.StatlD at top of 
/'" this routine. 
" This switch is needed to ensure that an entire command is sent. So 
/' even if sending has been requested off (IF X buffer les. than 100 
" free) sending will continue until the complete command has been sent. 
" Continue to send 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
Buf·>STATUS = (Buf.>OUT == Buf·>IN? EBUFEMPTY NORM); 
if(Ch ==" && X Requ"" == XOFF) 
X.OnOff= XOFF; 
break; 
caseXOFF 
Buf=BS_STRING; 
Ch = BS_Strins[X.Cnt++]; 
if(Ch =="l 
I 
if (X. Request == XON) 
X.OnOff- XON; 
X.Cn.= 0; 
break; 
default 
Emers_ Stop(700); 
if «intlCh >~ BC _STAT_BASE) 
I 
(' If the character just sent about to be !Ienl is a space (therefore " 
;, must be at end of command) and sending has been requested off, set " 
;'" flag X.OnOffto XOFF ie sending of charactef9 in SEND _BUFFER will be " 
;'" lem(XJrarily sropped '; 
,. If :lending of characters from SEND_BUFFER ha5 been stopped continue .; 
;. to send IBS to check on free space in IFX buffer. " 
" If sending ha5 been requested ON ie enough space in IFX buffer and 8. "'; 
;. space has just been sent (ie entire I BS command has been sent), set "" 
" flag X_OnOffto XON ie resume sending. If not space do not set flag ., 
,. ON sO mat rest of 1 BS command can be sent " 
/' If Ch is a BC code (other than BC] AUSE) send. space in il. place 
" iUld turn on reception to read reply 
Com Slat. Sll!l1D ~ «int)Ch • BC _STAT _ BASEl'MOTOR _NUMBER;!' Calculote the .tatu. structur. ind .. for this status command. 
'/ 
'/ 
,/ 
,/ 
.,. 'Buf·>OUT 0.31; /' 0.31 ASCII code for "I" 
ComStat.StatlD = 3; // Always set for IBS 
inpcrtb(DAT APORT); 
EnableR; 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
'/ 
,/ 
,/ 
'/ 
'/ 
,/ 
oulportb(DAT APORT,' '); 
else 
.witch (Ch) 
( 
e .. eBC]AUSE: 
ComSlIl.Send = OFF; 
DisableT; 
break; 
derault 
oulportb(DATAPORT,Ch); 
ir «ComSlIl.SlItlD 1- NO _ STAT) lfllfl (Ch ~ , ')) 
Di,ableT; 
break; ,- Transmit II chlll1LCter-' 
default 
Emerg_ Stop(BOO); '0 Unexpected condition 0, 
IIReg,val = inportb(IIR); 
) while (!II~,biI.Pending); 
outpor1(IRR,EOI), 
enablc(); 
nooound(); 
,- This routine SendlmmediatelyC) enables a .string of charaten to be senl 
immediately to the IFX con Ironer by, byp ... ing the SEND_BUFFER 0' 
int Sendlmmediately(ehar Str[]) 
{ 
int index~ 
t- Temporarjly diyble COM interrupli -, 
Di.ableT; 
ror (inde. = 0; index != 8Irlen(Str); index++) 
( 
while (!(inpor1b(LSR) lfl XMITRDY»; 1* Wait until UART n:ady 0' 
di .. ble(); 
outpor1b(DATAPORT,O(Str+ inde.»; 
enable(); 
,- Re-enable COM intemJptJ-' 
di.ableO; 
oulpor1b(IER,IEReg. val); 
enablc(); 
lI05Ound(); 
r .. urn(EXfT _SUCCESS); 
, .................... \ 
Level I Routines 
\ .................... , 
,0lrCh is aBC_PAUSE, 'lOp transmission ( ... flagComSlAt.Send to 
'" OFF). If Ch is a nonnal movement command character, send character 
'0 Ir nag ComSlIt.SlItlD i. tunendy selto a 'lltus (ie a slllllS 
,. command iii to be sent)and Ch is a space, SlOp transmis5ion unlil a 
,. reply hu been received (ie \r). This SlOps multiple status commands 
,. beini sent. 
,. Recheck IIR 10 see if any Iransmit or receive inlerrupti have 
~ occurred whilelhis routine wu being executed. While lhis rechecking 
,. would not seem to be !unaly neceuary. since, as soon as this 
,. routine i. finished the new interrupt !!IhouJd cause this routine lQ be 
" invoked again, some characters were OCC8.!Ilonaly lost 
,. Send end-of-intenupt to interrupt controller 
I····················································· ................... \ 
Buffer maintenance routines 
\ ............................................................................ , 
,. Init_BufTer(umigned) - Initialises the specified BUFFER structure,·' 
BUFFER °lnit_Burrer{unsigned .iz) 
I 
BUFFER °Bur; 
Bur = maUoc(sizeof'(BUFFER»; 
ir (Bur == NULL) 
return(NULL); 
Bur->BASE - malloe(.iz); 
ir (Buf->BASE = NULL) 
I 
rrec(Buf); 
relllrn(NULL); 
Bur->TOP - Bur->BASE + ,iz - I; 
Bur->SIZE = .iz; 
Buf->IN = Buf->BASE; 
Buf->OUT = Buf->BASE, 
Buf->STATUS = EBUFEMPTY; 
re\Urn(Buf); 
,. Allocares SpllC8 for bufTer 
,. Buffer pointers initialized 
1* Pointer to top or burrer 
,. IN is at ban of butTer 
1* OUT i. al b .. e or buffer 
,- Buffer is statue is set empty 
0' 
" 
0' 
0, 
0' 
0' 
0, 0, 
0, 
0' 
" 0, 
0, 
0' 0' 
" 0, 
0, 
203 
204 
/. Pred(BUFFER .. > pointe.-·) - rerums pojnter 10 predecessor of pointer in specified buffer. *' 
BUF )'TR P,ed(BUFFER 'Buf, BUF _PTR Pt,) 
I 
return(--Ptr '" Buf.>BASE 7 Buf·>TOP : Ptr); 
/. Succ(BUFFER ., pointer *) - returns poiRier 10 successor of pointer in specified buffer .• / 
BUF._PTR Succ(BUFFER 'Buf, BUF _PTR ptf) 
( 
roturn(++Ptr> Buf'-'TOP 7 Buf·>BASE : Plr); 
Appendix F. Robot control code 
I- BulTer(CON ~CODE, BUFFER· ) ~ Places a single character in .he s.pecified buffer, and manipulates the status byte. Function return5 the buffer status, "/ 
int Burrer(CON _CODE Ch, BtiFFER 'But) 
I 
I'" Prevent interruplion of buffering process by Com _(nt_Handler causing the poinlcrs to change unexpectedly .• ; 
di,able(); 
,witch (Buf·>STATUS) 
{ 
case NORM 
elISe EBUFEMPTY 
('Buf·>IN++' Chi; 
if(Buf~= SEND_BUFFER) && (Ch ~~ BC]AUSE» 
ComStatMoyCnt++~ 
Buf->IN ~ (Buf."IN" Buf·>TOP '! Buf->BASE : Buf·>IN); 
brea"'-; 
coseEBUFFUL 
return(EBUFFlIL); 
default 
,elum(EF AUL 'I); 
,$ Store status, NORM or EBUFEMPTY ,,; 
Buf->STATUS = (Buf·>IN ~= Buf·>OUT? EBUFFIJL : NORM); 
enable(); 
return(NORM); 
,. ReadBuffer(CON .• CODE, BUFFER -} - Reads 0. single charader from Ihe specified buffer and manipulates the status byte. Function returns the status byte. -; 
int R""dBurrer(lpCON_ CODE Ch, BUFFER 'Buf) /' Read, characle" from. burrer '/ 
{ 
if (Buf ~ SEND_BUFFER) 
retum(ESENDBUF); ;- Cannol use ReadBuffer with SEND_BUFFER -, 
disable(); /- Prevent intelfuption of debuffering process by Com_lnt_Handler causing the pointers to change unexpec.ledly -/ 
switch (Buf.>STATUS) 
I 
case NORM 
caseEBUFFUL 
-Ch = -Buf->OLrr++~ ,- Get char [rom buffer, increment pointer -/ 
Buf·"OUT ~ (Buf·>OUT:> Buf·:>TOP 7 Buf·>BASE : Buf·>OUT); 
break; 
cose EBUFEMPTY 
return(EBUFEMPTY), 
default 
retum(EFAULT); 
/, Store ,tatus, NORM Of EBUFEMPTY '/ 
Buf·>STATlIS ~ (Buf.:>[N ~= Buf·>OllT' EBUFEMPTY NORM); 
en.ble(); 
retum(NORM); 
/- UsedBurspace(BliFFER -) - Calculates (and returns) the used space in (he 
specified buffer. -; 
unsigned U .. dBufSpace(BUFFER 'But) 
{ 
unsigned long Used,[nSeg,lnOrr,OuISeg,OutOrr; 
disableO; 
InSeg ~ (unsigned long)FP _SEG(Buf·>IN); 
InOrr~ (un,igned Iong)FP _ OFF(Buf->JN); 
OUISeg ~ (un.igned long)FP _SEG{Buf.>OUT); 
OutOrr ~ (unsigned long)FP _ OFF(Buf.>OUT); 
enable(); 
Used (lnSeg«4) + [nOrr· (OuISelr'<4). OutOrr; 
I" Used ~ IN • OUT note: jf IN < OUT Ie IN pointer wrapped .foond then Used - (IN • OUT) + Buf·> SIZE, 
When the final character ti Us the Buffer exactly U.5edBufSpace returns an incorrect value (0) -; 
U,ed +~ «(,ignedlU,ed < O? BuPSIZE:Ol. 
return«unsigned)Used); 
" FreeBuffipace(BUFFER '). Calculates (and return.) the free SplICe in the specified buffer, " 
unsigned FreeBuffipace(BUFFER 'BuO 
( 
unsigned U5ed~ 
U .. d - U.edBuffipace(BuO; 
retum«unsignedX(unsigned 10ng)Buf-,>SIZE. Used»; 
" SlrButrer(lpCON _CODE, BUFFER ') - buffe .. an entire Siring except for Ixo, " 
int SIrBuffer(char Strf], BUFFER 'BuO 
( 
int i,Len; 
Len ~ 'trloo(SIr); 
if «LenH) :> FreeBufSpace(SEND _BUFFER)) 
( 
EnableM(NULL); 
retlJm(EBUFFUL); 
for (i >;;- 0; i ,- Len; i++) 
( 
Buffer('(Str + i),BuO; 
if(BuPST A TUS) 
relUm(Buf.>ST ATUS); 
retlJm(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
,. StrReadBuffer(lpCON_CODE. BUFFER .) - Reads a (delimiter terminated) .. tring frum the specified buffer. over-wriling the contenlt {If !.he specified string .• , 
inl SIrReadBuffer(char Str[], BUFFER 'BuO 
( 
strcpy{Str, .0); 
relUmC SIrReadBuffer(SIr, BuO); 
" _ StrReadBuffer(lpCON _CODE, BUFFER ') • Reads a (delimiler terminaled) string from the specifIed buffer, appending to the contentli of the ,pecified string " 
int _StrReadBuffer(char Strf], BUFFER 'BuO 
( 
inc RetCode-; 
CON_CODE Ch; 
do 
( 
if (!(JletCoOe : ReadBulTer(&Ch, BuO)) 
stmcat(Str,&Ch,1 ); 
) while(lisdelim(Ch) && (RelCode 1- EBUFEMPTY)); 
retlJm(RetCode); 
"Flu.h_Buf{BUFFER 'BuO .flu.hes. buffer, " 
void Flu.h_Buf{BUFFER 'BuO 
( 
Buf->IN - Buf->BASE; " IN is at base orbulTer" 
Buf->OUT - Buf->BASE; "OUT is at base of buffer " 
Buf.>STATUS - EBUFEMPTY; "Set STATUS to empty " 
, ............................... \ 
StatUi Structure Management 
\····························· .. 1 
,. JDSl.Bl(lpCON _CODE, int') Identifie! whether a specified ltring is an X Code ltatus command and gi .... es it an identifying .. Latus number that 
can be used as the index in the lLatua information array. If the wing is not a valid status command then lhe runclion returns MAX _ STATUS· I 
IpCON _CODE STATUS_COMMAND _ LlSTIMAX _ STATUS]-
( 
f· Immediate status commands 
"B", ,. Buffer status 
"BS", I' Buffer size stat:us 
"'S\ I· Input alBtus 
"R", /. Ready request 
"RA" ,I' Limit status reque5t 
'"RBR, I· Multifunction status. 
:!IRC", I' Go home status! 
'RS', ,. Repon seq ,"IUS 
"TS", ,. Trigger status 
aW3", I·lmmed position report 
·XSR",I· Sequence Illn stat:us 
" 
" 
., 
" 
., 
" 
., 
., 
., 
" 
., 
" 
,. Buffered status commands ., 
"FR", ,. Encoder fune report ., 
"PR if, ,. Positiun report ./ 
"PX",'· Encoder posit report '1 
"R V", I· Software revision req ./ 
'STM",1' Set power on deraultli ./ 
·XC·," Comp EEPROM checbum " 
'XSD';' Download ... tus ., 
"XSP",1· Power on Illn mode req ./ 
"XSS"}; I· Sequence stat:us ., 
205 
206 
in' IDSlat(char Strfl) 
I 
int i '=' o,c = o~ 
int n,Dig; 
strtok(Slr,DELIMITERS); 
Dig = IItoi(Slr+-+). 
if «Dig = 0) II (Dig> MOTOR_NUMBER» 
re'"rn(MAX_ST ATUS'MOTOR_NUMBER); 
while«i '~MAX_STATUS)&& 
II STATUS_COM~1AND_LlST index and characler Ii 
;. Backtrack counler. Leading digit II 
II Get first char, increment pointer I; 
;1 Check. that first char is II valid digil II 
1«\0' ,,~ Str[c]) && (\0' ~~ STATUS_CO~Ar.'D_LIST!i)[c]))) 
if(S'r[c] ~~ STATUS_COMMAND_LIST[i][c]) 
c+t; 
else 
for{n = 0; n J= c~ n t t) 
if (S,,!"] !~ STATUS_COMMAND_LIST[i][n]) 
{ 
c= 0; 
brellk~ 
i++; 
II Convert i to a status structure index II 
i ~ MOTORNUMBER • i + (Dig, I); 
return(i); 
Appendix F. Robot control code 
II GetStatus - reads the status structure for sbtus reply, If nO reply is IIvailltble it will buffer a request forthe slarus information. ArS 1 is 
the staws ID number (same as that returned by IDStat), 
Arg 2 is II poiRter to the return string. 
Arg J is B. bitneld pllIrlllmeter that may contain: 
NOASK ~ do not ask conlroller if status butTer is empty (OVE:rndes DOASK). 
DOASK - ask controller E:vE:n if status butTer has data 
NOW AfT - do not wait for reply if asking controller. 
NULL~ reply if status buffer full, ask controller if nO( and wait for reply. 
The function rerums EBUFEMPTY if no reply is available (or NOWAIT 
specified). It also returns EXIT_SUCCESS if reply extracted or ENOTSTATUS if a bad sLatuS structure index was passed . • j 
int GetSl8rus(inl StlD,char Strf], Jong Param) 
I 
int Retoode ~ EXIT _SUCCESS,S,N.me,SI:-lum; 
CON CODE SICode; 
char SRq[IO]; 
IlUFFER 'Iluf~ STAT.IlUFFER[StTD]; 
StN.me ~ div(SIID,MOTOR_NUMBER).quot; 
StNum ~ div(SIID,MOTOR_NUMIlER).rem , I; 
if «SilO >~ MAX _ ST ATUS"MOTOR _NUMBER) II (SlID < 0)) 
relum(ENOTST ATUS); 
if «(Reteade ~ StrReadlluffer(SIr,lluf)) = EIlUFEMPTY) Ii (Por.m & DOASK)) 
if ('(Param & NOASK») 
I 
SICod. ~ IlC STAT BASE + StName; 
sprinlf(SRq,"%c%d%s o/..c·,StCode,StNum,STATUS_CO~Ar.'D_L1ST[SINam.],BC_PAUSE); 
if(Retoode ~ StrlluITer(SRq,SEND _BUFFER» 
relurn(Retoode)~ 
Flush_Buf(lluf); 
En.bleM(NULL); 
if (!(Param & NOWAITJj 
I 
while(ComSlat.Send !" OFF); 
StrReadlluffer(Slr,llu/); 
else 
Retcode = EDUFEMPTY; /. Indicates no reply available ./ 
I 
return(Retcode); 
/ ••••••••••••••••••••• 11. •••••••••••••• \ 
Chracler type checking routinE:s 
\." ......... " ........................ / 
/. isdelim(CON_CODE) r returns TRUE if characler is a delimiler space or \r ./ 
int j,delim(CON _CODE Ch) 
I 
if (slrchriDELlMITERS,Ch)J 
retum(TRUE); 
relurn(F ALSE); 
/" isXcode(CON_.CODE) -checks v.rhelher char is a valid Xcode character, .J 
in' i.Xoode(CON_CODE Ch) 
( 
if (i .. lnum(Ch) II isdelim(Ch) II 
(Ch = "') /I (Ch = '.') II (Ch ~~ '.'» 
retum(TRUE), 
return(F ALSE); 
, ........................................................................................................................................... , 
Miscellaneous routines 
, ........................................................................ , 
,. Initial_checkIFXO sends IRV to the IFX controller. The response is representative of the version of software used in the IFX controller. 
The reply is compared to the expected reply 'Str3' If the characters are the same EXIT_SUCCESS is returned ., 
int Init_ CheckIFXO 
( 
int Recv; 
CON _CODE Strl [1O],Str2[ 17],StrJ[I 7]; 
struet lime start; 
struet time now; 
float starttm,nowtm; 
,. Clear status struet to hold returned chars ., 
Recv - IDStat("IRV"); 
Flush _ Buf(ST AT _ BUFFER[Recv]); 
Flush_ Buf(SEND _BUFFER); 
sprintf(Strl,"' %c1RV %c",BC_RV,BC_PAUSE); 
strcpy(Str2, "OJ; 
if (StrButTer(Str I,SEND _BUFFER» 
retum(ESENDBUF); 
EnableM(NULL); 
,. Wait for reply to be received or if don't receive reply in less than IFXTlMEOUT then break out and return IFX not ready It, 
gertime(&start); 
stamm = start.ti_sec + start.ti_hundllOO; 
while(ComStat.Send != OFF) 
( 
gertime(&now); 
nowtm= now.ti sec + now.ti hundllOO; 
if(nowtm - starttm >- IFXTIMEOUT) 
( 
DisableT; 
Com Stat. Send = OFF; 
ComStat.StatID = NO_ST AT; 
Flush_Buf(SEND _BUFFER); 
retum(EIFXNOTREADY); 
StrReadButTer{Str2, STAT _ B UFFER[Recv]); 
strcpy(StrJ,IFX_ VERSION); 
if (stmcmp(Str2,StrJ,strlen(StrJ») 
retum(EIFXBADREPL Y); 
,It Our version of IF X software It, 
/' Flush ButTers to flush IRV from SEND_BUFFER and reply from STAT_BUFFER[RV] '/ 
Flush_Buf(SEND_BUFFER); 
retum(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
,It Init_IFX - initialises the motor controller It, 
int Init_IFX(void) 
( 
sprintf(Init_String, "MN IA%d 2A%d JAo/,d IVO 2VO JVO 100 200 JDO G 011 ",MAX_MOTOR_ACC,MAX_MOTOR_ACC,MAX_MOTOR_ACC); 
retum(StrButTer{Init_String,SEND_BUFFER»; 
,It CalcArmVel - Calculates all arm velocities. If the maximum motor velocity is exceeded, it returns ETOOFAST and uses the maximum velocity. It, 
int CalcArmVel(lpACTCOORD Motor_vel, long 'Incr_steps, float WayTm) 
( 
int i,Retcode = EXIT _SUCCESS; 
SPACECOORD 0; 
float TA,Dmax,b,l,h,r,Rad,Largest = 0; 
for{i=O;i<MOTOR_NUMBER;i++) /' Find largest distance '/ 
( 
} 
D[i] = fabs«float)Incr _steps[ij/MOTOR _RES); 
Largest = (D[i] > Largest? D[i] : Largest); 
/' Calc area of trapezium 1/2(b-l)h+hl '/ 
b = WayTm; 
1- ((I=b - 2'R1SETIME)>O? I : 0); 
h = «WayTm>2'R1SETIME)? MAX_MOTOR_ VEL; MAX_MOTOR_ACC ' WayTm/2); 
Dmax = 0.5 ' (b-I)'h + I'h; 
if (Dma. < Largest) ,It Cannot move distance in time requested It/ 
( 
Retcode = ETOOFAST; 
,It Recalculate time It, 
r = Largest - R1SETIME'MAX_MOTOR_ VEL; 
WayTm = (r > O? 2'R1SETIME + rIMAX_MOTOR_ VEL· 
sqrt(LargestIMAX_MOTOR_ACC)'2 ); 
,It rectangular area It, 
,It Trapezoid It, 
,It Triangle '" 
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/'" Calculate motor velocities */ 
for(i=O;i<MOTOR_NUMBER;i++) 
I 
if«Rad = TA'TA, 4'MAX_MOTOR_ACC"Dli])< 0) 
Rad = 0; 
Molor_vel[i) = (TA, sQn(Rad»)l2; 
return(RetC()de)~ 
/* GenXcode - generales the command string " 
int GenXcode(lpACTCOORD Motor_vel, long 'Incr _stepo,char ClriCode[)) 
I 
sIalic in. Trig = O,Oulp~ 
Trig = «Trig == I)? 0 . I); 
OUlp = I ' Trig; 
#ifdefmedDELTA 
sprinlf(ClrlCodo, "IV%2.2f2V%2.2f3V%2.2f ID%ld 2D%ld JD%ld G" 
"O%d%ld ffiXD/Qd%d %clBS If. 
Motor _ vel[O],Molor, vel [I ],Motor _ vel[2], 
Iner _"epoIOJ,lncr _step.[ I ],lncr_step,[2), 
Oulp,Oulp,Trig,TriI!,DC_DS); 
#elif defined KIWI 
sprintf(CtrICode, "I V%2.2f 2V%2.2f 3V%2.2f 1D%ld 2D%ld JD%ld G" 
"O%d%d TRXo/od%d %cIBS ", 
Motor _ vol[OJ,Motor _vel! 1],Motor _ vel[2J, 
Incr _steps[O J,I ncr _ .teps! I J ,Incr _ 51op.[2], 
OUlp,Oulp, Trig. Trig,BC _ BS); 
#olif defined CA NTTRK 
sprintf(CtrICode, "I V%2.2f2V%2.2f I D%ld 2D%ld G ' 
'O"/od%d TRXO/odX 'YocIDS', 
Molar _vel[O],Molor _vel! I), 
Incr_'leps[O),lncr _step·PI, 
Oulp,Outp, Trig,DC _ DS); 
#endif 
return(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
i····················\ 
Level 3 routines 
, .................... , 
J-' This routine Init _.Robot initializes the memory buffers and their 
respective pointers. It also checks that communication is open with the 
IFX controller. "'/ 
int Inlt_RobotO 
int Re'\Code,i,j,index. 
j* Initialise the SE~D_BUFFER and olher pointm *1 
if (!(SEND _BUFFER = Inil_Buffer(SEND _BUFFER_SIZE))) 
retum(ENOMEM); 
if ('(BS _STRING = Inil_ Duffer( 1 i)~ 
relurn(ENOMEM); 
Buffer('I',BS_STRlNG); 
/* Initi!llise status structure */ 
for (i ~ 0; i <. MAX_STATUS, i++) 
forO ~ O;j < MOTOR_NUMBER;j++) 
I 
index = i"MOTOR_NUMBER + j; 
if (!(STAT _ BUFFER[;ndex] = Inil_Buffer(STAT _BUFFER _ SIZE[;]))) 
return(ENOMEM); 
if(ReICode-lnit_ComO) 
return(ReICode); 
1* All initialisations successful jfthis point is reached 'I 
if (RetCode - .to.il(.texi'_') Exit_Robot)) 
return(RetCode); 
;+ This routine is a checking procedure for presence of the IFX conlroller, *; 
/' if(RetCode= Init_CheckIFX()) 
,etum(RetCode),' / 
j* Buffer initialisation code for IFX *j 
if (RelCodo ~ Inil_IFXO) 
relum(RetCode); 
relurn(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
Appendix F. Robot control code 
1* This routine alexiCt Ex.it_RebotO is called when ever the program is ex.ited. It disables the the communication interrup~ IRQ) or IRQ4 
in the 8259. It di~ables the connection between the Com chip pin OL'T2 and lhe 8.259, It resets .he interTUpl vector entry "I 
.texi,_t Exit_RobotO 
I 
di .. ble(); 
;* Un~init COM setting..1It. ·1 
oUlportb(IMR,inponb(IMR) I MASK_IRQ); j' Disable IRQ] or 4, 8259 'j 
oulpol1b(IER,O); 
ou'ponb(MCR,inponb(MCR) Ii: -QUTI), 
''''''e<;,(COM _!NT,COM _ VECT); 
.nable(); 
rellJm(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
i* clear aU interrupt enables */ 
/, di,obl. oull on 82S0 '/ 
'* GenCtrlCode - Takes actuator coordinata and toJ'lVerU them to oonU'oller eommandslO move to the appropriate position " 
int GenCtrICode(lpACTCOORD Ann _lIIIgles.char CtrlCodem 
I 
int i, Retcode~ 
iot Mtr_ ."p.[MOTOR J'IUMBER]; 
long locr_,lepo[MOTOR _NUMBER]; 
1I0000WayTm; 
ACTCOORD MotoUlepo; 
ACTCOORD Motor_'.I; 
'* Convert arm angla to motor IItepA *1 
for(i~;i<MOTOR_NUMBER;i++l 
[ 
Motor _steps[i] Arm _ angl"'li]·GEAR...RA TIO'MOTOR _ RESI(2 'Pi)-MolOrOff.et[i]; 
,. Convert motor step" to It whole number·' 
Mtr .. sltps[i] round(MOlor _sleps!i]); 
/' C.lculate steps b ..... _ waypoints '/ 
Incr _sleps/i] ~ MIT _step,!i) • Robotmotor(i]; 
Iff Store new pollition in Robot st.rucrure"/ 
Robot.molDr[i] ~ Mtr_&teps[i]; 
/. Generate Xcode ./ 
WayTm - RobotWlly_di.tlGetSpeedO; 
,- Calculale arm veJocltJes '/ 
Retc:ode~C.lcAnnVel(MolDr_ .. I,lncr_.teps, WayTm); 
,. Generate Xcode • / 
GenXcode(MolDr _ vel, Iocr_steps, CtrICOOe); 
retum(Retcode), 
Iff SendCtrfCode ~ intetfaa function to programmer module ", 
int SendCtrlCOOe{char CtrICOO.1]) 
I 
int RetCode; 
while{«RetCode = StrBuiIer(CItICode,SEND_BUFfER)) = EBUFFUL)); 
/' 
/tif defined DEBUG 
DebogFile=fopen("debug,dal", '."'"); 
fprintf(Debugfile, '%.In",CtrICode); 
fclo.o(DebugFil~); 
//endif 
retum(RetCode); 
,. DrvHome - Home. the robot· / 
int D",Home(noal Rale) 
I 
inl Retrode; 
('ON _CODE ClrI(,OOo[20]; 
if (Ro .. ,>MAX_HOME_RA TE) 
RBte = MAX HOME RATE; 
.priotf(CtriCode: S GH%2,2£o/.c",RBte,BC),AUSE); 
if (Retcode ~ StrBulTer(CtrICOOe,SEND _BUFfER») 
retum{Retcode); 
return(EnobleM(NULL)); 
/' EnableM· enobl .. a buffered move ,/ 
in! EnsbJeM(long Parant) 
I 
inl Retcode; 
'* Wall until latest nwve is finished ·i 
while (ComSIAI.send ON) 
( 
,r(p.ram &. NOWAlT) 
felum(ENOENABLEt 
if (ComSlIItMovCnl < 0) 
relUm(EFAULT); 
/. ![NOWAIT 'pe<;ified, then ""il OJ 
,- Check thlll MovC.nI.is not corrupt·' 
If(ComStatMovCnt == 0) /' Ensure Ihat B(, _PAUSE i. buffered "/ 
ir (R<tcode = Buffer(BC)'AUSE.,SEND_BUFfER)) 
rerum(Retrode); 
ComSlIItMov('nt--; 
EoableT; 
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F.9 User.h 
l··························· ......................................... , 
USEIUf 
High le\lel robot control routines. 
This does not need to be explicitly 'neluded in the robot ool1t1"01 
pro~rBm. aJthou~ it must be present or the program wi II nOt compi Ie. 
See ROBOT.H for more information. 
\ ................................................................... , 
/ ........... , 
Defines \···········1 
/'" Errors */ 
IlundefEBASE 
lIdeline EBASE 
~detin. EBADSPEED 
lIdeli •• EBADMODE 
~del1n. ESINGlJLAR 
It Mode specifiers *; 
#detine CARTESIAN 
~define SPHERICAL 
lidetine TlME~MODE 
#define VELO ~ MODE 
EBASEUSER 
EBASE+I 
EBASE+Z 
EBASE+) 
2 
I 
2 
#<ieline COLlKEARITY JOL 0.0001 
/ ............ \ 
T)·peder. 
\ ............ / 
#il11der RobolSlructDer 
#detine ROoolStructDef 
typedef simer, 
int roo~d; 
inl SpeedMooe; 
float speed: 
float accel; 
no., way _di.~ 
int mo(or[MOTOR~:-IUMBER1; 
1100' endpl[SPACEDIMEN]; 
} ROBOTSTRUCT; 
#endif 
( .............. \ 
PmlDtypes 
\ .............. ; 
;. Robot Structure Management·; 
extern int Se!Speed(l1oat). 
extern &.1 GetSpeed(void), 
extern int Se!EndPl(lpSPACECOORD); 
"'tern int GetEndPt(l1oat [SPACEDlMENIl; 
,. Movement functIons' / 
extern int_Move{SPACECOORD); 
extern tnt Home(float), 
extern int Move(lpSPACECOORD, 110at); 
extern int P.th(SPACECOORD, lloat); 
extern int KiwiHoldPns(l1oa' Rate); 
extern int CantHoldPus(flQsl Rate); 
I'" SetSpeed has been sent bad value "'/ 
/* Se1SpeedMode has been sent bad value "" 
/* Mathematical equation is singular *' 
;* Coordinate 9ystem modes */ 
It Used in PatbCirc corresponds to -(), I) 
degrees divergence between vectors *' 
exle" in' Pa,hCin:(lpSPACECOORD. lpSPACECOORD, floo, l1oat), 
extern im PathtrkX(float.float,floal,flo.al,tloat,f1oBt,float); 
;. Math,. Matrix & Vector Function~ • / 
extern int flJund(double); 
e,tem void COnV _angle jads(float .); 
exlern void AddVe<!or(1101l1\3j. noal[3], 110.1(3]); 
""tern void Sub"actVwor(noa'[3], I1011t[3].1100"3]); 
extern void CrossprodV"';l1oat [J],floa, p],noat P]l; 
exlemvoid DolI'rndVedor(&at [J],l1o.t [3],1100.1 '); 
e"em void Colo,-UnitVec(float Pl, noa. (3]); 
extern void MagVec(floal{3]~ float .); 
extern void Mu1t&.IVoc(noat, floa'[Jl. floall) J}; 
eX!m1 void Mullfl.falVec3(noal M[3][3],noa' 8[3],l1oal V[J]); 
ex.ern void MuIIMatVeo4{floa. M(4][41.I1oat 8[4J,I108' V[4]): 
extern void Mul~\1atM.l{l1oa' A[3][J],l1oa' BP][3],l1oat C[3][J]); 
ex,ern void MatTran.(float M[J][3].l1oat 1[3 ][3]); 
; .................... , 
Global variables 
" ................... ··1 
""tern ROBOTSTRUCT Robot, 
Appendix F. Robot control code 
F,lO User.c 
/ ................................................ "" 
j' Useu; ., 
, ................................................. / 
#inc~ude <conio.h> 
#include <5teioJI:> 
#iliClude <math,h> 
#include <stdlib h> 
#include ·SYSCOl'.'FG.H" 
ilincludeGEOM SOLN HEADER 
#inelude 'USER:H- -
ilinclude MOTOR~DRlVER 
#include "phJrx h" 
/. Prototypes *' 
;* Robot structure managem ent ./ 
in! SetSpeed(l1oal); 
l10at CretSpeed( void}; 
inl SttEndPt(lpSPACECOORD PI); 
inl GetEndP'(SPACECOORD PI); 
;* Movement functlons .! 
in. ~ Move(SPACECOORD); 
int Move{lpSPACECOORD, l1oat); 
int Home{I1<>at); 
in' KiwiHoldPos(l1oat twe); 
int CanlHoldPO'(float ROle); 
int Path(SPACECOORD, 1100'); 
int Pa.hCirc(lpSPACECOORD, IpSPACECOORD, noat, float), 
in l Pathir k.K (fl oat, float, flo at, flo at, floll l, float,flo at) ; 
it Math. Malril( & Vector functions: */ 
in! "" .. .I( double); 
void c,tlOV _angle _ nds(floKt .); 
void AddVector(I1011t[3], 110"[3]. 110"[3]1; 
void Sublrae,Vecto,(flo.I[3]. noaI\3], nDatl)]); 
void C",,,prodV"';lloal [3],110.t [ll,noa! (3); 
void DolI'rodVeclor(I1Ol11 PJ,1108' 13],11001·); 
void Col<_UnitVec(l1oat [3], 1108. [3]}; 
void MasV...;floalp), 1108' OJ; 
void MuItSeaIV"';float, 110at[l), no.I[l)), 
void MultMatVecl(l1oot M[)ll) 1,l1oat Bf) j,1loa1 V[3 I); 
void Mult\1atV «4(l1oal M[4][4J,no.t D[4],11001 V[4]); 
void MultMalMat(l1oat A[J]P),l1oa' Dr)][) ),l1oa, C[J 1[3]); 
void M.tTrans(l1oal M[)J[)),floalIP][3j); 
/. Global variables */ 
ROBOTSTRUCT Robol ~ ROBOTSTRUCT)N1T; 
/ ............................. ~ 
Robot IItructure management 
\ .............................. ; 
/' SetSpeed. Places .rgument I in RobOl'peed 'j 
int SetSpeed(l1oat Speed) 
( 
if (Speed <~ MINSPEED) 
re!um(EBADSPEED); 
Robol.speed Speed; 
/. f"set.Speed ~ retuf'm turl'ent endpoint speed in rnls *j 
l10at GetSpeed(void) 
( 
retum(Robotspeedl; 
I' SetEndPl· Sets spall.lend""in! "",ilion (Robo'endp') to volue or argument I '/ 
int SetEndPl(lpSPACECOORD I'll 
( 
tnt i; 
ror(i~O; i<SPACEDIM'EN; i++) 
Robotendpt[i] = Pt[i]; 
retum(EXIT _sucrEs S); 
I· Getl':ndPt - Copj~ the ClJrrent endpoint (RoboLendpt) into first argument *,. 
in' GetEndPt(SPACECOORD Pt) 
( 
inti; 
for(i=O; ;<SPACEDIMEN; i++) 
!'tli] ~ Robolendpt[i], 
retum(EXIT_SUCCESS); 
F. 10. User.c 
'" SetMotor - Set the actuator position (Robot.motor) to value of srg. I "j 
inl SetMolor(ACTCOORD PI) 
( 
int i; 
for(i=tl; i<MOTOR_NUMBER; i++) 
Robol.mol.,,[i]- PI[i]; 
retum(EXIT .. SUCCESS); 
I" GetMotof - ('~pies the current moLor ~ition (Robot-motor) inLo fint argument. "'/ 
inl GetMolor(ACTCOORD PI) 
I 
inl i~ 
for(i9l; i<MOTOR_NUMBER; i++) 
PI[i] - Robol.molor[i1; 
retum(EXIT _SUCCESS); 
j •••••••••••••••••••••• \ 
MOvement functions 
, ...................... / 
I" _MOve 
Mu-_steps 
Incr_steps 
Time 
Arm_angles 
Motor_steps 
- Generates and buffers movement code but does not enable movement 
- motor 51ep1l for each arm U 8 whole number. 
~ number of motor -step a for each arm betv;een way points. 
. time between way poinu. Normally Time = Robotspeed.time, 
bUI may be increased for the particular way point being 
proreucd in CalcAnnVelO if it i. too .hon). 
- angles made by each Inn for a particular platfonn position 
- same u Mtr_steps bUlB noat ie can take nos smaller than 
one so must be converted Ie woole number for JFX. 
- calculated velocity of each ann during move between way points .. / 
int _Move(SPACECOORD Pt) 
I 
int Relcode = EXIT SUCCESS,Retcode2; 
ACTCOORD Arm_-;"glc:s; 
CON_CODE CtrICode[CTRLCODE_LENGTH]; 
/ .. Call kinematics routine"/ 
if«Retcode = Invkin(P~Ann_angl .. »I=tl) 
I 
return(Rctcode); 
/ .. Generate controller code"/ 
Relcode = GenCtrICodc(Ann_ongles.CtrLCode); 
/ .. Buffer code"/ 
Relcode2- SendCtrICode(CtrICode); 
while(RetCQde2 1=0)1 
retum(Retcode2); 
retum(Retcode ); 
/ .. Mo ... e - Mo ... es the robot to given poii'lL .. / 
inl Move(lpSPACECOORD PI, noat Speed) 
1 
inl Retcode~ 
float temp _ way.diJ(~ 
SPACECOORD 'P,Vcc; 
if (Speed) 
SetSpced(Spccd); 
, .. Temporarily set way_ di:!iIllO length of the move for calilD _Moye .. / 
temp_way .... Robotway_di51; 
GctEndPI(.p); 
Subtra<lVe<;Ior(Pt,'P, Vee); 
MagVec(Vcc,&diSl); 
Robol"way_dist = di5lt; 
.witch(Retcode = _ Move(Pt» 
t 
case EX1T _SUCCESS: 
case ETOOF AST: 
break; 
case EBUFFUL: 
ComStat.MovCnl++; 
EnableM(NUll); 
break; 
default: 
retum(Retcodc); 
Robol.way_disl = temp_wilY; 
SctEndPt(PI); 
relum(EnableM(NUll»; 
/ .. Home() .. retum5 robot lD home po5ition .. / 
inl Home(flolt Rate) 
t 
fl011 PI[SPACEDlMEN] = HOME_ENDPT; 
nOlt MI{MOTOR_NUMBER) = MOTR_ENDPT; 
inl Retcode; 
/ .. Drive robot into sare position ror homing operation .. / 
if (Rotcode = KinHome(Rate)) 
retum(Retcodel; 
/ .. Cilil motor controllers jnbuih homing functions or implement 
alternative homing procedure"l 
if (Relcode = DrvHome(Rate)) 
retum(Retcode); 
I" Home procedure 5ucce5Isfui -/ 
SetEndPl(Pl); 
SetMolor(Mt); 
return(Rctcode); 
/ .. KiwiHoJdPos() .. returm KiwibollD a holdil'lg position -/ 
int KiwiHoldPo.(f1olt Rate) 
( 
float PI[SPACEDIMEN] = KIWIHOLD ]T; 
noat Mt[MOTOR_NUMBER] = MOTR_ENDPT; 
int Retcode; 
prinlf(\n\nPres5 Bny key to return robot lD holding po5ition."); 
Wail; 
/- Drive robot into holding poBition .. / 
Move(Pt,Rate); 
EnlbleM(NULL); 
I" HoMing proceedure successful .. , 
SctEndPt(P.); 
SetMolor(Mt); 
rcturn(Relcode ); 
,. CantHoldPoo() - rellJrns Kiwibol to a holding po,ition ., 
int ClntHoldPo.(no •• Rale) 
1 
float Pt[SPACEDIMEN1 - CANTHOLD ]T; 
float MI[MOTOR_NUMBER] = MOTR_ENDPT, 
int Relcode~ 
prinl.f(\n\nPress any key to return robot to oolding position, fI}; 
Wait; 
/ .. Drive robot into holding position .. / 
Move(PI,Rate); 
EnableM(NUll); 
I" Holding proceedurc Juc:ces.sful -/ 
SctEndPI(Pl); 
SctMotor(MI); 
retum(Retcode); 
II Path ... moves endpoint in spatial path. 
in. Plth(SPACECOORD P~ nOlI Speed) , 
floa. Path V ",,(31,Plth V ce2l3], W IYP,[ 3],SurtP'(3]; 
float PathMIg,f,df; 
int Relcode; 
,. Set .peed.' 
if(Speed) 
SeISpeed(Speed); 
StanPt[O]- Robol.endpt(O]; 
S'anPt[l] ~ Robo.endpl{l]; 
SllnPt[2] = Robot.endpt[2]; 
SubtractVector(Robo, ... dp~PI,PllhVcc); 
MIgVcc(PI.hVcc, &PathMag); 
df ~ Robol.waL di.tlPathMlg; 
f= 0; 
211 
212 
do 
I 
if«f+~dl» I) 
f~ I; 
Mul tSeal V «(f,Path V ec,Path V..,2); 
AddVeetor(StartPt.PathVecl. WayPt); 
switeh(Relccde = _Move(WayPt)) 
I 
J; 
case EXIT_SUCCESS' 
case ETOOFAST: 
SetEndPt(WayPt); 
break; 
case EBUFFUL: 
EnableM(NULL); 
break; 
default 
n:tum(Retcode); 
Iwhile(f~ I); 
SetEndPt(WayPI); 
relurn(EnableM(NULL»; 
;. PaLhCirc ~ constructs a circular path using Lhe current JXlsition ilS 
staning JXlint and arg 1 as Lhe centre, The vector W (arg 2) defines the 
orientation of the circle's plane, Arg 3 is the arc angle of Ihe path 
and the lll!jt argunlcnt is the endJXlint speed 
The componenl ofW thai is normal to the line between the centre C and 
the currenl endpoinl is used to define (he orientation of the circle 
plane For example if W = (0, 0, 1) then the circle will lie in the XV 
plane. If the normal component is near to zero then the plane is 
undefined and an error is returned .• / 
inl PalhCirc(lpSPACECOORD C, IpSPACECOORD W, floal Ang, float Speed) 
I 
float Ainc,A; 
floal R,Dp ... b; 
float Ul J ],unitU[l]. V[3].unitV[J ].unitW p].aU[J ],b Vl3], 
PI [J].WayPt[3],S[3]; 
inl Retcode; 
/. Set speed ., 
if(Speed) 
SetSpeed(Speed); 
CietEndPt(S); 
cony _angle _"d,( &Ang); 
Subt",ct Veclor(C. S, U); 
MagVec(U,&R); 
if(R == 0) 
return(EXIT _SUCCESS),;· Zero radius move ./ 
Ainc = Robotway _ distIR, 
Calc_UnitVec(U.unitU), 
Calc_UniIVec(W,unitWJ; 
,. Check for incompalible orientation vector W ., 
DotProdVeclOr(unitW,unitU,&Dp); 
if (fab.(Dp);> I • COLlNEARlTY _TOL) 
n:turn(ESINGULAR). 
CrossprodVec(unitW.unilU, V): 
C'alc_ UnitVec(V,unitV); 
do 
iff(A += Ainc» Ang) 
A~ Ang; 
a ~ R 'cos{A); 
b ~ R',in(A), 
MuItScaIVec(a,unitU,aU); 
MuhScalVec(b,unitV,bV): 
AddVeclOl(aU.bV,P I); 
AddVeclor(P I ,C.WayPI); 
,witch(RelC<Jde ~ _Move(WayPt)) 
I. 
case EXIT_SUCCESS: 
case ETOOFAST: 
SetEndPt(WayPt); 
break: 
case EDUFFUL: 
E",ble~i(NULL); 
break, 
ddault: 
return(Retcode); 
1 while(A<Ang); 
Appendix F Robot control code 
return(EnableM(NULL)); 
/. PathtrkK - constructs a tictiLious orbital path for the 1 racked object 
Lamdai - initial starting angular offset (degs) 
Lamda - angle of rotation of tracked obj~l (degs) 
Radius - radius of circular path (m) 
Height - dis lance of origin of circle from b8.8e (m) 
OmeBa - angular velocity oftrackrd object (degs/s) 
Alpha.3 - 3 angle (z axis) selling orientation of circle (degs) 
Alpha2 -2 .ngle (y axis) (deg» '/ 
inl PathtrkK(float LamdaiJloat Lamda,float Radius.floSI Height,float Omega.float 
AlphaJ,float Alpha2) 
( 
float C_ x4xI[3]P],C_xix4[3][3],C _xSx4[J][3],C _x4x5[3][3], 
C _ xIx5[3][ 3], CJth",aJ a[ 3 ][3], C3lhetaJainv[3 ][3], C2theta2l3][J], 
C2theta2inv[3113],C _ temp[3]13].CJ[3][3].P _x4P].P _ x5l3].P[J], 
theta3a,theta2, Ang,Anginc.Lamdaf, Time, Way Tm, Wa yPtp ],Speed,prev Ang; 
int Retcode; 
stalic int movec.nl = 1; 
cony _angle _rads( &Lamdai); 
cony _angle _rads:( &Lamda): 
conv _ angle_rads( & Alpha3); 
cony _angle_rad,( & Alpha2); 
cony _angle -,ads{ &Omega); 
,. Angular increments of platform (rads) ./ 
Anginc. = Robol.way_dist·Pi!IHO; 
,. Orientation matrix of circle -; 
C_x4xl[D][0] ~ eo,(AlphaJ)'C05(Alpha2); 
C _x4xI[Olll] ~ ,sin(Alphal); 
C_x4xJ[D][2] = oos{Alpha3)'sin(Alpha2); 
C_x4xI[ 1][0] ~ sin(Alpha3)'cos(Alpha2); 
C_x4xI[I][I] = C<l5(Alpha3); 
C _ x4xIlI ][2] ~ si n(AlphaJ )*sin(Alpha2); 
C_x4d[2][0] ~ ·sin(A1pha2); 
C_x4x1[2][1] ~ 0; 
C_x4xl[2][2] = cos(Alpha2); 
;. Position of tracked object expressed in x5y5z5 sys.lem ./ 
P _ x5[OJ ~ R.diu •• 
P _x5[1] ~ 0; 
P _x5[2] ~ Height; 
/- Calc tinal angular JXlSi1ion .; 
Lrlmdaf = Lamda + LilITIdai; 
WayTm ~{]; 
Ang = -Anginc; 
Time = 0; 
while(Ang<Lamdal) 
I 
prevAng:=. Ang, 
if(Ang+~AnBinc}>Lamdal) 
I 
Ang = Lamdaf; I' Occur when angular increments are not divisiable into 
Lamdaf 
/1 Calc new reduced angular increment 
Anginc = Lamdaf - prey Ang; 
/. Set speed to medium for tiISI move i.e. move 10 stan of tracking position ., 
iffmovecnt = J) 
I 
SetSpeed(MEDIUM); 
Speed = 0, 
else 
I 
if(Omega) 
I 
SetSp""d(Omega'180IPi), 
Spee<l ~ Omega; 
r Calc lime between way JXljnl5 .; 
if(movecnP I) 
[ 
WayTm ~ AnglnrJSpeed; 
Time+=WayTm, 
C xSx4[OJ[O] ~ co,(Lamdai + Speed'Time), 
C=xSx4[OJ[I] ~ .,in(Lamd,i + Speed'Time); 
C _ xSx4[OJ[2] ~ 0, 
C_x5x4[1][0] = ,in(Lamdai + Speed'Time); 
C_x5x4[1][1] = coo(Lamdai + Speed'Time); 
C_xSx4[1J[2] =0; 
F.10. User.c 
C_xSx4[2)[O) ~ 0; 
C_.S.4[2J[1] ~O; 
C_,S.4[2][21 = I; 
J. Express posiliotl oftraeked object in x4y4z4 frame -; 
MuItMatVecJ(C_xS.4.P _ .S,P _ .4); 
I' Position of tracked object C<j)reO!lefl in XYZ frame (no'" P ""pr ... ed in ineni.1 
fTame, no 5ubscript) ,.! 
MulIMa' V ee3 (C _.4 <l.p _ .4.P); 
III Aiming angles in XYZ frame (determine which quadrant) -, 
thetaJa - atan(fabs(P[I)n'(OJ)); 
if(P[O] >~ 0 &&: P[\ J >= 0) 
theta) a = thctala; 
ebe if(p[O) < 0 && PI I) >- 0) 
theta3a"" Pi K thetala~ 
else if(P[O[ <0&& P[I)< 0) 
theta3. - Pi + th ... ).; 
else 
theta1a"" 2·Pi - theta38~ 
if(P[2] ~~ 0) I' .lop devid. by u:m 'I 
theta2 = 9O'PilI80; 
else 
theta2 ~ alan(oqr1(pow(P[0].2) + pow(P(I),2»)lfahs(l'[2)); 
iI{PP]:= 0) 
theta2 - theta2; 
else 
theta2 = Pi • theta2; 
W.yPl/O] ~ 0; Ii thetaJb not wed 
WayPt[IJ ~ thet.2; 
WayPt[2] = thetaJa: 
if( movecnt = 2) 
! 
printf{II"\n\nPrhi ifiy key to start lra.cking.")~ 
Wait: 
I 
.... iICb(R .. ood. = _Move(WavPt») 
1 
1: 
""",EXIT SUCCESS, 
<" .. ETroF AST: 
SetEndPt(W.yPt); 
break; 
case EBUFFUL: 
EnableM(NULL); 
break; 
default· 
return(Reteade); 
if(movecnl = 1) 
I 
printf{"\nPreM any key to move 10 SlBJ"l of lrlltkinj position. "); 
W.it; 
EnableM(NULI_L 
mo\'ecnt++~ 
); 
retum(EnHbleM(NULL I); 
/ ..................................... \ 
Math, Matrix and vector functions 
\ •••••••••••• ** •••••••••• ** ••••••••••• / 
1* Round, ht argument and returns round~ number as an Int· j 
int round(double Num) 
I 
double Rem,flr; 
Fir ~ f1oor(Num); 
Rem ~ Num - Fir; 
if (Rem >~ O,S) 
return«int}ceil(Num»; 
else 
retum«int)Flr); 
void oonv_angle_,ads(float*A) 
I 
'A - (piiI80,O) " ("A); 
void MullM.IMat(HoB! A[JJ[J),noat B[3][lJ,noot C[l)[3)) 
( 
int iJlk.l.m,n~ 
tloat temp; 
for(m=i=O; m<J II i<J; m++, i++) 
for(n~I=O; n<J 111<1; n++. J++){ 
t<omp.O; 
for(j=k".();j<J II k<J;j++, k++)( 
t.mp - temp + A[i)UJ • BlleJ[I]; 
C[mlln) - temp; 
void MatTran.(f1oat M[l][l],f1oa. I[J)[J]) 
I 
I[G](O]- M(OJ(O): 
I[OJ[IJ-M[Ij[O]; 
1[0][2]- MI2]IO]; 
I[IJ[O]-M(OJ[I); 
1[11I1]-M[llI!]; 
1[1](2]- M(2J[1]; 
1{2][O] = M[O)[2); 
1(2)[1)=M[I)[2]; 
1[2)[2) = M[2]!2]; 
I 
/* Calc_UnitVcc .. c:onver1S argument I into a unit vedor and returns 
Ihe unit vector in argument 2. If all elements of erg I are zero then 
the: return vector is the zero vector. */ 
void Calc_UnitVec(noat V[J), noatunitV[J)) 
I 
float Length; 
Length - "Irt(pow(V[O),2) + pow(VII ),2) + po,.(V[2],2»); 
if(Length~O) 
Length I; /' Retum. I<tO if Length is lErn 'i 
unitV[O) V[O)lLenl!fh; 
unitV[I) V[I)lLength; 
unitV[2] ~ V[2)lLength; 
Void MuItScolVec(Ooal 50al,0081 1I[3).noat V[J)) 
I 
VjO) - Sal! ' B[O]; 
V[U Seal' B[Il; 
V[l]- Scol ' B[2); 
void AddV""tnr(float AP),float BPlflo", C[J]) 
I 
C[OJ BlO] + A[O); 
C(I)~B[I]"A[I); 
e[l) ~ Bll) + AI2J; 
void SubtroctVectDf(lloal A[l ],nOllI BP).f1oat C[J]) 
I 
erO) - B[O] • A{G), 
C[l) = B[I]. All); 
C(2) - BI2]- A[l); 
void [)QtProdVectnr(float AP),float B(J)Jloo' 'Seal) 
I 
'Se.l A[O)'B[O] + A[l)'B[I] + AP]'B[l); 
""id CrossprodVec(!1o •• All],floa' BP),lloal C(3)) 
I 
qO] A[I)'BIZ). A[Z)'B(I); 
ql] A(2)'B[O]. A[0)'B[2); 
C(2) ~ AIG)'B[I]- A[I]"BIO); 
void MagV"",noat Vp),noal 'M.gV) 
{ 
'M-BV ~ sqr1(pow(V[O).l) + pow(V[IJ,2) + pow(V[2),2»; 
void MulIMatVecJ(lloa, M[J1I1],f1oat B[J],f1oat V[JIJ 
[ 
VIOl M[O)[O)' BIO)+ 
M[O)(1)' B[l)+ 
M[OIl2) , B[2); 
V[I] ~ M[lI(O) , BIOj+ 
M[llIl)'B[I)+ 
M[11l2J'B[2); 
V[2) ~ M[2110) • B(OI+ 
M(21!1j' B(I)+ 
M(2]f2) • B[2); 
213 
214 
,oid MultMHtVec4(noHt M[4][4],nOH' B[4],noHt V[4]) 
1 
VIOl ~ M[O][O] , B[O]+ 
M[Oj[I), B[I)+ 
M[0][2], BI2]+ 
M[O]P] , B(J]; 
VP] ~ M[lllO]' B[O]+ 
M[IJ[I]' B[I]l-
M[ I ][2] , B[2]+ 
M[I][3], BP]; 
V[2] ~ M[2J[0] , B[O]+ 
M[2][I]' B{!]+ 
M[2][2], B[2]l-
M[2][l), B[l); 
V[J] ~ M[l][O] , B[O)+ 
M[3][1], B[I]+ 
M[3j[2] , B[2]+ 
M[3113], B[3]; 
F.ll Sysconfg,h 
I····················································· ................... \ 
SYSCONfG.H 
System configuratIon file ror robot control pro8rams. 
Thi!i does not need to be e:ICplicilly included in the robot wntro! 
progmm, ahhough it mU!it be present or the program will not compile. 
See ROBOTH for more information. 
, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• j 
/ .................................................................. \ 
Define the correcL roboL type. Options are: 
<Top of lisp 
#define DEL TA 
#defineKIWI 
<End of list> 
One of lhese lines should appear as lhe nexlline after this 
comment 
\ ...................................................................... ; 
#define DELTA 
#if defined DELTA 
#define GEOM SOLN HEADER "DEL T A H" 
#elif defined KIWI- -
#define GEOM SOLN HEADER "KIWl.H" 
#elif detinet! CI\NTnuo:. -
#define GEOM ~SOLN _HEADER "CANITRK.H" 
#else 
#error Missing or Inv-alid robot definition, Use #define DEL TA (or KIWI) 
#endif 
/ ................................................................... \ 
Define the computer pon configurBtion, 
, ...................................................................... ; 
#define COMI 0.3f1l 
#define COM2 0.2f1l 
/ ...................................................................... \ 
Define the pon thai the motor controller is on, Options are: 
COM' 
COM2 
\ .................................................................................. / 
#d.fine BASEPORTCOM2 
I················· .. ········· .. ························· .............. \ Define the motor driver file to be used Options are: 
<Top of list> 
PH_ IFX ~ Park.er Hannifin Compumotor IFX 
<End oflist> 
\ .................................................................... / 
#define MOTOR_DRIVER "PII_IFXH" 
/ ...................................................................... \ 
PhysicllJ parameters of Lhe robot. 
Chttk. the motor driver header for the parameters that mus.t be 
defined in this secti on 
\ ................................................................... ; 
#define MOTOR_RES 400 
#deflne GEAR_RATIO 80 
#deflne SLOW 0 I 
#d.fi ne MEDIUM 0.5 
#define FAST I 
#define MAX_HOME_RATE .l 
#define MAX_MOTOR_ VEL SO 
#d.fine MAX_MOTOR_ACC 33 
#if detinet! DELTA 
;. Rtsolution of the motors ./ 
/ .. Ratio of geM reducers .. / 
I· A slow speed for (motor rev/s) for homing ./ 
I· A medium speed for homing ·1 
I· A high speed for homing·/ 
/. Fastest allowable homing speed ./ 
/. Ma~imum allowable motor velocity ·1 
/. Maxim·Um allowable motor acceleration·/ 
;. Offset from home posilion to k.in. datum ./ 
;. Steps from horizontal to Delta home position 
Mtl 3055 Mt2 2990 Mtl 3004 '( 
#define MOTOR_OFFSETS P035,2990,3004) 
Appendix F. Rabat control code 
#elif defined KIWI 
I· Step!! from Delta home position to Kiwi home position 
Mtl 5536 Mtl 5583 Mtl 55)2 
SteP!; from venical to Kiwi home position 
Mtl 5519 (62.09 deg) Mil 5407 (6().83 deg) Mt3 5472 (61.56 deg)'/ 
#define MOTOR_OFFSETS [5319,5407,5472} 
#elif defined CANTTRK 
,. Steps from Delta home positiDn to Kiwi home position 
Mil 5536 Mt2 5583 MtJ 5532 
Steps from v-enical to Kiwi home position 
Mtl5519 (62.09 deg) Mt2 5407 (60.83 des) Mt3 5472 (61.56 des) '/ 
#define MOTOR OFFSETS {5519,5407,5472} 
#e1se -
#error Missing or Invalid robOI definition" Use #define DELTA (or KIWI) 
#endif 
#define KIWlHOLD PT {O,O,Oj II thet.]. ~ 0 deg, theta2 ~ 0 deg (zenith) 
#define CANTHOLIJ_PT {O,O,O} IIthetal. ~ 0 deS, theta2 - 0 deg (zenith) 
i····················································· ............. , 
Universal constants 
\ .................................................................. ; 
#define OFF /' Birwi,e OFF '/ 
#define ON 
#define FALSE 
#define TRUE 
#defineNORM 
#derine Pi 
-1 
o 
o 
3,14159265)589 
I· Bitwise ON (fwds compliment) ., 
I· Boolean OFF ·1 
/. Boolean ON ./ 
/. Normal slalus ... alue ./ 
/. or thereabouts ./ 
/ .................................................................. \ 
Error cod e bases 
These should not overlap, Number basel in steps of 100 
\ ................................................................... / 
#define EBASEUSER IDO 
#define EBASEDRIVER 200 
#define EBASEKIN 300 
F.12 Robot.h 
I· User module ./ 
/. MotDi driver " 
i· Kjnematics module·' 
; ........................................................................ \ 
ROBOTH 
Header file ror robot control programs 
This is the only non-standard hellder file that needs CO be included 
jn the robot conlrol prosram. lllthouSh all the others prov-idt:d must 
be present or the program will nol compile. 
Files that must be present 
ROBOT.H - Thi. file 
SYSCONFG.H ~ System configuration information (u:iler configurllble) 
USER,H.LTSER,C - The high level robot commands module 
The correct driver ror me mowr' 
E.8. PH _IFX DR V Ilnd any files specified in the (ille block. or the 
driver CDR V) tile. 
The correct forwardlinvenle kinemaucs module 
E.g. DELTAXIN &. DELTA.H ond Hny files specified in 'he title block of 
the forwardlin ... ene k.inematics header 
\ ........................................................................... / 
I· Load me other header modules ./ 
#include ·SYSCONFG.H" 
#include GEOM SOLN HEADER 
#include "USERJ.." -
